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Foreword

Following the advent of  modern education in the country, the English language has been given 
an important place along with Dzongkha, the national language, and Mathematics. English 
has, in fact, been the language of  instruction for many school subjects, and it has served our 
purpose well even outside the curriculum.

Even though it has long been the desire of  the Ministry of  Education to keep the English 
programme up-to-date by incorporating changes in English usage, new developments in 
literature and the understanding of  how language is acquired,  there has been a general 
perception that the standard of  English in the country has declined over the years. In response 
to these concerns, the Ministry has maintained the development of  English curriculum as the 
main focus in the Ninth Five Year Plan (2002-2007). Major steps have been planned, which 
include the revision of  the English curriculum for classes Pre-Primary to XII, the provision 
for in-service training to bring the teachers up-to-date on the revised curriculum, and a 
programme of  academic courses to improve the teachers’ knowledge of  English. 

In the new English curriculum, the emphasis is on the improvement of  the language skills 
of  students, on literature studies written in contemporary English language, the inclusion of  
non-fiction writing and changes in the approach to the assessment of  students’ performance. 
The new curriculum also demands change in the way in which students are taught, specifically 
a movement away from the teacher-centred classroom to a gender-sensitive, student-centred 
learning environment.  This means that the teacher is responsible for designing activities that 
promote active learning while the students play a greater role in their own learning. The teacher 
will act as a facilitator and be a source of  knowledge of  language and literature.

This selection of  texts represents a conscious and rigorous effort to bring to our classrooms 
an assortment of  rich and varied literary experiences presented through different genres which 
celebrate the dignity of  content and the beauty of  language.

The plans put forward in the revised curriculum offer a balanced programme with adequate 
instructional time to develop the skills in each strand of  Reading & Literature, Listening and 
Speaking, Writing, and Language. The goal is to provide adequate time to learn these skills 
so that students are able to communicate with eloquence and receive the communication of  
others with respect and clarity.

The Ministry of  Education hopes that the new English curriculum will open the doors to 
new opportunities for our students to improve their English language skills. The programme 
will ensure that they will acquire the knowledge to continue higher studies and the skills they 
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require to become competent communicators - in Reading, Writing, Listening and Speaking 
as required in the workplace and society.

The Ministry of  Education acknowledges the contributions of  the Government of  Canada 
and the support of  our Government to carry out this important project. The Ministry also 
wishes to acknowledge the valuable contributions of  the teachers and teacher-educators to 
the development of  this new English curriculum.

Trashi Delek.

        Thinley Gyamtsho
               Minister
     Ministry of Education
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Introduction

The task of  building a curriculum necessarily involves an acknowledgement of  the diverse 
claims made on it by the society and the citizens essentially because of  the high stakes at 
play. Expectations are higher and concerns deeper especially in situations where the entire 
system follows a national curriculum that is delivered through similar arrangements and 
assessed against largely obvious criteria. An honourable curriculum is, therefore, called upon 
to discover and advance the best that is thought and known in the diverse spheres of  human 
endeavour while at the same time beckoning the young minds to look for and to love what 
is true and good and beautiful in life and living. A curriculum for Reading & Literature has 
a special responsibility. 

To this end, the revised English curriculum for Reading & Literature is built on the conviction 
of  the need for minimum standards, as presented in The Silken Knot: Standards for English for 
Schools in Bhutan (CERD, 2002), that students are expected to achieve as they graduate from 
school. From these Standards have evolved the Learning Objectives for each class for different 
genres. The Learning Objectives then were seen to be achieved through a rigorous process 
of  selection of  materials that would support both the Standards and the Learning Objectives 
themselves. Further, the selection of  teaching and learning materials was informed by several 
other significant considerations: that the texts had to have the best ideas written in the best 
language possible, that they had to be gender-sensitive, that they had to present fine examples 
of  classical and modern language, that they had to attempt a fair blend of  both Bhutanese 
and international writing in English, and, of  course, the texts had to be age-appropriate and 
appealing. 

As can be seen from the selection, some of  the literary icons of  the past still preside over the 
revised curriculum with their never-aging voice and presence. There is yet ample space for 
novelty and innovation in style and structure so refreshing in the modern idiom. Excellent 
samples of  poetry, short stories, essays and plays from different cultures have been put 
together both as main texts as well as supplementary reading materials. A short biography of  
the author places the text in context. 

Underneath the obvious diversity and variety in time and space, there is, yet, the self-evident 
fact of  life that is the common denominator that literature affirms and celebrates. In spite of  
the often inexorable irony of  fate, the agony of  loss and privation, the corrosive evil inherent 
in hate and lies, there is the ultimate message of  compassion and human solidarity. It is the 
privileged province of  literature to discover and advance what makes life really worthwhile, 
provide templates of  the possible and the perfect. Literature seeks and affirms the soul and 
sovereignty of  humans and nations. Literature is truly the essential autobiography of  life in 
all its variety and profundity. 
It is our belief  that our students and teachers will be able to celebrate the beauty of  words 
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and their sounds, their meanings and their implications, the power of  suggestiveness and 
the authority of  goodness. It is our hope too that the selections presented here will provide 
opportunities to our young men and women to discover and celebrate their own individual 
gifts and the marvels of  their minds and hearts which they can bring to bear on the content 
and character of  our beautiful nation.

                 T. S. Powdyel
           Chairman
                English Subject Committee
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An Introduction to the English Curriculum

“We remain grateful for the wise policy of  His Majesty the late King Jigme Dorji Wangc-
huck to take full advantage of  the English language which is in fact the international lan-
guage - the language of  the sciences, technologies, trade, and international relations”. 

- His Excellency the Prime Minister Lyonchen Jigmi Y Thinley (Annual Report to the 
82nd session of  the National Assembly, July 2004.)

Like many other happy developments, the advent of  the English language to Bhutan was a 
matter of  choice. When the veil of  self-imposed isolation was lifted, Bhutan looked beyond its 
borders and began to prepare itself  to modernise and join the community of  nations. Which 
language to use to interact with the international community was one of  the many decisions 
that had to be made.

English was seen as the most advantageous language to assist Bhutan in the articulation of  its 
identity and the elevation of  its profile in the many organizations to which it would belong. 
That choice has served Bhutan well, as it has undertaken to become a full charter member 
of  the United Nations and has established bi-lateral and multi-lateral agreements with other 
countries. English has enhanced its capacity to participate more effectively and purposefully 
in the global community. 

The flexibility, versatility, and richness of  English allow it to be used in a variety of  circum-
stances and to be used by the Bhutanese people to meet their own goals. As His Late Majesty 
envisioned, Bhutan has been able to access and share in the knowledge and wisdom of  the 
different peoples of  the world in the diverse spheres of  human endeavour. The discoveries of  
science and mathematics, medicine and information technology, much of  which uses English 
as the language of  publication, are now available to Bhutan. 
The cultural and intellectual resources of  the English-speaking world and the formulations 
of  philosophy, jurisprudence and economics, to mention a few, have been opened to the 
Bhutanese people directly. In return, Bhutan has been able to share with the international 
community its rich cultural and spiritual heritage and, in the ensuing dialogues, enrich the 
intellectual resources of  the world.

The need for people in Bhutan to be competent in English has led to the decision to use 
English as the language of  instruction for many of  the subjects taught in school. Along with 
Dzongkha, it is, one of  the official languages of  communication. In all likelihood it will con-
tinue to play this partner role with Dzongkha in the foreseeable future. 

Given these circumstances, the question of  how best to build and maintain a modern English 
programme for Bhutan continues to be addressed by educators. As time goes on, revisions 
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are necessary to keep the programme up to date with the changes in English usage, new de-
velopments in literature and the understanding of  how language is acquired.  The Ministry 
of  Education has taken several measures to address the issue of  quality English instruction.  
Major steps include the complete revision of  the English curriculum, Classes Pre - Primary 
to XII, the provision for in-service training to update the teachers on the revised curriculum 
and a programme of  academic courses to improve the teachers’ knowledge of  English. 

That task of  revision has been undertaken as part of  The Strengthening of  Support to Educa-
tion in Bhutan (SSEB) Project, a cooperative effort sponsored by the Canadian International 
Development Agency (CIDA) in cooperation with the University of  New Brunswick (UNB) 
and the Royal Government of  Bhutan.  The project consists of  three parts – Education, 
Engineering and Information Technology – with the revision of  the English curriculum, PP 
– XII, as one task of  the Education component of  the project. At the request of  the Bhutan 
Ministry of  Education, the committee was charged with the task of  revising the curriculum to 
reflect contemporary language and to include non-fiction writing. This, of  course, necessitated 
a change in the materials used. While efforts have been made to include classical literature, 
there is a greater emphasis on modern writers of  both fiction and non-fiction.    

The Ministry also asked for a change in the way in which students are taught, requesting 
a movement away from the teacher-centred classroom. The revised curriculum, therefore, 
reflects a student or learner-centred approach to classroom instruction.  In brief  that means 
that students, especially those at the upper levels of  school, will be more involved as active 
participants in the classroom.  The teacher will be involved directly, assuming the roles of  
the planner of  activities, of  the source of  knowledge of  language and literature and as the 
facilitator of  learning.  She designs activities that promote active student learning   

Some Thoughts on Language Learning
The decision to set out a learner-centred programme which calls for study in each of  the four 
strands shown in the curriculum, is informed by the kinds of  theories of  language learning 
encountered in James Moffett’s (1983) explanation of  how people learn language and how, 
by extension, teachers should teach language.

 In Teaching the Universe of  Discourse, Moffett presents four modes of  discourse (the Strands in 
this curriculum) through which people learn to use language. Those are Listening, Talking, 
Writing and Reading. The former two are oral modes of  discourse while the latter are textual. 
He posits that it is useful to consider the modes of  Talking and Writing as productive, or 
producing modes, while the Reading and Listening as receptive, or receiving modes. Despite 
the nomenclature, the hallmark for all modes is the active engagement of  the learner.

Moffett understands the universe of  discourse to be an active “place” where the learner first 
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receives language input as s/he listens to expert speakers, and then, after a long period of  trial 
and error, produces his or her own ideas in the language which s/he hears spoken around 
him. It is with the modes of  discourse Listening and Talking that the learner first learns both 
to give and receive, to shape and modify messages, so that they more precisely reflect his 
thinking and help him communicate that thinking more accurately.

A visit to most Pre-Primary classes in Bhutan will find the Pre-Primary teachers actively en-
gaged in helping their students to listen a great deal to learn sounds, to learn the intentions 
of  the teacher as s/he gives instructions; and then, after a long time, assisting her students to 
produce in their own speech, ideas and concepts of  their own. It is a struggle for them, and 
takes hours of  practice and repetition. The learning is active but slow and takes enormous 
patience and consistency on the part of  the teacher. But it works.  The students learn how to 
converse in English as they would in any language taught this way.

The move on the part of  the learner to begin to use the writing mode of  discourse requires 
new skills of  Reading and Writing. Again, the acquisition of  these skills takes hours of  practice 
during which the students learn that letters represent the sounds they have learned to make, 
and that they can use these letters to communicate their ideas in writing.  At the same time, 
they are learning to read, so that   they can receive the ideas of  others, who like them, have 
learned to write down their thoughts, ideas and feelings.

Once the students are engaged in each of  these modes of  discourse, language learning be-
comes increasingly dynamic. Ideas, feelings, words and structures flow between the learner 
and himself, his immediate community, and even a community removed from him in time 
and place but available through writing and reading.

Again, visits to Primary classes in Bhutan will allow the visitor to see students and teachers 
actively engaged in experiences which develop the skills necessary to use each of  these modes 
of  discourse. They talk, they write, they listen, they read. Through trial and error and months 
of  practice, they come to use English.

In brief, the decision by the Ministry of  Education to plan for an activity based, learner-centred 
curriculum for all classes Pre-Primary-XII is informed by ideas like Moffett’s which explain 
how we learn language. It is helpful for this discussion, as well, to know that the international 
testing program (PISA) of  the OECD (the Organization for Economic Cooperation and 
Development) has adopted similar principles of  active language learning to be used when 
designing its examinations. 
The concept of  Reading put forward by the Organization for Economic Cooperation and 
Development and used in their international testing program, PISA (Programme of  Inter-
national Student Assessment) supports the need to put in place programs that require the 
students to be actively engaged in the learning of  a language. OECD defines reading as “an 
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interactive process………. which leads to understanding, using and reflecting on written texts 
in order to achieve one’s goals, to develop one’s knowledge and potential and to participate in 
society.” To gauge the reading literacy of  its member countries, OECD tests from 4500-10000 
students in each of  forty-three countries on these reading skills: forming a broad general 
understanding of  texts, retrieving information, developing an interpretation of  a text, reflect-
ing on the content of  a text, and reflecting on the form and purpose of  a text.  It is evident 
that students need to learn how to read independently, reflectively and interactively if  they 
are to be able to do these things. The curriculum planning committee has adopted Bloom’s 
Taxonomy to organise the classroom activities in each of  the strands for similar reasons. It 
provides a way to build an ascending order of  skills for the program and, of  course, it is well 
known to Bhutanese teachers.

Guides for Teachers
To accompany this document, and to assist with the implementation of  the new programme, 
the Curriculum Development Committee has prepared a Guide for Teachers for each Class 
level. The guides set out materials and activities for each Class level. Teachers will find in the 
guides a description of  the materials for each strand, justifications or rationales for each piece 
of  literature, and suggested activities for each strand. They will also find a Timeline for each 
week, which sets out a plan that allows the teacher to engage the students in studies for each 
strand in a consistent and thorough way.

Student-centered Classrooms
The decision by the Ministry to develop a curriculum for English which is student-centred 
means that classroom practise has to change. As reported in The Silken Knot, and later con-
firmed by a study commissioned by CAPSD in 2003, observers of  classes, especially in Classes 
VII-XII, found English teachers talking and explaining texts while students sat passively or 
made notes on what the teachers were saying, directly into their textbooks. As a result, they 
were not able to practice Speaking and Writing, nor were they being taught how to read at 
the higher levels required of  an adult reader. (See Moffett and the discussion of  PISA above). 
The changes in the test items used in the NEA call for students to manipulate texts at both 
the knowledge and inferential levels. Teachers will have to plan for practice in that kind of  
reading and writing if  the students are to be able to meet the expectations raised by this pro-
gramme of  testing.

The recommendation, by both reports cited above, that students be actively engaged in their 
own learning, was accepted by the Ministry; however, there is a fear that if  an active classroom 
program be put in place then teachers will have nothing to do. That fear has been addressed 
directly. Teachers and parents will see in the guides an approach that balances direct teacher 
input and planning with the participation   of  students in activities that help them develop 
the skills and knowledge necessary to meet the standards set out in this document.  
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To conclude this introduction, this document presents the revisions, which the Ministry of  
Education is recommending at this time to keep the English curriculum up to date. They are 
as follows:

Revision 1:  The curriculum has been Organised so that classroom practice is informed by 
the set of  Standards presented by CERD in The Silken Knot: Standards for English for Schools in 
Bhutan for each of  the four Strands, or modes of  discourse, namely Reading & Literature, 
Listening and Speaking, Writing, and Language. These set out in global terms what students 
can be expected to be able to do and to know in English, following graduation at the end of  
Class XII.

Revision 2: The Standards are elaborated by a set of  detailed Learning Objectives for each 
Class level, PP-XII, which integrate the work in English across the curriculum. The Objec-
tives serve to indicate to students, teachers and parents, the details of  what students need to 
learn at each class level in order to make progress towards the attainment of  the Standards. 
The Objectives are   set out for each of  the four Strands and are cumulative, sequenced 
developmentally, Pre-Primary-XII, and arranged so that they can be dealt with separately or 
integrated at each class level. 

Revision 3: The curriculum marks a change in thinking about English studies, especially the 
English studies for Classes VII – XII. To date, the emphasis has been on learning the content 
of  the literature in the syllabus. Little time has been given to the use of  the literature to aid 
in the development of  the language skills presented in the four strands in this programme.

The literature materials recommended here have been selected to help students develop 
reading skills and to aid as a resource for assistance with the development, and practice, of  
the skills of  Writing, Listening and Speaking, and Language. The content of  the literature is 
important, and to that end, care has been taken to choose excellent literature: however, the 
English Curriculum Review Committee is persuaded that content must play a secondary role 
to the advancement of  the skills necessary for proficiency in English.

Revision 4: The curriculum calls for a shift in teaching and learning practices to student-cen-
tred learning and the establishment of  learner-centred classrooms.
Revision 5:  Students will read both fiction and non-fiction in the Reading and Literature 
strand for each class. This curriculum sets out to achieve a balance in the kinds of  literature 
which students are expected to learn how to read.
Revision 6: The document calls for the direct teaching of  reading strategies in each class, 
PrePrimary – XII.

Revision 7: Care has been taken to select materials that are gender sensitive and are age/
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class appropriate.

Revision 8: Care has been taken to select texts which engage students in a discussion of  the 
cultural values of  Bhutan and introduce them to the notable writers of  Bhutan and of  other 
cultures. 

Revision 9: Care has been taken to introduce texts that are written in contemporary English. 

Revision 10: The curriculum calls for the teaching of  English grammar, pronunciation and 
syntax in a consistent, thorough and interactive manner, Classes IV – XII.

Revision 11: Timelines are set out to ensure that each of  the strands gets its share of  the time 
allocated to English studies. The Timeline is different for each class level to permit teachers 
to make provision for a balanced programme that meets the changing needs of  the students 
but still requires teachers to set aside time for work in each strand.

Revision 12: The curriculum presents changes in the Modes of  Assessment in examination 
test items which will permit students to show that they have learned the skills and content 
presented in each strand.

Finally, the Ministry of  Education wants to compliment the educators of  Bhutan on the ex-
cellent work, which has produced graduates who have a capacity in English second to none 
in those countries that use English as a second language.

The plans put forward in this curriculum to provide for time to develop the skills in each 
mode, or strand, of  Listening and Speaking, Language, Writing, and Reading & Literature are 
in keeping with this thinking about language learning. The goal is an English speaker who can 
integrate the modes or strands so that he can communicate with eloquence and receive the 
communication of  others with respect and clarity. 

It is the wish of  the Ministry to build on the extraordinary capacities of  both teachers and 
students to learn English and offer a revised programme, which will graduate students with 
the level of  fluency in English needed at this time.
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Organisational Chart

Time Line

Modes of Assessment

An Introduction to the
Study and Teaching of English

Learning Objectives Learning ObjectivesLearning ObjectivesLearning Objectives

Materials MaterialsMaterials Materials

Activities ActivitiesActivitiesActivities

Foreword and Standards for 
Reading & Literature

Foreword and Standards for 
Writing

Foreword and Standards for 
Listening & Speaking

Foreword and Standards for 
Language

The Organisational Chart above will help readers understand the different components of  the 
English curriculum. Every effort has been made to integrate the components. The Introduction 
sets out a brief  history of  English in the schools of  Bhutan and introduces the principles 
which inform the curriculum. Twelve suggested revisions are included. The Standards for each 
of  the four strands – Reading & Literature, Writing, Listening and Speaking, and Language 
– flow from these principles. They are exit Standards which set out what graduates can be 
expected to know and do when they leave school in Class XII. The Standards are elaborated 
as the Learning Objectives which set out what students must learn to know and do at each 
class level to achieve the standards. 

The Learning Objectives will serve as indicators of  achievement at each class level in reference 
to the Standards. 

The Materials and Activities have been developed to help the students acquire the skills and the 
knowledge they need to be successful in attaining the Learning Objectives, and ultimately, the 
Standards. The Timetable sets out a ‘time-budget’ for each strand. The Modes of  Assessment 
are informed by the principles espoused in the Introduction to the Foreword and are organised 
to test the students on their skill development and knowledge.
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Foreword to Reading & Literature

“I am part of  all that I have met;
Yet all experience is an arch wherethro’

Gleams that untravl’d world, whose margin
Fades for ever and for ever when I move.”

                                               - “Ulysses”, Alfred Lord Tennyson

Like Ulysses, when we read, we become travellers through worlds whose horizons beckon and 
entice us farther and farther into realms beyond our own daily experiences. We travel from 
our own world to different places and times, go to a universe beyond our own, a universe in 
which we meet people who hold ideas and beliefs which confirm, challenge, and elaborate 
what we know, understand and believe.

Reading is the key to unlocking the vault of  the wisdom of  the race. To read well is to be in 
contact with those who have gone before us, who have discovered what it is to be human and 
the best ways to organise themselves to achieve happiness 

We do not always read for such exalted reasons. Reading is also something we use to do everyday 
things at work or at home: things like shopping, reading mail, getting information on topics 
of  interest and getting instructions on how to do things or put things together. We also read 
to learn the ideas of  others on more abstract issues like political thought or religious beliefs. 
We read for pleasure and to pass the time. Sometimes we read our favourite authors simply 
because we like to read their works. Whatever the reasons we have for reading, it is making 
meaning with text in an interactive process that engages the reader, the writer, and the text in 
a dialogue about the subject of  the piece.

Engaging in the dialogue begins when the reader tries to be clear about what the writer or 
her characters are saying and doing. Frequently, once that has been achieved and is clear, the 
reader does not want to go further. The knowledge of  what has been read is enough. But 
just as frequently, readers want to move beyond the simple knowledge of  a book to levels of  
dialogue, which engage them, the writer, and  the text in negotiations about the significance 
of  what has been said or enacted in the piece. It is in this kind of  dialogue that the focus 
shifts from the surface knowledge of  the text to attempts to comprehend what has been 
read at more profound levels, to delight in possible interpretations, to analyse how the writer 
achieves the cogency of  the piece, and ultimately, the evaluation of  the beauty and the validity 
of  what has been said.
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Whatever the level of  the dialogue, the readers bring to the table not only their knowledge of  
the text under study, but also their experiences with other texts, the experiences they have had 
in real life or have imagined, and quite likely, sets of  beliefs that challenge the point of  view 
of  the writer.  Students need to be taught the strategies to read in these ways. And they need 
time to participate in activities, which are planned by the teachers to allow them to practise 
the strategies.

The literature in the syllabus provides the material to teach students how to read, while at the 
same time permitting them to read some of  the best literature available in English.  Students 
have to learn how to make meaning by themselves and to appreciate what it means to have 
met some of  the best writers and their works in the course of  their studies. If  we can build 
classroom communities where that can be arranged, then, like Ulysses, our readers will be 
drawn to travel through new worlds of  experience whose horizons keep expanding.
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Standards for Reading & Literature

1. Graduates are able to read a wide range of  texts – fiction and non-fiction – independently.

2. Graduates know the different forms of  literature and the purposes they serve.

3. Graduates know and use appropriate reading strategies for making meaning with a variety 

of  texts- fiction and non-fiction.

4. Graduates have read relevant major literary works from Bhutan and other countries.

5. Graduates have an interest in books and continue to read for enjoyment and learning.

6. Through their reading, graduates have studied and reflected on the cultural values of  Bhutan 

and other countries, particularly the different ways in which people discover meaning in 

their lives; different expressions of  fundamental values like Truth, Goodness, and Beauty; 

the possibilities of  human achievement; and have found directions and models for their 

own aspirations.

7. Through their reading, graduates have developed a heightened sense of  beauty and 

harmony which informs their lives.
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Learning Objectives for Reading & Literature

Class XII students will demonstrate that they can:

1. Use the reading strategies developed in earlier classes.

2. Assess their own values in the light of  what they encounter in the literature they study.

3. Identify and analyse the range of  issues encountered in a variety of  texts.

4. Evaluate alternative opinions of  the texts they read, using information from other texts 
and sources where appropriate.  (Reading Strategy)

5. Demonstrate a greater level of  familiarity with Bhutanese writers as well as major classical 
and modern writers.

6. Understand the aspects of  the human condition encountered in their readings – the notion 
of  the impact of  modern technology, real love, impermanence and aging, self  knowledge 
and language and culture. 

7. Distinguish the best pieces of  literature and make choices for their personal collection.

8. Demonstrate a heightened sense of  beauty and harmony.

9. Build their vocabulary and practise pronunciation skills.

10. Read 40 pieces of  fiction and non-fiction texts.

11. Enjoy reading as a learning activity.

Note:
1. Students must read a minimum of 20 literature pieces - short novels m outside the textbook and write book 

reviews on two books from out of 20 they have read. The reviews should be included in their Reading 
Portfolio for assessment. Students will have to maintain reading log for the prescribed number of books read. 
Reading log can be kept even for the books read beyond the recommended number. 

2. Viva voce will be conducted as the part of assessment in the Listening and Speaking strand from classes IX to 
XII. Teachers will ask students to share/speak/talk about one book from out of 20 books they have read and 
reviewed.

3.	 In	the	Writing	Portfolio	students	will	be	asked	to	write	3	different	types	of	writing-Transactional,	personal	
and poetic – in classes IX to XII.
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Reading Strategies:
 

Secondary Reading Strategies
Reading is the process of  constructing meaning through the dynamic interaction among:
• the reader’s existing knowledge,
• the information Learning by the written language, and 
• the context of  the reading situation. 

Four general purposes of  reading are:
• to gain information 
• to perform a task 
• to experience and enjoy literature 
• to form opinion

Critical Reading
Critical reading means to look through texts rather than at them; it means reading beyond 
and beneath surface meanings to the assumptions, arguments, and strategies behind them. 
Critical reading means about how texts work: how they make their meaning, how they appeal 
to your emotions and intellect, how they present arguments that are explicit and implicit; how 
they reason with readers and manipulate them.

To be a critical reader, you need to learn how to “slow down” your reading. Slowing down 
your reading doesn’t mean you ought to read more slowly; it means that you need to read in 
such a way that you learn to be aware of a text’s various parts and processes. Running 
your eye over the words on the page it is easy to think of  any piece of  writing as a smooth 
and solid object. But all writing — whether a short story by a famous writer or a paper by 
one of  your classmates — is the result of  a process and the product of  a context. Both the 
process and context that produce a piece of  writing are reflected in various ways in a text’s 
parts and layers. When you learn to slow down your reading you will be able to see that all 
writing is made up of  parts and layers that come together in the writing process to make 
something that seems whole.

Critical Reading Classroom Environment
For active, critical reading to occur, teachers must create an atmosphere which fosters inquiry. 
Students must be encouraged to question, to make predictions, and to organize ideas which 
support value judgments. Two techniques for developing these kinds of  critical reading 
skills include problem solving and to reason through reading. Flynn (1989) describes an 
instructional model for problem solving which promotes analysis, synthesis, and evaluation of  
ideas. She states that, “When we ask students to analyze we expect them to clarify information 
by examining the component parts. Synthesis involves combining relevant parts into a coherent 
whole, and evaluation includes setting up standards and then judging against them to verify 
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the reasonableness of  ideas.”

Beck (1989) adopts a similar perspective, using the term “reasoning” to imply higher order 
thinking skills. Comprehension requires inferencing, which plays a central role in reasoning 
and problem solving. For Beck, children’s literature has the potential to engage students in 
reasoning activities.

When literature is approached from a problem solving perspective, students are asked to 
evaluate evidence, draw conclusions, make inferences, and develop a line of  thinking (Riecken 
and Miller, 1990). According to Flynn (1989), children are capable of  solving problems at all 
ages and need to be encouraged to do so at every grade level. (See, for example, “Using Fairy 
Tales” 1991 for young children; Anton 1990 for elementary children; Johannessen 1989 for 
middle school children.) Teachers may want to experiment with a particular children’s book 
and plan a lesson which places reasoning at the centre of  instruction.

Wilson (1988) suggests that teachers re-think the way they teach reading and look critically at 
their own teaching/thinking processes. She cautions against skills lessons that are repackaged 
in the name of  critical thinking but which are only renamed worksheets. She points out that 
teaching students to read, write, and think critically is a dramatic shift from what has generally 
taken place in most classrooms.

According to Wilson, critical literacy advocates the use of  strategies and techniques like 
formulating questions prior to, during, and after reading; responding to the text in terms of  the 
student’s own values; anticipating texts, and acknowledging when and how reader expectations 
are aroused and fulfilled; and responding to texts through a variety of  writing activities which 
ask readers to go beyond what they have read to experience the text in personal ways.

Critical Reading Strategies
Mastering these strategies will not make the critical reading process an easy one, it can make 
reading much more satisfying and productive and thus help students handle difficult material 
well and with confidence. 

Fundamental to each of  these strategies is annotating directly on the page: underlining key 
words, phrases, or sentences; writing comments or questions in the margins; bracketing 
important sections of  the text; constructing ideas with lines or arrows; numbering related 
points in sequence; and making note of  anything that strikes you as interesting, important, 
or questionable. 

• Previewing:  about a text before really reading it. Previewing enables readers to get a sense 
of  what the text is about and how it is organized before reading it closely. This simple 
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strategy includes seeing what you can learn from the head notes or other introductory 
material, skimming to get an overview of  the content and organization, and identifying 
the rhetorical situation. 

• Contextualizing: Placing a text in its historical, biographical, and cultural contexts. 
When you read a text, you read it through the lens of  your own experience. Your 
understanding of  the words on the page and their significance is informed by what you 
have come to know and value from living in a particular time and place. But the texts 
you read were all written in the past, sometimes in a radically different time and place. 
To read critically, you need to contextualize, to recognize the differences between your 
contemporary values and attitudes and those represented in the text. 

• Questioning to understand and remember: Asking questions about the content. As 
students, you are accustomed to teachers asking you questions about your reading. These 
questions are designed to help you understand a reading and respond to it more fully, 
and often this technique works. When you need to understand and use new information 
though it is most beneficial if  you write the questions, as you read the text for the first 
time. With this strategy, you can write questions any time, but in difficult academic 
readings, you will understand the material better and remember it longer if  you write a 
question for every paragraph or brief  section. Each question should focus on a main 
idea, not on illustrations or details, and each should be expressed in your own words, 
not just copied from parts of  the paragraph. 

• Reflecting on challenges to your beliefs and values: Examining your personal 
responses. The reading that you do for this class might challenge your attitudes, your 
unconsciously held beliefs, or your positions on current issues. As you read a text for the 
first time, mark an X in the margin at each point where you feel a personal challenge to 
your attitudes, beliefs, or status. Make a brief  note in the margin about what you feel or 
about what in the text created the challenge. Now look again at the places you marked 
in the text where you felt personally challenged. What patterns do you see? 

• Outlining and summarizing: Identifying the main ideas and restating them in your own 
words. Outlining and summarizing are especially helpful strategies for understanding the 
content and structure of  a reading selection. Whereas outlining levels the basic structure 
of  the text, summarizing synopsizes a selection’s main argument in brief. Outlining may 
be part of  the annotating process, or it may be done separately (as it is in this class). The 
key to both outlining and summarizing is being able to distinguish between the main 
ideas and the supporting ideas and examples. The main ideas form the backbone, the 
strand that holds the various parts and pieces of  the text together. Outlining the main 
ideas helps you to discover this structure. When you make an outline, don’t use the text’s 
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exact words. 

• Summarizing begins with outlining, but instead of  merely listing the main ideas, a 
summary recomposes them to form a new text. Whereas outlining depends on a close 
analysis of  each paragraph, summarizing also requires creative synthesis. Putting ideas 
together again — in your own words and in a condensed form — shows how reading 
critically can lead to deeper understanding of  any text. 

• Evaluating an argument: Testing the logic of  a text as well as its credibility and emotional 
impact. All writers make assertions that want you to accept as true. As a critical reader, 
you should not accept anything on face value but to recognize every assertion as an 
argument that must be carefully evaluated. An argument has two essential parts: a claim 
and support. The claim asserts a conclusion — an idea, an opinion, a judgment, or a 
point of  view — that the writer wants you to accept. The support includes reasons 
(shared beliefs, assumptions, and values) and evidence (facts, examples, statistics, and 
authorities) that give readers the basis for accepting the conclusion. When you assess an 
argument, you are concerned with the process of  reasoning as well as its truthfulness 
(these are not the same thing). At the most basic level, in order for an argument to be 
acceptable, the support must be appropriate to the claim and the statements must be 
consistent with one another. 

• Comparing and contrasting related readings: Exploring likenesses and differences 
between texts to understand them better. Many of  the authors we read are concerned 
with the same issues or questions, but approach how to discuss them in different ways. 
Fitting a text into an ongoing dialectic helps increase understanding of  why an author 
approached a particular issue or question in the way he or she did.

The Student’s Role 
Critical thinking implies that a reader is actively and constructively engaged in the process of  
reading. The reader is continually negotiating what s/he knows with what s/he is trying to 
make sense of. The role of  background knowledge and the student’s ability to draw upon it 
are essential to critical thinking.

It is not an easy task to incorporate higher level thinking skills into the classroom, but it is 
a necessary one. For students to participate in the society in which they live, they must have 
experiences which prepare them for life. In order to become critical thinkers, it is essential that 
students learn to value their own thinking, to compare their thinking and their interpretations 
with others, and to revise or reject parts of  that process when it is appropriate.

A classroom environment which is student-centred fosters student participation in the process  
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that is both personal and collaborative encourages critical thinking. Students who are reading, 
writing, discussing, and interacting with a variety of  materials in a variety of  ways are more 
likely to become critical thinkers.

The Teacher’s Role
Teachers who encourage pre-reading discussions to help readers activate prior knowledge 
or fill in gaps in background knowledge set the stage for critical reading. They help students 
identify purposes for reading, formulate hypotheses, and test the accuracy of  their hypotheses 
throughout the reading process. In addition, asking students to examine their own reading 
and  processes creates the awareness necessary for critical reading.

Post-reading activities that extend texts provide an opportunity for teachers to check for 
learning. Transforming ideas from reading into artwork, poetry, etc. is an evaluative, interpretive 
act that reveals the student’s level of  understanding. Critical readers are active readers. They 
question, confirm, and judge what they read throughout the reading process. Students 
engaged in such activities are likely to become critical thinkers and learners.

How Do I Sharpen my Critical Reading Strategies? 

Reading critically does not mean that you are criticizing the writer’s message but rather that 
you are assessing the validity and reliability of the writer’s material. Critical readers are 
also aware that they bring their beliefs, values, experiences, and prior knowledge to the reading 
process. Critical readers ask questions about themselves, the writer, and the writing. Below is 
a set of  questions to sharpen your critical reading strategies. 

Menu of Critical Reading Questions

1. Reader’s Background and Value Assumptions 
1  What do I know about the topic? 
2  What are my beliefs and values regarding the topic? 
3  What is my purpose for reading this material? 

2. Writer’s Background and Value Assumptions 
1  What is the writer’s background? 
2  How might it affect the writer’s approach to the topic and the selection and interpretation 

of  the evidence presented? 
3  What are the writer’s value assumptions regarding this topic? 

3. Writer’s Argument, Conclusion, and Evidence 
1  What is the topic of  the writer’s argument? 
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2  What is the writer’s conclusion? 
3  How has the writer limited the scope of  the argument through definitions of  key terms 

and the use of  qualifying words and phrases? 

4. Writer’s Use of Evidence to Support the Conclusion 
1  Are there any logical fallacies? 
2  What sort of  evidence does the writer use to support the conclusion(s)? 
3  Does the evidence offer adequate support for the writer’s conclusion? 
4  Are the sources creditable? 
5  If  the writer uses research studies as evidence, does the research satisfy these conditions: 

• Is it timely? 
• Is the sample group representative of  the target population? 
• Who conducted the research? What was the purpose of  the research? 
• Has the research been replicated? 
• Are the statistical findings and writer’s conclusion focused on the same topic? 
• Do the graphic illustrations represent the data in a truthful manner? 
• Do the various physical dimensions of  the graphic accurately portray the numerical 

relationships? 
• What is the source of  the data in the illustration? 
• Are the statistical findings and the writer’s conclusion focused on the same topic? 
 

5. Reader’s Reaction to the Reading
1  Do I accept the writer’s evidence as reliable and valid support of  the conclusion? 
2  To what degree do I accept the conclusion? 
3  How does the conclusion relate to what I already know and believe about the topic? 
4  How has the writer’s argument changed my views on this topic?

Here are some strategies that may be used:

1. Take inventory of what you will be reading.
Think about what you already know about the subject. Write down some notes on these 
thoughts. Look over the material you are reading - look for key words and phrases that may be 
in italics or boldface. Look for any graphs, captions, pictures or other graphics. See if  there is 
a summary at the end or a set of  comprehension questions. Most textbooks have summaries 
and questions. These can be very helpful to guide your reading. You should always read the 
summary and the questions before you read the text. These will give you a good idea of  what 
to look for when you read. Remember: not everything in the text is equally important: read 
for the main ideas. 

2. See the forest, not the trees!
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There is an English idiom that says, “You can’t see the forest for the trees.” This means that 
a person cannot see the overall picture or idea because she/he is concentrating on the details 
too much. When you are reading, don’t try to understand every word - get the overall idea. 

3. Don’t just read —WRITE!
Take notes while you are reading. Sometimes notes can be words and phrases that help you 
remember main ideas. However, you can also draw pictures or diagrams of  key ideas. It’s like 
drawing a map with roads connecting different cities or locations. If  each location is an idea, 
connect them together in your notes. 

4. If at first you don’t succeed, try, try again.
If  possible, read the text more than once. 

5. Don’t be afraid to make guesses.
Try to guess at meaning by looking at the context. The sentences and words immediately 
before and after the point you are reading can give you good ideas. 

6. Try to analyze the text.
Look for the introduction and conclusion. Look for the topic sentences in each paragraph. 

7. Make connections.
Try to make connections between main ideas and supporting details. Well-written texts will 
attempt to make connections of  their ideas in a logical way. 

8. Summarize & Paraphrase.
When you have finished reading a paragraph or a portion of  the text, stop and try to summa-
rize in your own words what you have read. You can do this in your notes or you can explain 
it orally to someone else. 

9. Talk with your friends.
Discuss what you have read with others who have also read the same text. 

SQ3R....for students & teachers

When you read, it is important to have a strategy or a plan for reading effectively. If  you do 
not have a plan, you may be easily distracted or may not focus on the right things in the text. 
As a result, when you are finished reading, you may not understand very much of  what you 
have read. Also, you may not have developed your English very much, either.
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When you read, you must be actively involved in the reading process in order to understand 
most effectively. The SQ3R method is one way to help you do this.

How does the SQ3R method work?

Survey
Survey means to scan the main parts of  the text you are going to read. This includes looking 
at the title, headings of  paragraphs, introduction and conclusion, first lines of  each paragraph, 
and any extra information that may be presented in boxes on the page. Doing this gives you 
some basic understanding of  what the text is about and helps you know what to expect when 
you read in more detail. 

Question
Questions are very helpful when you read a text. Most of  the time, people read first, and 
then look at questions at the end of  the text. However, this is not the best way to read. If  
possible, read the questions provided for you FIRST. This will help you know what specific 
information to look for. Questions (those that are provided with text and those provided by 
your teacher) are designed to focus on the main points. Therefore, if  you read to answer these 
questions, you will be focusing on the main points in the text. This helps you read with a goal 
in mind - answering specific questions. 

3 R’s

Read
Once you have some idea of  what the text is about and what the main points might be, start 
reading. Do not be afraid if  the text has many words you cannot understand. Just read!
 
Follow these suggestions: 
• Do not use your dictionary the first time through the text. 
• Try to understand as much as you can from the context. 
• Take notes as you go. 
• Make a note of  places that you do not understand, or words that are unclear. 
• Go through the text a second time. 
• Try to answer the questions.

Recite
Studies have suggested that students remember 80% of  what they learn, if  they repeat the 
information verbally. If  they do not repeat verbally, they often forget 80%. Writing down the 
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answers to questions from the text and saying these answers will help you remember the infor-
mation. One good way to do this is to discuss the information with a friend or classmate, or 
with the professor. Try to summarize the main points you have learned from the reading and 
add to your knowledge from the comments and responses of  the person you are talking with. 

Review
Review means to go over something again. In order to remember information, you cannot 
simply memorize it one day and then put it aside. After you have read and discussed and 
studied your information, it is important to review your notes again a few days or weeks later. 
This will help you keep the information fresh in your mind. 

Strategies for Teaching Reading Strategies

Modes of Reading
Different modes of  reading offer varying levels of  support for students, from having the 
teacher read the entire text aloud to having students read the text independently. It is fre-
quently appropriate to combine several modes of  reading at once. The combination provides 
a scaffold for learning that gradually releases responsibility to the students and helps them to 
become more proficient readers. Different combinations are used to meet the differing needs 
of  students in relation to the materials they are reading.

Reading Aloud
The teacher reads aloud from a text that is too challenging for the students to read and com-
prehend alone. Usually the students do not have a copy of  the text. The teacher may complete 
the text in one reading or may continue reading a longer text over a period of  time. Reading 
aloud is used to develop background information, to make connections across texts, or for 
enjoyment.

Teacher-Directed Interactive Reading
Using grade level materials which may include magazine or newspaper articles, poems, charts, 
or other forms of  print, the teacher provides direct, supported reading of  text to the whole 
class. The text is read in a variety of  ways. 
• The teacher introduces the text and sets a purpose for independent, silent reading of  

a part or all of  the text.
• The teacher reads the text or part of  the text aloud while students follow the reading 

in their own texts. The teacher pauses for predictions, clarifications, and questions. A 
summary of  what was read is developed orally or in writing with the class.

• Students are paired for buddy reading of  the text.
• Small groups of  students read the text together using reciprocal teaching strategies.
• The teacher reads the text aloud to a small group of  students while the rest of  the class 
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reads the selection independently, with a buddy, or in a small group.
• Groups of  students or the whole class may read the text together as a choral reading 

activity.

Guided Reading
The teacher provides small group instruction using materials at the instructional level of  the 
group. The teacher supports the development of  effective reading strategies for processing 
new texts at increasingly challenging levels of  difficulty. This progression of  difficulty must 
be in increments small enough to allow the reader to bridge the gap without being frustrated. 
Therefore, the best materials for guided reading are sets of  books that have the progression 
built in. For elementary school students whose instructional reading level is close to grade 
level, the grade level basal may be used to provide guided reading instruction.

During Guided Reading, the teacher works with a small group of  students who use similar 
reading processes and are able to read similar levels of  text with support. The teacher intro-
duces a text to this small group and works briefly with individuals in the group as each student 
reads to him/herself. The teacher may select one or two reading strategies to present to the 
group following the reading and may have students participate in extension activities. Basic to 
Guided Reading is that the text is one that offers the reader a minimum of  new concepts to 
learn so that students can read the text with the strategies they currently have, but it provides 
an opportunity for new learning.

Structured Independent Reading
Students build reading fluency, practice strategic reading skills, and increase their vocabularies 
by spending sustained periods of  in-class time engaged in independent reading. Books may 
be self-selected or teacher assigned, but are at the students’ independent reading levels. Time 
for this fluency practice must be built into the school day and must include a daily homework 
assignment.

Students in Pre-primary should spend a minimum of  15 minutes each day in developmen-
tally appropriate independent reading behavior. Students in grades 1-12 must spend 30 
minutes each day on in-class independent reading. All students, PP-12, must read 30 
minutes each night as daily reading homework. Activities which support and strengthen 
independent reading include:
• drawing a picture of  a favorite part of  the book; 
• discussing the book/chapter read with a partner or a small group; 
• keeping a record or log of  each book completed; 
• writing a brief  summary of  the content; 
• making a personal response to the reading in a log or journal; 
• writing dialogue journals to the teacher about the independent reading material; and/
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or 
• taking the Accelerated Reader test.

Working With Words
Students receive daily explicit, systematic instruction in one or more of  the following as 
appropriate:
• phonemic awareness, students are taught the sounds of  the language; 
• phonics instruction, students receive instruction in letter/sound matching; 
• blending and segmenting sounds, and decoding; 
• graphophonic instruction, students learn to use letter/sound correspondence to write; 
• syntactic, students learn word patterns and spelling, prefixes, suffixes, root words, ety-

mologies; and 
• vocabulary, students learn word meanings, analogies, usage, and cognates. 

Reciprocal Teaching
Students are taught to become strategic readers through an active dialogue with a teacher/
leader and other students. Working in small groups, students practice the following critical 
reading strategies:
• making predictions based on titles, captions, pictures, prior knowledge, etc.; 
• formulating good questions based on the text (e.g., writing test questions); 
• seeking clarification of  words, phrases, or concepts not understood; 
• summarizing, getting the main idea; and 
• forming visual images while reading. 

Questions and Discussion
Critical to reading comprehension is the ability to ask and answer higher order thinking 
questions about text and to defend or challenge answers using information and details from 
the text to support positions. Students at all levels and in all subject areas must have daily 
opportunities to raise questions to be used in group discussions about texts. Student-gener-
ated questions should be used to formulate teacher-made tests.

Read and Retell
Retellings are powerful tools because they serve authentic instructional and assessment pur-
poses. Students retell, orally or in writing, narrative or expository text. In the retelling, they use 
the same form, style, and language of  the original text. This strategy aids comprehension of  
text, expands vocabulary, and provides good models for students to transfer to their personal 
writing. Retellings provide insights into the thinking, organization, and comprehension levels 
of  the readers. In primary grades students may use drawings in combination with oral retelling.

Learning to Write, Writing to Learn
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Writing and reading are reciprocal skills which strongly support one another. It is important 
that students receive daily instruction in effective writing and that they use writing to demon-
strate what they have learned. Writing is thinking made visible. It supports students in learning 
to construct meaning and become proficient readers. It involves many activities including:
• exploring different modes of  writing; 
• mini-lessons that include modeling; and 
• engaging students in meaningful interactions with text. 
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1. What I Have Lived For - Bertrand Russell

“Three passions, like great winds, have blown me hither and thither, on a wayward course…”

Three passions, simple but overwhelmingly strong, have governed my life: the longing for love, 
the search for knowledge, and unbearable pity for the suffering of  mankind. These passions, 
like great winds, have blown me hither and thither, on a wayward course, over a deep ocean 
of  anguish, reaching to the very verge of  despair. 

I have sought love, first, because it brings ecstasy - ecstasy so sweet that I would often have 
sacrificed all the rest of  life for a few hours of  this joy. I have sought it, next, because it relieves 
loneliness - that terrible loneliness in which one shivering consciousness looks over the rim 
of  the world into the cold unfathomable lifeless abyss. I have sought it, finally, because in the 
union of  love I have seen, in a mystic miniature, the prefiguring vision of  the heaven that 
saints and poets have imagined. This is what I sought, and though it might seem too good 
for human life, this is what - at last - I have found. 

With equal passion I have sought knowledge. I have wished to understand the hearts of  men. I 
have wished to know why the stars shine. And I have tried to apprehend the Pythagorean power 
by which number holds sway above the flux. A little of  this, but not much, I have achieved. 

Love and knowledge, so far as they were possible, led upward toward the heavens. But always 
pity brought me back to earth. Echoes of  cries of  pain reverberate in my heart. Children in 
famine, victims tortured by oppressors, helpless old people a hated burden to their sons, and 
the whole world of  loneliness, poverty, and pain makes a mockery of  what human life should 
be. I long to alleviate the evil, but I cannot, and I too suffer. 

This has been my life. I have found it worth living, and would gladly live it again if  the chance 
were offered me. 

About the Author: 

Betrand Russell was born in 1872 in Trelleck, England. He is best known for Principia Mathematics 
(1910) and A History of Western Philosophy (1942). Among the many honours that Lord Russell 
received in addition to the Nobel Prize in 1950, are the much esteemed Order of  Merit, bestowed upon him 
by King George VI in 1949, and the Sonning prize for his contribution to European culture by the University 
of  Copenhagen in 1960. He died in 1970 in Penrhyndeudraeth, Wales. Perhaps Lord Russell’s greatest gift 
to humankind was his unfaltering courage and the fearless stand he took in his campaign to preserve humanity. 
In a way, he summed up all his beliefs when he said: “Remember your humanity and forget the rest”.
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2. Looking at the Media  Cam MacPherson

A medium of  communication is any method by which we spread information. The human 
voice was the first medium; our voices enabled us to develop spoken language and become a 
race of  speechmakers and storytellers. Thousands of  years later, various societies developed 
written language which allowed much more complex civilizations to emerge. With written 
language, we could record information accurately and send it long distances. No longer was the 
human memory our only storage device. Using tablets, scrolls, and finally printed books, we 
could store knowledge and accumulate it over generations. As increasing numbers of  people 
learned to read and write, there was an increasing demand for printed material. Through the 
medium of  the printed page, information became accessible to ordinary people, not just the 
wealthy and privileged. 

Over the past few centuries, science and technology have provided us with different and more 
powerful ways of  recording, storing, and transmitting words, sounds, and images. Today, in 
our information-rich society, we spend more time using the media than performing any other 
activity except, perhaps, sleep.

Consider the amount of  time you spend watching movies and TV; reading books, magazines, 
and newspapers; surfing the Internet; listening to music on the radio, computer, or compact 
disc player; and looking at advertisements. In addition to the mass media that transmit the 
same information to everyone, there are also a growing number of  personal media devices 
that keep individuals in touch with each other, such as pagers, the telephone, and e-mail. 

WHY UNDERSTANDING THE MEDIA IS IMPORTANT

Here are five good reasons to increase your understanding of  the media: 
1. The media are our major source of  entertainment. Think about the time and the money 

that you, and your family, spend every year to enjoy movies, watch TV, and listen to music. 
In addition to buying tickets at the local multiplex cinema, many families invest thousands 
of  dollars in TV, stereo, and computer equipment, and probably pay hundreds of  dollars 
a year to a TV cable, or Internet provider. To get the best return for the money you’re 
spending, you need to understand the steadily evolving technology you use, as well as the 
program and product choices that are available. 

2. The media are a major area of  employment. One of  the fastest growing sectors of  our 
economy is involved with making the shows we watch, the music we listen to, and the 
computer software that manages our information at school and at work. There are hundreds 
of  career choices available in the media for students who take the time to examine the 
possibilities and obtain the right training. 

3. The media control much of  our knowledge and understanding of  the world. Most of  
what we know does not come from direct, personal experience, but through TV, radio, 
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the Internet, and other media sources. How truthful and accurate is this information? 
Who controls what we see and hear? We need to ask questions about the information the 
media gives us, and not accept it uncritically. 

4. Advertising and public relations messages pay for much of  the media content we enjoy, 
but the purpose of  these messages is to persuade us to buy products, accept ideas, and 
support governments and corporations. We need to examine the persuasive techniques 
that lie behind these messages so that we can make informed decisions and avoid being 
easily manipulated.

5. As they entertain us and inform us, the media shape our attitudes and values in a number 
of  ways. The actors and models that are featured in programs and ads influence our ideas 
of  how we should look, dress, and speak. These performers present us with images against 
which we measure ourselves and those around us. The lifestyles and occupations of  people 
in the media influence our own ideas of  how we should live our lives. Unlike our own 
multicultural society, the societies we see in many of  our favourite media programs lack 
diversity.

ANALYSING MEDIA TEXTS
When we analyse or “deconstruct” media texts we need to remember that every product of  
the media has three main components. We can understand each component better when we 
ask some basic questions:

About the text- the product itself  - the movie, CD, et cetera
What category does this text fall into? (for example, romance, comedy) 
Does the text tell a story or connect to a larger story? 
Does the text follow a formula or familiar pattern? 
What are the characters in the text like - are they like me? 
What do I need to know to understand this text? 

About production- the manufacture and distribution process
Where does this text come from? Who created it? 
How is this text made? What techniques were used? 
How is this text distributed or sold to the public?
What rules or laws affect this text? 
Who owns it? 
How could I produce a similar text? 

About the audience- the reactions of  consumers 
How does this text appeal to me? What do I like/dislike?
Who is the intended target audience? How do I know? 
How does this text appeal to its intended audience? 
In what different ways do people use or consume this text? 
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How would I change this text to make it more enjoyable? 

KEY CONCEPTS OF MEDIA STUDIES 
Another way to organize our understanding and analysis of  media texts is to apply what are 
called the “key concepts”-fundamental principles that apply to all media texts.

1. All media are constructions:
Media stories, characters, and settings may look natural and completely realistic but they are 
artificial, and are only made to look real. Just as performers are carefully made up, dressed, 
and photographed to create a certain image for the part they are playing, so is the entire text 
a construction. Everything we see and hear is the product of  the skills and decisions of  the 
people who have created and produced the text.

2. The media construct reality: 
Much of  what we know and believe about the world we have learned through the media. 
Therefore, our understanding of  reality is a “construct” put together by others. Our impression 
of  a city or country, for example, as shaped by the media, may be quite different from the 
impression we get when we actually visit the place.

3. Audiences negotiate meaning: 
What we get out of  a media text - how we respond to it - depends on who we are and what we 
bring to the text. Our age, gender, education, ethnic background, religion, and other factors 
influence our response. If  one person enjoys a certain kind of  music, another person may 
hate the same music. Whose response is the “right” one? They are both right. 

4. Media have commercial implications: 
While some individuals may produce a media text just to satisfy their artistic impulses, media 
products are almost always manufactured to make money. As a result, most media products 
are designed to have maximum audience appeal, and to increase this appeal the appearance 
and content of  the text may be greatly affected. 

5. Media contain ideological and value messages: 
The media reflect the values of  their creators and sponsors, and often stress the values of  
consumerism, and a middle-class, western way of  looking at the world. Most TV shows, for 
example, deal with the lives of  successful, attractive, middle-class people. Similarly, while some 
movies may glamorize criminals, they almost always get caught in the end. 

6. Media have social implications: 
Media products are powerful and persuasive. As a result, they can influence how we think, 
shop, dress, behave, judge other people, and feel about ourselves. Media celebrities are good 
symbols of  this power. Their personal and professional lives are the subject of  constant media 
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chatter. As well, they can exert great influence on fashion trends and body image for their 
audiences, simply by changing their own appearance.

Today, we recognize the media as an essential component of  our daily lives. Those who 
control our TV networks, radio stations, and other sources of  information, shape what we 
know about the world and the people in it. At the same time, the media sells us products to 
buy, celebrities to admire, and lifestyles to envy. Much of  our education, outside of  school, 
is provided by the media, and we must not accept what we are taught uncritically. The better 
we understand how media products are created and sold to us, the better we are able to make 
informed choices.

Mass Media: any method, by which a message is communicated to a large audience 
at the

same time-movies, radio, TV, books, magazines, the internet

Media Text: any media product - movie, radio show, CD, TV program, et cetera – that is

selected for critical examination

Deconstruction: With any media text that is created from many components,

 deconstruction is the process of taking it apart to analyse its component parts.
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3. Informing Ourselves To Death - Neil Postman

The following speech was given at a meeting of  the German Informatics Society (Gesellschaft fuer Informatik) 
on October 11, 1990 in Stuttgart, sponsored by IBM- Germany. 

The great English playwright and social philosopher George Bernard Shaw once remarked that 
all professions are conspiracies against the common folk. He meant that those who belong 
to elite trades —physicians, lawyers, teachers, and scientists —protect their special status by 
creating vocabularies that are incomprehensible to the general public. This process prevents 
outsiders from understanding what the profession is doing and why —and protects the insiders 
from close examination and criticism. Professions, in other words, build forbidding walls of  
technical gobbledegook over which the prying and alien eye cannot see. 

Unlike George Bernard Shaw, I raise no complaint against this, for I consider myself  a 
professional teacher and appreciate technical gobbledegook as much as anyone. But I do 
not object if  occasionally someone who does not know the secrets of  my trade is allowed 
entry to the inner halls to express an untutored point of  view. Such a person may sometimes 
give a refreshing opinion or, even better, see something in a way that the professionals have 
overlooked. 

I believe I have been invited to speak at this conference for just such a purpose. I do not 
know very much more about computer technology than the average person —which isn’t 
very much. I have little understanding of  what excites a computer programmer or scientist, 
and in examining the descriptions of  the presentations at this conference, I found each one 
more mysterious than the next. So, I clearly qualify as an outsider. 

But I think that what you want here is not merely an outsider but an outsider who has a point 
of  view that might be useful to the insiders. And that is why I accepted the invitation to 
speak. I believe I know something about what technologies do to culture, and I know even 
more about what technologies undo in a culture. In fact, I might say, at the start, that what a 
technology undoes is a subject that computer experts apparently know very little about. I have 
heard many experts in computer technology speak about the advantages that computers will 
bring. With one exception —namely, Joseph Weizenbaum —I have never heard anyone speak 
seriously and comprehensively about the disadvantages of  computer technology, which strikes 
me as odd, and makes me wonder if  the profession is hiding something important. That is to 
say, what seems to be lacking among computer experts is a sense of  technological modesty. 

After all, anyone who has studied the history of  technology knows that technological change 
is always a Faustian bargain: Technology giveth and technology taketh away, and not always 
in equal measure. A new technology sometimes creates more than it destroys. Sometimes, it 
destroys more than it creates. But it is never one-sided. 
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The invention of  the printing press is an excellent example. Printing fostered the modem idea of  
individuality but it destroyed the medieval sense of  community and social integration. Printing 
created prose but made poetry into an exotic and elitist form of  expression. Printing made 
modern science possible but transformed religious sensibility into an exercise in superstition. 
Printing assisted in the growth of  the nation-state but, in so doing, made patriotism into a 
sordid if  not a murderous emotion. 

Another way of  saying this is that a new technology tends to favor some groups of  people 
and harms other groups. School teachers, for example, will, in the long run, probably be made 
obsolete by television, as blacksmiths were made obsolete by the automobile, as balladeers 
were made obsolete by the printing press. Technological change, in other words, always results 
in winners and losers. 

In the case of  computer technology, there can be no disputing that the computer has increased 
the power of  large-scale organizations like military establishments or airline companies or banks 
or tax collecting agencies. And it is equally clear that the computer is now indispensable to 
high-level researchers in physics and other natural sciences. But to what extent has computer 
technology been an advantage to the masses of  people? To steel workers, vegetable store 
owners, teachers, automobile mechanics, musicians, bakers, brick layers, dentists and most 
of  the rest into whose lives the computer now intrudes? These people have had their private 
matters made more accessible to powerful institutions. They are more easily tracked and 
controlled; they are subjected to more examinations, and are increasingly mystified by the 
decisions made about them. They are more often reduced to mere numerical objects. They 
are being buried by junk mail. They are easy targets for advertising agencies and political 
organizations. The schools teach their children to operate computerized systems instead of  
teaching things that are more valuable to children. In a word, almost nothing happens to the 
losers that they need, which is why they are losers. 
It is to be expected that the winners —for example, most of  the speakers at this conference 
—will encourage the losers to be enthusiastic about computer technology. That is the way 
of  winners, and so they sometimes tell the losers that with personal computers the average 
person can balance a checkbook more neatly, keep better track of  recipes, and make more 
logical shopping lists. They also tell them that they can vote at home, shop at home, get all the 
information they wish at home, and thus make community life unnecessary. They tell them 
that their lives will be conducted more efficiently, discreetly neglecting to say from whose 
point of  view or what might be the costs of  such efficiency. 

Should the losers grow skeptical, the winners dazzle them with the wondrous feats of  
computers, many of  which have only marginal relevance to the quality of  the losers’ lives 
but which are nonetheless impressive. Eventually, the losers succumb, in part because they 
believe that the specialized knowledge of  the masters of  a computer technology is a form 
of  wisdom. The masters, of  course, come to believe this as well. The result is that certain 
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questions do not arise, such as, to whom will the computer give greater power and freedom, 
and whose power and freedom will be reduced? 

Now, I have perhaps made all of  this sound like a wellplanned conspiracy, as if  the winners 
know all too well what is being won and what lost. But this is not quite how it happens, for the 
winners do not always know what they are doing, and where it will all lead. The Benedictine 
monks who invented the mechanical clock in the 12th and 13th centuries believed that such a 
clock would provide a precise regularity to the seven periods of  devotion they were required 
to observe during the course of  the day. As a matter of  fact, it did. But what the monks did 
not realize is that the clock is not merely a means of  keeping track of  the hours but also of  
synchronizing and controlling the actions of  men. And so, by the middle of  the 14th century, 
the clock had moved outside the walls of  the monastery, and brought a new and precise 
regularity to the life of  the workman and the merchant. The mechanical clock made possible 
the idea of  regular production, regular working hours, and a standardized product. Without 
the clock, capitalism would have been quite impossible. And so, here is a great paradox: the 
clock was invented by men who wanted to devote themselves more rigorously to God; and 
it ended as the technology of  greatest use to men who wished to devote themselves to the 
accumulation of  money. Technology always has unforeseen consequences, and it is not always 
clear, at the beginning, who or what will win, and who or what will lose. 

I might add, by way of  another historical example, that Johann Gutenberg was by all accounts 
a devoted Christian who would have been horrified to hear Martin Luther, the accursed 
heretic, declare that printing is “God’s highest act of  grace, whereby the business of  the 
Gospel is driven forward.” Gutenberg thought his invention would advance the cause of  the 
Holy Roman See, whereas in fact, it turned out to bring a revolution which destroyed the 
monopoly of  the Church.

We may well ask ourselves, then, is there something that the masters of  computer technology 
think they are doing for us which they and we may have reason to regret? I believe there is, and 
it is suggested by the title of  my talk, “Informing Ourselves to Death.” In the time remaining, 
I will try to explain what is dangerous about the computer, and why. And I trust you will be 
open enough to consider what I have to say. Now, I think I can begin to get at this by telling 
you of  a small experiment I have been conducting, on and off, for the past several years. 
There are some people who describe the experiment as an exercise in deceit and exploitation 
but I will rely on your sense of  humor to pull me through. 
Here’s how it works: It is best done in the morning when I see a colleague who appears not to 
be in possession of  a copy of  The New York Times. “Did you read The Times this morning?,” 
I ask. If  the colleague says yes, there is no experiment that day. But if  the answer is no, the 
experiment can proceed. “You ought to look at Page 23,” I say. “There’s a fascinating article 
about a study done at Harvard University.” “Really? What’s it about?” is the usual reply. My 
choices at this point are limited only by my imagination. But I might say something like this: 
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“Well, they did this study to find out what foods are best to eat for losing weight, and it turns 
out that a normal diet supplemented by chocolate eclairs, eaten six times a day, is the best 
approach. It seems that there’s some special nutrient in the eclairs —encomial dioxin —that 
actually uses up calories at an incredible rate.” 

Another possibility, which I like to use with colleagues who are known to be health conscious 
is this one: “I think you’ll want to know about this,” I say. “The neurophysiologists at the 
University of  Stuttgart have uncovered a connection between jogging and reduced intelligence. 
They tested more than 1200 people over a period of  five years, and found that as the number 
of  hours people jogged increased, there was a corresponding decrease in their intelligence. 
They don’t know exactly why but there it is.” 

I’m sure, by now, you understand what my role is in the experiment: to report something that 
is quite ridiculous —one might say, beyond belief. Let me tell you, then, some of  my  results: 
Unless this is the second or third time I’ve tried this on the same person, most people will 
believe or at least not disbelieve what I have told them. Sometimes they say: “Really? Is that 
possible?” Sometimes they do a double-take, and reply, “Where’d you say that study was done?” 
And sometimes they say, “You know, I’ve heard something like that.” 

Now, there are several conclusions that might be drawn from these results, one of  which was 
expressed by H. L. Mencken fifty years ago when he said, there is no idea so stupid  that you 
can’t find a professor who will believe it. This is more of  an accusation than an explanation but 
in any case I have tried this experiment on non-professors and get roughly the same results. 
Another possible conclusion is one expressed by George Orwell —also about 50 years ago 
—when he remarked that the average person today is about as naïve as was the average person 
in the Middle Ages. In the Middle Ages people believed in the authority of  their religion, no 
matter what. Today, we believe in the authority of  our science, no matter what. 

But I think there is still another and more important conclusion to be drawn, related to Orwell’s 
point but rather off  at a right angle to it. I am referring to the fact that the world in which we 
live is very nearly incomprehensible to most of  us. There is almost no fact— whether actual or 
imagined —that will surprise us for very long, since we have no comprehensive and consistent 
picture of  the world which would make the fact appear as an unacceptable contradiction. We 
believe because there is no reason not to believe. No social, political, historical, metaphysical, 
logical or spiritual reason. We live in a world that, for the most part, makes no sense to us. 
Not even technical sense. I don’t mean to try my experiment on this audience, especially after 
having told you about it, but if  I informed you that the seats you are presently occupying were 
actually made by a special process which uses the skin of  a Bismark herring, on what grounds 
would you dispute me? For all you know —indeed, for all I know —the skin of  a Bismark 
herring could have made the seats on which you sit. And if  I could get an industrial chemist 
to confirm this fact by describing some incomprehensible process by which it was done, you 
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would probably tell someone tomorrow that you spent the evening sitting on a Bismark herring. 
Perhaps I can get a bit closer to the point I wish to make with an analogy: If  you opened a 
brand-new deck of  cards, and started turning the cards over, one by one, you would have a 
pretty good idea of  what their order is. After you had gone from the ace of  spades through 
the nine of  spades, you would expect a ten of  spades to come up next. And if  a three of  
diamonds showed up instead, you would be surprised and wonder what kind of  deck of  cards 
this is. But if  I gave you a deck that had been shuffled twenty times, and then asked you to turn 
the cards over, you would not expect any card in particular —a three of  diamonds would be 
just as likely as a ten of  spades. Having no basis for assuming a given order, you would have 
no reason to react with disbelief  or even surprise to whatever card turns up. 

The point is that, in a world without spiritual or intellectual order, nothing is unbelievable; 
nothing is predictable, and therefore, nothing comes as a particular surprise. 

In fact, George Orwell was more than a little unfair to the average person in the Middle Ages. 
The belief  system of  the Middle Ages was rather like my brand-new deck of  cards. There 
existed an ordered, comprehensible world-view, beginning with the idea that all knowledge 
and goodness come from God. What the priests had to say about the world was derived from 
the logic of  their theology. There was nothing arbitrary about the things people were asked to 
believe, including the fact that the world itself  was created at 9 AM on October 23 in the year 
4004 B.C. That could be explained, and was, quite lucidly, to the satisfaction of  anyone. So 
could the fact that 10,000 angels could dance on the head of  a pin. It made quite good sense, 
if  you believed that the Bible is the revealed word of  God and that the universe is populated 
with angels. The medieval world was, to be sure, mysterious and filled with wonder, but it 
was not without a sense of  order. Ordinary men and women might not clearly grasp how the 
harsh realities of  their lives fit into the grand and benevolent design, but they had no doubt 
that there was such a design, and their priests were well able, by deduction from a handful of  
principles, to make it, if  not rational, at least coherent. 

The situation we are presently in is much different. And I should say, sadder and more confusing 
and certainly more mysterious. It is rather like the shuffled deck of  cards I referred to. There 
is no consistent, integrated conception of  the world which serves as the foundation on which 
our edifice of  belief  rests. And therefore, in a sense, we are more naive than those of  the 
Middle Ages, and more frightened, for we can be made to believe almost anything. The skin 
of  a Bismark herring makes about as much sense as a vinyl alloy or encomial dioxin. 

Now, in a way, none of  this is our fault. If  I may turn the wisdom of  Cassius on its head: the 
fault is not in ourselves but almost literally in the stars. When Galileo turned his telescope 
toward the heavens, and allowed Kepler to look as well, they found no enchantment or 
authorization in the stars, only geometric patterns and equations. God, it seemed, was less of  
a moral philosopher than a master mathematician. This discovery helped to give impetus to 
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the development of  physics but did nothing but harm to theology. Before Galileo and Kepler, 
it was possible to believe that the Earth was the stable center of  the universe, and that God 
took a special interest in our affairs. 

Afterward, the Earth became a lonely wanderer in an obscure galaxy in a hidden comer of  
the universe, and we were left to wonder if  God had any interest in us at all. The ordered, 
comprehensible world of  the Middle Ages began to unravel because people no longer saw 
in the stars the face of  a friend. 

And something else, which once was our friend, turned against us, as well. I refer to information. 
There was a time when information was a resource that helped human beings to solve specific 
and urgent problems of  their environment. It is true enough that in the Middle Ages, there was 
a scarcity of  information but its very scarcity made it both important and usable. This began 
to change, as everyone knows, in the late 15th century when a goldsmith named Gutenberg, 
from Mainz, converted an old wine press into a printing machine, and in so doing, created 
what we now call an information explosion. Forty years after the invention of  the press, there 
were printing machines in 110 cities in six different countries; 50 years after, more than eight 
million books had been printed, almost all of  them filled with information that had previously 
not been available to the average person. Nothing could be more misleading than the idea 
that computer technology introduced the age of  information. The printing press began that 
age, and we have not been free of  it since. 

But what started out as a liberating stream has turned into a deluge of  chaos. If  I may take 
my own country as an example, here is what we are faced with: In America, there are 260,000 
billboards; 11,520 newspapers; 11,556 periodicals; 27,000 video outlets for renting tapes; 362 
million TV sets; and over 400 million radios. There are 40,000 new book titles published every 
year (300,000 world-wide) and every day in America 41 million photographs are taken, and 
just for the record, over 60 billion pieces of  advertising junk mail come into our mail boxes 
every year. Everything from telegraphy and photography in the 19th century to the silicon 
chip in the twentieth has amplified the din of  information, until matters have reached such 
proportions today that for the average person, information no longer has any relation to the 
solution of  problems. 
The tie between information and action has been severed. Information is now a commodity 
that can be bought and sold, or used as a form of  entertainment, or worn like a garment to 
enhance one’s status. It comes indiscriminately, directed at no one in particular, disconnected 
from usefulness; we are glutted with information, drowning in information, have no control 
over it, don’t know what to do with it. 

And there are two reasons we do not know what to do with it. First, as I have said, we no 
longer have a coherent conception of  ourselves, and our universe, and our relation to one 
another and our world. We no longer know, as the Middle Ages did, where we come from, 
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and where we are going, or why. That is, we don’t know what information is relevant, and 
what information is irrelevant to our lives. Second, we have directed all of  our energies and 
intelligence to inventing machinery that does nothing but increase the supply of  information. 
As a consequence, our defenses against information glut have broken down; our information 
immune system is inoperable. We don’t know how to filter it out; we don’t know how to reduce 
it; we don’t know how to use it. We suffer from a kind of  cultural AIDS.

Now, into this situation comes the computer. The computer, as we know, has a quality of  
universality, not only because its uses are almost infinitely various but also because computers 
are commonly integrated into the structure of  other machines. Therefore it would be fatuous 
of  me to warn against every conceivable use of  a computer. But there is no denying that the 
most prominent uses of  computers have to do with information. When people talk about 
“information sciences,” they are talking about computers —how to store information, how 
to retrieve information, how to organize information. The computer is an answer to the 
questions, how can I get more information, faster, and in a more usable form? These would 
appear to be reasonable questions. But now I should like to put some other questions to you 
that seem to, me more reasonable. Did Iraq invade Kuwait because of  a lack of  information? 
If  a hideous war should ensue between Iraq and the U.S., will it happen because of  a lack 
of  information? If  children die of  starvation in Ethiopia, does it occur because of  a lack of  
information? Does racism in South Africa exist because of  a lack of  information? If  criminals 
roam the streets of  New York City, do they do so because of  a lack of  information? 

Or, let us come down to a more personal level: If  you and your spouse are unhappy together, 
and end your marriage in divorce, will it happen because of  a lack of  information? If  your 
children misbehave and bring shame to your family, does it happen because of  a lack of  
information? If  someone in your family has a mental breakdown, will it happen because of  
a lack of  information? 

I believe you will have to concede that what ails us, what causes us the most misery and 
pain —at both cultural and personal levels —has nothing to do with the sort of  information 
made accessible by computers. The computer and its information cannot answer any of  the 
fundamental questions we need to address to make our lives more meaningful and humane. 
The computer cannot provide an organizing moral framework. It cannot tell us what questions 
are worth asking. It cannot provide a means of  understanding why we are here or why we 
fight each other or why decency eludes us so often, especially when we need it the most. The 
computer is, in a sense, a magnificent toy that distracts us from facing what we most needed 
to confront —spiritual emptiness, knowledge of  ourselves, usable conceptions of  the past and 
future. Does one blame the computer for this? Of  course not. It is, after all, only a machine. 
But it is presented to us, with trumpets blaring, as at this conference, as a technological messiah. 
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Through the computer, the heralds say, we will make education better, religion better, politics 
better, our minds better —best of  all, ourselves better. This is, of  course, nonsense, and only 
the young or the ignorant or the foolish could believe it. I said a moment ago that computers 
are not to blame for this. And that is true, at least in the sense that we do not blame an elephant 
for its huge appetite or a stone for being hard or a cloud for hiding the sun. That is their 
nature, and we expect nothing different from them. But the computer has a nature, as well. 
True, it is only a machine but a machine designed to manipulate and generate information. 
That is what computers do, and therefore they have an agenda and an unmistakable message. 

The message is that through more and more information, more conveniently packaged, more 
swiftly delivered, we will find solutions to our problems. And so all the brilliant young men 
and women, believing this, create ingenious things for the computer to do, hoping that in this 
way, we will become wiser and more decent and more noble. And who can blame them? By 
becoming masters of  this wondrous technology, they will acquire prestige and power and some 
will even become famous. In a world populated by people who believe that through more and 
more information, paradise is attainable, the computer scientist is king. But I maintain that all 
of  this is a monumental and dangerous waste of  human talent and energy. Imagine what might 
be accomplished if  this talent and energy were turned to philosophy, to theology, to the arts, 
to imaginative literature or to education? Who knows what we could learn from such people 
—perhaps why there are wars, and hunger, and homelessness and mental illness and anger. 

As things stand now, the geniuses of  computer technology will give us Star Wars, and tell us 
that is the answer to nuclear war. They will give us artificial inte1ligence, and tell us that this 
is the way to self-knowledge. They will give us instantaneous global communication, and tell 
us this is the way to mutual understanding. They will give us, Virtual Reality and tell us this is 
the answer to spiritual poverty. But that is only the way of  the technician, the fact-mongerer, 
the information junkie, and the technological idiot. 

Here is what Henry David Thoreau told us: “All our inventions are but improved means 
to an unimproved end.” Here is what Goethe told us: “One should, each day, try to hear a 
little song, read a good poem, see a fine picture, and, if  it is possible, speak a few reasonable 
words.” And here is what Socrates told us: “The unexamined life is not worth living.” And 
here is what the prophet Micah told us: “What does the Lord require of  thee but to do justly; 
and to love mercy and to walk humbly with thy God?” And I can tell you —if  I had the 
time (although you all know it well enough) —what Confucius, Isaiah, Jesus, Mohammed, 
the Buddha, Spinoza and Shakespeare told us. It is all the same: There is no escaping from 
ourselves. The human dilemma is as it has always been, and we solve nothing fundamental 
by cloaking ourselves in technological glory. 

Even the humblest cartoon character knows this, and I shall close by quoting the wise old 
possum named Pogo, created by the cartoonist, Walt Kelley. I commend his words to all the 
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technological utopians and messiahs present.” We have met the enemy,” Pogo said, “and he 
is us.” 

NAbout the Author
eil Postman, is a prolific and influential social critic and educator best known for his warning that an era 

of  mass communications is stunting the minds of  children   as well as adults. He lived in Flushing, Queens. 
He was 72 when he died.

He held a chair in the field he called media ecology, and his career was a long-distance joust with what he saw 
as the polluting effects of  television.

Dr. Postman’s core message was that an immersion in a media environment shaped children’s lives to their 
detriment, and society’s.

He drew national attention with “The Disappearance of  Childhood” (Delacorte, 1982), in which he asserted 
that television conflated what should be the separate worlds of  children and adults. It did so, he contended, 
by steeping the minds of  children in vast amounts of  information once reserved for their elders and subjecting 
them to all the desires and conflicts of  the adult world. 

If  all the secrets of  adulthood, including sex, illness and death, are opened to children, he wrote, cynicism, 
apathy or arrogance replace curiosity for them, short-circuiting education and moral development. 

In “Amusing Ourselves to Death: Public Discourse in the Age of  Show Business” (Viking, 1985; Penguin, 
1986), he indicted the television industry on the charge of  making entertainment out of  the world’s most 
serious problems. The book was translated into eight languages and sold 200,000 copies worldwide, according 
to N.Y.U.

Dr. Postman was particularly offended by the presentation of  television news with all the trappings of  
entertainment programming, including theme music and “talking hairdos.” Only in the printed word, he felt, 
could complicated truths be rationally conveyed. 

Dr. Postman’s “The End of  Education: Redefining the Value of  School” (Knopf, 1995, and Vintage, 
1996) called for alternative curriculums to foster a healthy intellectual skepticism, a sense of  global citizenship, 
respect for America’s traditions and appreciation of  its diversity.

Dr. Postman wrote more than 200 magazine and newspaper articles and 20 books, starting in 1961 with 
“Television and the Teaching of  English.”

Other titles still in print are “Conscientious Objections: Stirring Up Trouble About Language, Technology 
and Education” (Knopf, 1988; McKay, 1992); “How to Watch TV News” (with Steve Powers; Penguin, 
1992); “Technopoly: The Surrender of  Culture to Technology” (Knopf, 1992; Vintage, 1993); and “Building 
a Bridge to the 18th Century: How the Past Can Improve Our Future” (Knopf, 1999; Vintage, 2000).
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Neil Postman, a native New Yorker, graduated in 1953 from the State University of  New York at Fredonia. 
He received a master’s degree in 1955 and a doctorate in education in 1958, both from the Teachers College, 
Columbia, and started teaching at N.Y.U. in 1959.

Among his early works of  note were “Teaching as a Subversive Activity” (Delacorte, 1969), written with 
Charles Weingartner, a frequent collaborator, and “Teaching as a Conserving Activity” (Delacorte, 1979).

In 1971, he founded the program in media ecology at the Steinhardt School 
of  Education of  N.Y.U. Over the years, he attracted a large audience for his 
lectures and writings. In 1993 he was appointed a University Professor, the 
only one in the School of  Education, and was chairman of  the department 
of  culture and communication until last year. For a decade, he also edited 
Et Cetera, a journal of  semantics.

Dr. Postman is survived by his wife of  48 years, Shelley Ross Postman; two 
sons, Dr. Marc of  Pikesville, Md., and Andrew of  Brooklyn; a daughter, 
Madeline Postman of  Bayside, Queens; a brother, Jack, of  Oceanside, 
N.Y.; a sister, Ruth Steinberg, also of  Oceanside; and four grandchildren.
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SUPPLEMENTARY 
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1. The Attentive Heart  - Stephanie Kaza

Breathing in, breathing out. Slow deep inhale, slow deep exhale. Quieting the body, quieting 
the mind. I woke up this morning under the graceful, arching branches of  bay laurels and 
Douglas firs. All night the trees have been conversing under the full moon, weaving me into 
their stories, capturing my dreams with their leaning limbs and generous trunks. Breathing 
together as I slept, as they rested, we danced quietly in the summer night. Their great confidence 
framed a circle for my waking; their sturdy presence offered an invitation to be still. 

I arrived last night to join others on retreat in a small community in Anderson Valley near 
Mendocino. On this flat, gentle river bottomland the trees have grown up in easy conviviality, 
nurtured by floodplain water and the protection of  the valley. Below the knoll the creek winds 
its way through a lazy channel, limpid with the slow movement of  late summer. The central 
grassy area is open and spacious, framed by the comfort and stability of  trees. Tall, straight 
redwoods and firs emerge above the rounded coast live oaks, bays, and madrones, filling the 
sky with quiet companions.

Inside this large ring of  trees lies an island of  stillness, a protected area in a war zone. These 
several hundred acres have been designated for slowing down, for listening to the calls of  
the heart. Their purchase was an act of  intention on behalf  of  trees and people, that they 
might find a more peaceful way together. Up and down the valley, stands of  redwoods are 
being turned into lumber and cash at an alarming rate. The tension over trees in this county 
is palpable. The high price for rare clear-grained heartwood is a driving force behind more 
and more logging. The economic machine justifies and perpetuates the killing in this war. For 
some the price is too high, since logging also causes fragmentation of  wildlife habitat, severe 
soil erosion, and widespread loss of  salmon runs. The battle involves private property rights 
and the defense of  ecological integrity. Tree lovers prefer the trees alive; the timber companies 
want them dead. The two desires are completely incompatible. 

The meditation retreat, however, is not about trees; it is about the attentive heart, the heart 
that feels the presence of  others and the call to respond, the heart that lives in relationship 
with other beings. The attentive heart is not a purchaseable item; its value cannot be measured 
in economic terms. The capacity for compassion and response grows slowly from cultivation 
and practice. In this retreat we are practicing the traditional Buddhist methods of  mindfulness 
and intention. Breathing in, breathing out, with awareness, over and over again, we are trying 
to pay attention to what we are actually doing moment to moment. The instructions are 
simple, but the practice is very difficult. The mind is so naturally slippery, so deftly agile, so 
quick and ready to dart off  in any new direction. To notice even ten breaths in a row seems an 
impossible task. Like practicing scales on an instrument, watching the breath can be tedious, 
even boring; and in this lies the great challenge to keep coming back, to keep trying to settle 
the scattered mind. 
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Though there is no escaping the local tree war, I find it stabilizing to focus on one activity, 
one motion at the center. Breathing slowly, the monkey mind finds a place to rest, to empty 
out, to pry loose from the paralyzing traps of  self-absorption. After an hour of  sitting silently, 
we step outside for a period of  walking meditation. Each time the mindfulness bell rings, we 
pause and breathe deeply three times, noticing the detail of  where we are. We walk so slowly, 
it actually makes me laugh. The retreatants look odd drifting across the lawn like misplaced 
jellyfish or banana slugs. One step, breathing in, one step, breathing out. Paying attention to 
the feet, paying attention to the breath, noticing the body moving through the landscape.

I walk with bare feet, soaking up the sunlight in the grass, crinkling the green leaves with my 
toes. In the center of  the soft lawn I bump into the roots of  an old Douglas fir stump. A 
tiny oak seedling has taken shelter in a crack of  the stump, drawing on the tree’s remaining 
nourishment. The tree roots protrude a few inches above the ground, marking the space of  
its former water territory. Worn and smooth, they are like firm hands touching my feet. My 
feet, the tree’s feet - we meet each other in the deep breathing that connects body to ground. I 
touch the tree’s presence by walking the length of  its roots. Next to the ephemeral exuberance 
of  the grass, the roots provide depth and grounding, a testimony to the history of  the tree. 

In the slow time of  meditation I practice observing each sound with attention. A bumblebee 
on the lawn works the tiny plantain blossoms, methodically gathering the morning pollen 
with self-absorbed buzzing. A large blue dragonfly whirs through the open air. Up in the trees 
scrub jays squabble with squirrels over territorial rights. Acorn woodpeckers call back and 
forth, scolding intruders. Each sound is surrounded by a generous spaciousness. Each sound 
is connected to a specific individual and event. In the silence of  walking I hear each relation. 

Cultivating this practice of  mindfulness is painstaking and demanding. In each moment of  
observing a leaf, a squawk, a firm touch, there is the temptation to make it something more 
than it is - an object of  fascination, a delirium of  nature bonding, a symphony of  deliberate 
orchestration. There is also the danger of  thinking it something less than it is, missing the 
context and history of  the tiny event striking the senses. Either way one falls off  the impossibly 
thin razor’s edge of  bare attention. Fall and return, err and correct. Like riding a bicycle, the 
mind aims for balance, seeking to stabilize the wobble between the pulls toward falling. 

Each step, listen, breathe. Each step, note what is actually happening. It is difficult to hold 
the tension of  these instructions in my body. I want to run away from them, hurl myself  
horizontally through space rather than drop vertically through time. Slow people moving like 
molasses on the lawn  we are all so serious about this! Couldn’t I go up and tickle someone? 
Wouldn’t it be fun to break their attention with peals of  laughter? I feel impatient and 
mischievous with the slowness of  this practice. Breathe, relax, observe the mind of  resistance. 
Slowing down again, I walk with grass, roots, sky, clouds, watching the emotional waves rise 
and fall, surge and pass away. Emptying out of  self-referential ideas, emptying out of  the 
tendency for distraction, I am trying to maximize the possibility of  being completely here. 
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But every second there is a tug in the web that pulls on my attention. 

Loud, heavy, gear-grinding, gas-guzzling noises invade the island of  stillness. My body tenses. 
I recognize the sound of  a logging truck on the local transport route between forests and 
cities. I know more than I want to about the sound of  this logging truck. The roaring engine 
sets off  an internal alarm tied to fear, protectiveness, uncertainty, helplessness. The forests! the 
forests! the voice of  concern calls out. Breathe, walk, listen, observe. The tension sinks into 
my stomach and tightening hands. I try to stay present to the whole causal net, to the desire 
to escape it, to the tension of  the conflict, to the sense of  threat to my survival. I know the 
trucks are carrying trees stripped naked into logs, their arms hacked off  and left to rot or burn. 
I know that a logging operation can quickly turn a living forest community into an unofficial 
burial ground. I imagine the trucks as hearses in a long and very drawn-out funeral procession. 
A wave of  great grieving washes over me. I struggle with this slow walking, torn between 
acting and not acting. It seems like an indulgence to take the time to cultivate mindfulness 
when so much is being lost. 

But this is the tension - to find a considered way of  acting not based on reaction. Building a 
different kind of  sanity requires a stable base for careful action. It means being willing to know 
all the dimensions of  the reality of  destruction, being willing to breathe with the tension of  
emotional response, being willing to cultivate tolerance for unresolved conflict. This nonverbal 
form of  ethical deliberation depends on the careful work of  paying attention to the whole thing. 
Meditating, walking slowly, calming the mind by centering on the breath - these painstaking, 
deliberate practices increase the odds for acting intelligently in the midst of  crisis. 

The bell sounds to close the period of  walking meditation and to begin the break. I am longing 
to shake off  the tension of  the logging dilemma. Between the orchard and the kitchen, a small 
path drops over the hill and winds through a sloping oak woodland. I follow it intuitively 
toward the low places, hoping to find water and the company of  alders. To my delight my first 
encounter on the floodplain is an exquisite and abundant community garden, source of  our 
soups and salads. Six-foot tomato plants droop with the weight of  juicy red fruit, a fencerow 
of  peas hang ripe for the picking. The quiet eye leaps for joy at the brilliant orange and yellow 
chrysanthemums, coreopsis, and poppies. After a morning of  silence and restraint, my senses 
feast on the stimulating sight.

Past the lettuce, past the eggplant, past the zucchini, I aim for the faint sound of  water over 
rocks. My feet want to stand in cool water, my hands yearn to splash wetness on my face. 
Stepping over the cowpies and fallen oak twigs, I leave the path and wander down to a shallow 
stream. Warm and almost stagnant, the water is barely moving. Near an overhanging alder 
the creek is a foot deep; I slip out of  my meditation clothes and into my fish body. Wriggling, 
squirming, splashing, cleansing - for a few moments the existence of  suffering is a distant 
thought. The tension of  human confusion slides away; I bask in the apparent simplicity of  
animal life. 
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Stretching out in the midday sun, I let go of  the strain of  knowing so much and paying 
attention with such discipline. I catnap on the warm rocks, resting like a lizard. Wavering on 
the edge of  consciousness, my mind drifts with the sounds of  the stream and the warmth 
of  the sun. Thoughts skim across the surface, finding no anchoring place in the pond of  my 
imagination. The tension of  acting/not acting is swallowed up in a cat’s yawn as I turn on 
my back to face the full sun. 

By late afternoon we have been sitting and walking silently for several hours. I fight it less, 
willing now to just do the practice, just put in the time. The logging trucks still roll by with 
disturbing regularity, but the day has ripened, slowing my reactivity and emotional responses. 
The accumulation of  warmth and sunshine has softened the field of  green bordering the trees. 
My companions walking slowly across the lawn seem more like trees than people; they are less 
awkward, more comfortable, less ruffled around the edges. We are absorbed in the practice 
of  remembering where we are, remembering our relations, noting the suffering of  ethical 
tension. It takes time to see the deeply encoded patterns of  destruction and transgression 
against trees and other nonhuman beings. It takes time to cultivate a relational sensitivity 
that is compassionate and not pathological. It takes time to embrace, wholeheartedly the 
complexity of  living with trees. 

I find some comfort in our communal clumsiness. We each stumble along the uncharted path. 
Practicing with others is a useful antidote to the isolation of  insight. We walk together sharing 
the silence, giving each other support as we investigate our lives. We forget and remember, 
moment after moment, each of  us making an effort to deepen our capacities for observation 
of  self  and other. By learning in community, we practice breathing in a circle of  friends and 
companions. Against the backdrop of  ecological uncertainty, this retreat seems like a very small 
contribution of  attention. Though I cannot know how it will affect the large-scale patterns 
of  social relationships with trees, I make an effort anyway. The choice to practice awareness, 
over and over in each moment, is the cultivation of  intention, a quiet, fierce kind of  passion 
that supports the capacity to act with restraint.

Old tree stump, young oak sprouting, jay, and woodpecker - with your company I am just 
breathing, just walking, trying not to stumble on the irregular terrain. In this steady silence I 
ask for help to walk more gracefully, for patience to cultivate an attentive heart. 

About the Author

Stephenie Kaza is an environmentalist, Buddhist, and feminist. She is a professor at the University of  
Vermont, where she teaches environmental ethics, and lives by Lake Champlain in Burlington, Vermont.
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2. Why Canada Has to Beat Its Literacy Problem - June Callwood 

Carole Boudrias shudders when she remembers the time she almost swallowed Drano because 
she thought it was Bromo. Even more painful to recall is the time she mistook adult pain-
killers for the child-size dose and made her feverish child much sicker. 

“When you can’t read;’ she explains, “it’s like being in prison. You can’t travel very far from 
where you live because you can’t read street signs. You have to shop for food but you don’t 
know what’s in most of  the packages. You stick to the ones in a glass jar or with a picture on 
the label. You can’t look for bargains because you can’t understand a sign that says ‘Reduced.’ 
I would ask the clerk where is something and the clerk would say, aisle five. Only I couldn’t 
read aisle five. I’d pretend that I was confused so they’d lead me right to the shelf.” 

Carole Boudrias is able to read now, at last. She’s a thirty-three-year-old single parent who 
lives with her five children in a handsome townhouse on Toronto’s harbourfront and holds a 
steady job. But her struggle with illiteracy is all too vivid in her memory. “You can’t get a job,” 
she says earnestly. “You can’t open a bank account. You have to depend on other people. You 
feel you don’t belong. You can’t help your children. You can’t help yourself.” 

Six years ago when her oldest child started school, the boy floundered. Because he had been 
raised in a household without books, print was strange to him. He would point to a word in 
his reader, that classic, endearingly silly Dick and Jane, and ask his mother what it was. She was 
as baffled as he, so he’d check with his teacher the next day and that evening would proudly 
read the new word to his mother. She began to absorb the shape of  the words he identified. 
She found she could recognize them even days later. 

That was astonishing. As a child she had been labelled mentally retarded and confined to 
“opportunity classes” where reading wasn’t taught. She grew up believing that she wasn’t 
intelligent enough to learn. Nevertheless, she was learning. The vocabulary of  words she 
could read in her son’s reader was growing. She began to think maybe the experts were wrong. 
Then, one miraculous day, she realized she was learning to read even faster than her son was. 

“My son was my first teacher,” she grins. She had never allowed herself  to believe that it was 
possible that she could learn to read. She hadn’t even tried: no one whose life is made up of  
poverty and failed relationships is ready to take on, voluntarily, the potential for another defeat, 
another kick in the self- esteem. She hesitated a long time but the evidence was persuasive - 
she was beginning to read. Her welfare worker had always been kind, so she summoned the 
nerve to ask her where she could find help. 

That led her to Beat the Street, a program that helps people who are illiterate for all the reasons 
that befall sad children: unrecognized learning disabilities, emotional stress, too many schools, 
scorn and belittling, terror, bad teachers. She was linked with a volunteer tutor, and they came 
to admire each other deeply. 
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“Now I can read. I can read books, anything. I can write. In English and French.” Carole 
Boudrias has written a book, The Struggle for Survival, which tells of  her tortured childhood and 
her triumphant recovery from illiteracy. “Learning to read,” Carole Boudrias says quietly, “was 
like a second birth, this time with my eyes open. Before I could read, I was a blind person.” 

Canada has nearly five million adult citizens who are described as functionally illiterate, which 
means that they can recognize a few words, such as washroom signs and exits, but they can’t 
read dense print at all. They can’t decipher directions, for instance, or application forms or 
warnings on labels. The world of  newspapers, posters, advertising, books, menus, banking, 
recipes and instructions-for-assembly that literate people take for granted is barred to them; 
they live a life of  bluff, anxiety, embarrassment and isolation. 

A good many Canadians are as profoundly illiterate as Carole Boudrias was. People who meet 
illiterate adults are struck by the similarity of  their textural experience. All of  them liken the 
inability to read and write with being disabled or chained in a prison. 

The sense of  being caged and blinded is not morbid fantasy. People who can’t read may be 
able to walk freely but then can’t go far. Subway stops rarely have pictures to guide them and 
the destinations bannered across the front of  buses and streetcars are meaningless. If  they 
ask for directions, well-intentioned people tell them, “Go along Main Street to Elm and turn 
left.” Consequently, they must travel by taxi or stay home, though they usually are the poorest 
of  the poor.

Almost every job, even simple manual labour such as streetcleaning, requires an ability to read. 
Personnel managers don’t take kindly to people who can’t fill out an application, or when 
asked, can’t spell their own addresses. 

The divide between the literate and illiterate has never been wider. In this half  of  the century 
North America has become a world of  forms and documents and instructions, written 
warnings, posted rules, leaflets, and vital information circulated in brochures. Two generations 
ago, illiteracy was prevalent but not such a great disadvantage. Someone functionally illiterate 
could fake it through an entire lifetime and still hold a good job. Employment skills were 
acquired by watching someone else; apprenticeship was the accepted teacher, not two years 
in a community college. 

Today inability to read is a ticket to social segregation and economic oblivion. A poignant 
example is the skilled housepainter who turned up one day in the crowded quarters of  the 
East End Literacy Program in Toronto. He said he wanted to read. The counsellor asked him, 
as all applicants are asked, what he wanted to read. “Directions on paint cans,” he answered 
promptly. “I’m losing jobs. I can’t read how to mix the colours.” 

Many who are illiterate can’t read numbers. When they are paid, they don’t know if  they are 
being cheated. Because she couldn’t fill out bank deposit slips, Carole Boudrias used to cash 
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her welfare cheque in a storefront outlet which clips poor people sharply for no-frills service. 
To pay for goods, she would hold out a handful of  money and let the cashier take what was 
needed-and perhaps more, she never knew. Once she would have been short -changed $50 
she could ill afford if  a stranger who witnessed the transaction hadn’t protested. 

The common emotional characteristic of  people who can’t read is depression and self-dislike. 
All feel at fault for their situation; with few exceptions, they went through school with bright 
little girls exactly their age who leaped to their feet to recite and smart little boys who did 
multiplication in their heads. Everyone else in the world, it seemed, could learn with ease; for 
them, even C-A-T looked a meaningless scribble. 

People who can’t read come readily to view themselves as worthless junk, and many feel they 
must grab what they can out of  life and run. Canada’s prisons are full of  young people who 
can’t read.

Because Canada has five million people who can’t read, the political shape of  the country and 
the priorities of  governments are not influenced greatly by the needs of  the poor. Candidates 
rarely find it advantageous to uphold the causes that matter most to Canada’s illiterates - an 
end to homelessness and the need for food banks, welfare payments that meet the poverty line, 
and better educational and job-training opportunities. Few votes would follow any politician 
with such a crusade. The electorate that can’t read won’t be there to ruffle the complacent 
on election day.

Their silence costs this country severely. Education is free in Canada because it was recognized 
that democracy isn’t healthy unless all citizens understand current events and issues. Five 
million Canadians can’t do that. Voters, most of  them literate, choose candidates who help 
their interests; those who don’t vote, many of  them illiterate, by default get a government that 
does not need to know they exist. 

The result is a kind of  apartheid. The government has lopsided representation which results 
in decisions which further alienate and discourage the unrepresented. 

Carole Boudrias is working on a project, Moms in Motion, to help young mothers to get off  
welfare rolls. She says to them, “What do you want?” They reply, “To go back to school.” 

Another chance. Five million Canadians need another chance. Maybe they can become literate, 
maybe they can become healed and whole. What a lovely goal. 
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3. Gross National Happiness: A Tribute  - Thakur S. Powdyel 

Nailed to the rock of  truth, grafted into the tree of  knowledge. C I James left us a great little 
tale of  wisdom. 

A big dog saw a little dog chasing its tail and asked, ‘why are you chasing your tail so?’ Said 
the puppy, ‘I have mastered philosophy, I have solved the problems of  the universe which no 
dog has before me solved; I have learned that the best thing for a dog is happiness and that 
happiness is in my tail. Therefore, I am chasing it; and when I catch it, I shall have happiness.’ 

Said the old dog, ‘My son, I, too, have paid attention to the problems of  the universe, and I 
have formed some opinions. I, too, have found that happiness is a fine thing for a dog, and 
that happiness is in my tail. But I have noticed that when I chase after it, it keeps running 
away from me, but when I go about my business, it comes after me’. 

Without appearing to gurufy the barking quadruped, had the world heeded to the counsel of  
the senior dog, the lot of  the Homo sapiens might have been far happier than the predicament 
of  a ‘feverish little cold of  ailments and grievances, complaining that the world will not devote 
itself  to making you happy’. They would else have been a tremendous ‘force of  nature’ as 
imagined by Bernard Shaw. 

The world indeed went about its business, but like the junior dog, in a Faustian transaction 
bartering its soul for the gratification of  its material and immediate desires. Human beings 
court happiness in myriad ways, and the faster they follow it, the swifter it flies from them. 
Almost everything promises happiness to us at a distance, but when we come nearer, either 
we fall short of  it, or it falls short of  our expectations.

For a world that is long used to measuring success in terms of  per capita income and level 
of  consumption, will an invitation to be human again make sense? His Majesty the Druk 
Gyalpo Jigme Singye Wangchuck’s vision of  Gross National Happiness is, undoubtedly, a 
unique paradigm of  a chastening possibility in which the main motivating force behind human 
effort is not economic gain, but the cultivation of  a humane society, the ultimate goal being 
the happiness of  all people. 

Let us face the fact that we the Bhutanese are no more than human - buoyed by the same 
reasons for hope and pained by the same causes of  despair. And, it will be unrealistic to make 
greater demands on ourselves than we can fulfil. 

But we can all do a little - we can begin gradually to work towards a vision and the way of  life 
we believe would be the right way, rather than following blindly along a path of  development 
that we fear is incapable of  responding to the profound needs of  human beings. The creation 
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of  a society in which gross national happiness is equal to or greater than gross national product 
presupposes a change in our daily lives. As I am, so is my nation. 

Bringing about general happiness is not a question of  adapting to a life, which we constantly 
have to sacrifice our pleasures for the sake of  others. This would hardly be possible for most 
of  us. Arriving at a situation of  gross national happiness is not a substitution of  a life of  
sacrifice and renunciation by the Bhutanese. 

His Majesty the King has dreamt for us a Bhutan where our success will not necessarily be 
measured by economics or statistics, but by the level of  happiness and contentment that the 
Bhutanese are able to enjoy - from Sibsoo to Sakten from Lunana to Lalai. 

“The success or failure of  our five-year plans will be measured by the level of  happiness and 
contentment of  the Bhutanese people,” said His Majesty in an audience he granted us once. 
This concern is a reflection of  His Majesty’s belief  that the goal of  life cannot be to own and 
consume as much as possible, because our dependence on material things is destructive of  
real joy and an intense experience of  the celebration of  living. Happiness is not available in a 
condition of  inner passivity or emptiness, nor is it found in an escape from the process of  life. 

Granted that the basic conditions of  happiness -security against fear, security against want, 
security against indignities -must be fulfilled; however, the real foundations of  happiness are 
built in our attitudes and actions. So said Helen Keller: 
“Your success and happiness lie in you. External conditions are the accidents of  life. The 
great enduring realities are love and service”. 

Social conditions should foster love of  life -ours as well as theirs. However, paradoxically 
enough, as Victor E. Frankl says, “Happiness must happen...you have to let it happen by not 
caring about it. Happiness cannot be pursued; it must ensue’. 

For a Bhutan of  gross national happiness to be born, the Bhutanese have got to be fully born, 
fully awake and fully human. We must free ourselves from the ideas of  infantile grandiosity 
and accept with conviction our real, though limited, strength. A programme of  gross national 
happiness demands courage and strength of  character, no less than Gandhi’s call to non-
violence did. 

The whole of  the Bhutanese society, our entire way of  thinking must gradually be changed, 
through a change in the individual. The way the situation is today, an attitude that is built 
on ideals that every one can espouse is easily spread. If  at least the enlightened or educated 
Bhutanese could begin by being a little more responsible -with an understanding that everything 
we do is bound to have an impact on other Bhutanese -we will already have accomplished a lot. 
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Gross National Happiness cannot be brought about cheaply. We must enlist every Bhutanese 
- man, woman and child. They must be able to tell apart the genuine from the artificial; 
they should learn that consideration for others is more important than carving a career for 
themselves, that the worth of  people is measured not by what they have, but by what they are. 

All that we are called upon to renounce are our false value and false notions of  success -which 
actually obstruct our appreciation of  life’s real pleasures. We need to understand, that the 
pleasure of  enjoyment is chasteningly enhanced if  it is accompanied by a spirit of  sharing. We 
fulfil ourselves more fully in relationships. ‘It is the way our sympathy flows and recoils that 
really determines our lives’, as in the language of  D.H Lawrence in ‘Lady Chatterley’s Lover’. 

Teaching ourselves how to live more simply more harmoniously and a little more genuinely is a 
real step towards working for gross national happiness. A Bhutan of  gross national happiness 
has to be created in the heart of  every Bhutanese before it can be lived in.
 
The Bhutan of  gross national happiness may not be born in our times; we ourselves may not 
reach the Promised Land, but we will have helped create it. Little by little, and perhaps, faster 
than we think, once a new attitude has emerged, we will have created a new Bhutan by our 
own conscious efforts. 

Once the idea of  gross national happiness grips the national psyche and enkindles hope in 
the heart of  every Bhutanese, then none can check the tide. It will be a national passion. The 
appeal of  this programme is less loud, more profound, and less distinct but more stirring 
and enduring. 

Judged by the standards of  even a few decades ago, we live in one of  the most exciting times 
to merge our individual ‘I’ with the national ‘We’ and strengthen the hand of  His Majesty in 
our bid to embark on a future which we will be proud to recommend to our youngsters -a 
future which all of  us singly and collectively will have created. 
 
A Bhutan of  gross national happiness will be a moral giant ‘where everyone cares enough 
and everyone shares enough so that everyone has enough’. Such a nation ‘will pattern a new 
social and economic order for this and all future generations’. One could echo the spirit of  
Frank Buchman. 

Let us take one step, only one step, and be more imaginative, a little more genuine. Let us be 
more human again. Perhaps we will one day be able to invite the world to a marriage of  gross 
national happiness and the results of  physical enterprize. This is the only Bhutan we have. 
Come, let us crown her with the fruits of  His Majesty’s dreams. 
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4. Drukyel’s Destiny - Dechen Dolkar

I would like to state that, in the light of  recent events, one feels rather inadequate taking 
on this assignment; it being much easier to speak/write volumes rather than to act. I have, 
nevertheless, decided to go ahead, with the hope that through this essay, we can at least, pay 
homage to those great beings and souls who now stand on a morally higher ground than us, 
and, in whose midst we survive and thrive. 

The 15th of  December 2003 will surely go down in the historical archives of  Bhutan as a 
momentous day. The event, I shamefully admit, took not just the militants but even me by 
surprise. I was taken aback, because I had underestimated our good sense and capacity. I am 
elated, however, that my scepticism has been gotten the better of. 

No adjective can aptly describe the emotions that overtook me upon realizing that His Majesty 
the King himself  had led the troops in the operation that ensued against the militants. An 
eerie, panicky silence seemed to coerce itself  upon almost everyone around. I was lost in 
reverie; vivid images of  what could be transpiring at the front flashing before my eyes. The 
human sense of  imagination can be quite vivid, however unfounded. Mixed emotions of  pride, 
shame and sadness enveloped the mind; sad because of  the trails our brave soldiers would 
have to encounter, proud because we had shown that though a peace-loving country, averse 
to antagonism, Bhutan was not to be taken for granted; ashamed because I was not able to 
convert all of  my verbose testimonies of  patriotism into action when the hour came. It was, 
and still is very hard to tell what I felt exactly. 

The event set precedence to a rigorous soul searching exercise. Questions harangued me even 
as I tried to wrangle with them. The person I found at the end of  it all did not actually make 
me swell with pride. I discovered I belonged to the mainstream, crass bandwagon enroute 
the trail leading nowhere. The lot carried away by the humdrum of  day-to-day life. The lot 
obsessed with the “I”, having succumbed to the paradoxical situation of  increased discontent 
and increased affluence. Guilt and a feeling of  uselessness loomed over at my sedentary stance. 
I was born in oblivion and will die oblivious like a zillion others. 

The realization that His Majesty was leading the operation caused people to express sadness, 
endearments and concern. I was concerned but not sad, I was proud! His Majesty has proven 
his leadership not only to us but the world. It has won him genuine love and respect. These 
feelings today cannot be taken for granted, nor do they come easy. There probably are but a 
handful of  people who can draw upon such support. How many of  us can say for sure that 
we derive genuine respect from those around us. How do we know whether the outward 
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show of  respect, which we receive in abundance, is not merely due to the post we hold or 
our overbearing disposition? 
His Majesty has shown us by way of  example, the truth of  the saying that ‘one cannot 
command respect, one can only earn it.’ He is the paragon all Bhutanese should look up to. 
His Majesty’s act of  leadership, courage, patriotism and chivalry is awe inspiring and a cause of  
great pride to the people of  Bhutan. One can come across such instances only in the stories 
of  the romantic medieval ages. Today, thanks to His Majesty, we have living heroes at home. 
Today, I look at our armed forces and I know I am looking at real men and women. 

Apart from the annihilation of  the militants from our country, the other great good that I 
feel has come out of  this operation led by His Majesty is the fact that it has stimulated our 
patriotic sentiments. It has made us realize that whether we hail from the east, west, north, 
south or central regions, we are first and foremost, Bhutanese. It is in the face of  adversity 
that we realize our strength. We have been tested as a country after a hiatus of  many years 
and we have come out triumphant. Drukyel has sent out a loud and clear message asserting 
her sovereignty. It has, more importantly made us realize that irrespective of  our personal 
differences, we are one when our country and identity is challenged. 

Keeping in mind our destiny, a practical lesson that can be inferred from this episode is the 
need to be prepared. With due respect, and if  I may, calling forth volunteers was a good 
strategy. However, when we speak of  volunteerism, a lot of  groundwork on criteria, selection 
procedures and proper dissemination of  information becomes obvious. This at times creates 
space for unrequited questions and doubts. “Will I be granted leave from work?” or rather, 
“Who will take care of  my work?” A proper relay of  information and procedures would have 
definitely seen a larger turn out of  volunteers. I am confident enough at this point to take 
the stance that all able-bodied Bhutanese would have gladly accepted compulsory military 
conscription. This strategy is not new to us, having been employed to a certain extent in the 
1960s, though its efficacy not tested. I would also like to express that after a certain level of  
education, the young could undergo compulsory military training. This would keep them well 
occupied during the break, instil military discipline and the country would then have trained 
personnel to fall back on in the event they are required. 

Though the present battle has been fought and won, it would be suicidal on our part to assume 
that all will be fine and sundry. It is no use volunteering now! Everything is over. This attitude 
will be detrimental to the destiny of  our country. Countries have drawn upon and learnt 
from their histories. We will have much to gain if  we analyse and draw lessons from, rather 
than punctuate the event with a full stop. At a point when patriotic sentiments are at an all 
time high, encashing on it will secure Drukyel’s destiny for generations to come. Drukyel’s 
present has been secured for us. Drukyel’s destiny is for us to shape. Even as a layman, I feel 
that when one looks around, it becomes evident that a country’s fate is by far, sealed by its 
leadership, governance and its citizens. An amalgamation of  good leadership, governance and 
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following is required. Our leadership has proven to us and the entire world, and it is now our 
turn to prove ourselves worthy of  our Kingdom. We are not in a position any longer to draw 
up excuses. We cannot blame our size when we look at Japan, and our terrain is no longer 
an excuse, when we look at Switzerland. The one factor that probably makes us apparently 
different from these two countries is ‘the people’. When I say we differ as people, I imply 
certain virtues such as hard work, personal initiative, sincerity, honesty and humility in their 
truest form. It is one thing to get all worked up and assume that we are as good as we make 
ourselves to be, and another to reflect on our true selves and find out where we stand. More 
often than not, our first impulse is to defend ourselves and save face without a moment’s 
pause. I sincerely feel that at this point in time when we have witnessed our country overcome 
a situation, we cannot afford to be a pretentious society. The least that is due is to honestly 
look into ourselves as citizens of  a great country, subjects of  a glorious leader and brothers of  
the martyrs who laid down their lives for us. The responsibility of  shaping the future destiny 
of  Drukyel is, therefore, now our moral obligation not a mere duty. 

What we owe the country is not a debt that cannot be compensated. All that Drukyel requires 
of  us is to perform our duties sincerely and be true to oneself  and one another, which is in 
essence, the rudimentary philosophy of  Buddhism. We have got rid of  external agents, but 
Drukyel’s destiny will be unmitigated only if  it is preceded by the realization and emancipation 
of  the self. The exemplary flair in which our Majesty and the armed forces executed their duties 
should inspire us to perform and follow suit. Whatever our professions, we are responsible 
to the people whom we serve and the country we live in. 

Every time a sweeper fails to clean the surroundings properly; a doctor keeps a patient 
waiting; a garden is infested with weeds; a teacher leaves a class unattended; an officer finds 
the computer game more attractive than work; a receptionist is rude to the very people she is 
supposed to entertain; a client is neglected; a case remains unsolved; a customer is cheated; a 
parent abandons a child; and honest opinions not expressed, it spells out the gradual doom 
of  our country. When we start believing that we contribute to shaping the destiny of  our 
country, when we perform without having to be spurred even when work is not supervised and 
incentives are low, then we can surely ensure and envision a glorious destiny for our country. 
Within the simplicity of  this task lies the great challenge. We may not live to prove ourselves 
in another war. I pray we never have to, but the war we can wage and partake of  is the conflict 
that arises within us every day. Every time our conscience prevails, we take our country one 
step towards a secure future. This will ensure that values are imparted to our children through 
examples. We realize the futility of  not practicing what we preach. Our children, the future 
of  Bhutan, will assimilate and carry into the future all they learn from us. Each adult citizen 
today, in their different interactions with the young, can imagine the impact they have on the 
youth and the future of  the country. 
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 Drukyel’s destiny is our destiny. Our fate, the fate of  each Bhutanese, will be determined 
by the fate of  the country. It would be sheer stupidity to assume that one could be happy if  
conditions were otherwise for the country. We cannot expect to prosper at the cost of  our 
country.  Personal happiness cannot be attained in the absence of  Gross National Happiness. 
This objective envisioned by His Majesty the King predestines our fate as a country as it 
epitomizes development in the true sense, economic, spiritual, social and cultural. If  we choose 
to be happy and chalk out a happy and contended future for our children, then the ultimate 
motive in every decision that we take should be for the greater cause of  the country. Drukyel 
will have a glorious destiny! We must ensure that it does for our own sake, for our children 
and for the cause of  the great souls who laid down their lives for it. 

Long Live Our Brave and Charismatic King! Long Live Bhutan! 
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5. Stereotypes Are for “Others” - Maria Coletta MC

“Where do the stereotypes come from? Who fuel them? Why?”

My friend Lisa is black; her husband is white. [In spring 1993], they had their first baby. A girl 
with fair skin, blue eyes and a batch of  red hair.

Lisa is enjoying the first few months with her daughter, except for one thing. When she takes 
her baby out for a walk, people stop to admire her. “What a sweet baby! Look at that red 
hair!” they say to the baby. To Lisa, they say, “Are you the nanny?” 

I told this to my university class. Judith recalled a similar story. She has a friend who teaches 
literary theory and writes poetry: she’s a tenured professor and she’s South Asian. 

One day, they rode the elevator to the seventh floor; they carried books and essays; they talked 
about the spring exam schedule. A man interrupted their conversation and said to the South 
Asian professor, “Are you the one responsible for cleaning the fifth floor?” 

I told these stories to my family at dinner but my son didn’t understand why people assume 
that a South Asian woman is a cleaning woman or why a black woman is a nanny. 

I recalled a story from the ‘70’s where people believed that all Italians were associated with 
the Mafia. At first, we joke among ourselves, “I’m going to make you a proposition” but soon 
it wasn’t funny anymore. Italian friends graduated from law school, but couldn’t get jobs in 
established law firms because of  perceived Mafia association. 

WHITE GARBAGEMEN! 
My husband reminded me about competitive swimmers from Florida we met a few years ago. 
Three of  them spent the weekend at our house while they competed in a swim meet at the 
Etobicoke Olympium. 

Friday morning, one young man looked out the front window and became very excited. He 
called to his friends, “Come here, quick! You won’t believe it!” We looked but all I saw was 
the garbagemen picking up the garbage, just like every Friday morning. “What’s the big deal?” 
I asked. 

Are you kidding?” the swimmer replied, “Look! Those garbagemen are white! I’ve never seen 
a white garbagemen in my life!” 

I told this story to my university class. It was a communication, education and mass media 
course. Where do the stereo-types come from? Who fuels them? Why? 
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We played a game together. Dividing into three groups: black, yellow and white, we performed 
skits highlighting stereo-types. All Chinese people have cellular phones, know martial arts, can’t 
drive but can recommend a good Chinese restaurant. All blacks are on welfare, can dance and 
sing and are recent immigrants from Jamaica. White people can’t jump. 

Why was it difficult to find stereotypes for white people; easy to find them for “others?” 

As I drove home from school that day, I followed the same car for a few blocks. It was a gray 
Chrysler, driven by a man wearing a turban. Something was wrong with the car. It bothered 
me all the way to Sheppard Ave. 

Then, it struck me. A man wearing a turban was driving a car that was not a taxi. 

Aren’t all South Asians cabdrivers? 
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6. I am a native of North America  Chief Dan George

It is hard for me to understand a culture that spends more on wars and weapons to kill than 
it does on education and welfare to help and develop. 

In the course of  my lifetime I have lived in two distinct cultures. I was born into a culture 
that lived in communal houses. My grandfather’s house was eighty feet long. It was called a 
smoke house, and it stood down by the beach along the inlet. All my grandfather’s sons and 
their families lived in this large dwelling. Their sleeping apartments were separated by blankets 
made of  bull rush reeds, but one open fire in the middle served the cooking needs of  all. In 
houses like these, throughout the tribe, people learned to live with one another; learned to serve 
one another; learned to respect the rights of  one another. And children shared the thoughts 
of  the adult world and found themselves surrounded by aunts and uncles and cousins who 
loved them and did not threaten them. My father was born in such a house and learned from 
infancy how to love people and be at home with them. 

And beyond this acceptance of  one another there was a deep respect for everything in nature 
that surrounded them. My father loved the earth and all its creatures. The earth was his second 
mother. The earth and everything it contained was a gift from See-see-am ...and the way to 
thank this great spirit was to use his gifts with respect. 

I remember, as a little boy, fishing with him up Indian River and I can still see him as the sun 
rose above the mountain top in the early morning. I can see him standing by the water’s edge 
with his arms raised above his head while softly moaned. “Thank you, thank you”. It left a 
deep impression on my young mind. 

And I shall never forget his disappointment when once he caught me gaffing for fish “just for 
the fun of  it.” “My Son” he said, “the Great Spirit gave you those fish to be your brothers, 
to feed you when you are hungry. You must respect them. You must not kill them just for 
the fun of  it.” 

This then was the culture I was born into and for some years the only one I really knew or 
tasted. This is why I find it hard to accept many of  the things I see around me. 

I see people living in smoke houses hundreds of  times bigger than the one I knew. But the 
people in one apartment do not even know the people in the next and care less about them. 

It is also difficult for me to understand the deep hate that exists among people. It is hard 
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to understand a culture that justified the killing of  millions in past wars, and is at this very 
moment preparing bombs to kill even greater numbers. It is hard for me to understand a 
culture that spends more on wars and weapons to kill than it does on education and welfare 
to help and develop. 

It is hard for me to understand a culture that not only hates and fights his brothers but even 
attacks nature and abuses her. I see my white brothers going about blotting out nature from 
his cities. I see him strip the hills bare, leaving ugly wounds on the face of  mountains. I see him 
tearing things from the bosom of  mother earth as though she were a monster, who refused 
to share her treasures with him. I see him throw poison in the waters, indifferent to the life 
he kills there; and he chokes the air with deadly fumes.

My white brother does many things well for he is more clever than my people but I wonder 
if  he knows how to love well. I wonder if  he has ever really learned to love at all. Perhaps he 
only loves the things that are his own but never learned to love the things that are outside and 
beyond him. And this, of  course, is no love at all, for man must love all creation or he will love 
none of  it. Man must love fully or he will become the lowest of  the animals. It is the power to 
love that makes him the greatest of  them all ...for he alone of  all animals is capable of  love. 

You and I need the strength and joy that comes from knowing that we are loved. With it we 
are creative. With it we march tirelessly. With it, and with it alone, we are able to sacrifice for 
others.

There have been times when we all wanted so desperately to feel a reassuring hand upon us 
...there have been lonely times when we so wanted a strong arm around us ...I cannot tell you 
how deeply I miss my wife’s presence when I return from a trip. Her love was my greatest 
joy, my strength, my greatest blessing. 

I am afraid my culture has little to offer yours. But my culture did prize friendship and 
companionship. It did not look on privacy as a thing to be clung to, for privacy builds up walls 
and walls promote distrust. My culture lived in big family communities, and from infancy 
people learned to live with others. 

My culture did not prize the hoarding of  private possessions, in fact, to hoard was a shameful 
thing to do among my people. The Indian looked on all things in nature as belonging to him 
and he expected to share them with others and to take only what he needed. Everyone likes 
to give as well as receive. No one wishes only to receive all the time. We have taken much 
from your culture. … I wish you had taken something from our culture ...for there were some 
beautiful and good things in it.
Soon it will be too late to know my culture, for integration is upon us and soon we will have no 
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values but yours. Already many of  our young people have forgotten the old ways. And many 
have been shamed of  their Indian ways by scorn and ridicule. My culture is like a wounded 
deer that has crawled away into the forest to bleed and die alone. 

The only thing that can truly help us is genuine love. You must truly love us, be patient with 
us and share with us. And we must love you - with a genuine love that forgives and forgets... 
a love that forgives the terrible sufferings your culture brought ours when it swept over us 
like a wave crashing along a beach... with a love that forgets and lifts up its head and sees in 
your eyes an answering love of  trust and acceptance. 

This is brotherhood... anything less is not worthy of  the name. 
- I have spoken. 

About the Author

Sagacious Sachem Chief Dan George (1899-1981): The son of  a tribal chief, born on Burrard 
Reserve No.3 on Vancouver’s north shore in 1899 and given the native name of  “Tes-wah-no” but known 
in English as Dan Siahoit. When he entered a mission boarding school at age five, his surname was changed 
to “George” and he, along with the other Indians at the school, was forbidden to speak their native language. 

A man of  considerable dignity and a noble spokesperson for his race, Chief  Dan George (1899-1981) was 60 
when he became a movie actor. At 71, he won an Oscar nomination for his role as an old Cheyenne Chief  in 
Little Big Man (1970), losing to John Mills who won best supporting actor for playing the crippled village 
idiot in Ryan’s Daughter.  His message of  calling for understanding and integration of  native peoples 
continued during his term as national chairman of  Brotherhood Week in 1972. While active in Rita Joe in 
Washington in 1973, a native group of  first nation peoples tried to enlist his support for the militant action 
taking place at Wounded Knee, South Dakota, but he quietly responded, “We buried the hatchet in Canada 
long ago, and although treaty after treaty has been broken we have never dug it up. We have troubles but we 
have our council of  chiefs to work on them.

Honoured with a Doctor of  Laws degree from Simon Fraser University (1972) and a Doctor of  Letters 
from the University of  Brandon the following year, Chief  Dan continued to play minor roles in several other 
movies such as Cancel My Reservation starring Bob Hope. This was criticised by some of  the press and 
public but his reply reflected the words of  George C. Scott, “The business of  an actor is to act.” He would 
not, however, playa role that demeaned his race and until his death in 1981, he remained on the reservation 
where he had been born. 
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POETRY
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1. Digging - Seamus Heaney

Between my finger and my thumb 
The squat pen rests; snug as a gun.

Under my window, a clean rasping sound 
When the spade sinks into gravelly ground. 
My father, digging. I look down

Till his straining rump among the flowerbeds 
Bends low, comes up twenty years away 
Stooping in rhythm through potato drills 
Where he was digging.

The coarse boot nestled on the lug, the shaft 
Against the inside knee was levered firmly. 
He rooted out tall tops, buried the bright edge deep 
To scatter new potatoes that we need picked 
Loving their cool hardness in our hands.

By God, the old man could handle a spade, 
Just like his old man.

My grandfather cut more turf  in a day
Than any other man on Toner’s bog.
Once I carried him milk in a bottle
Corked sloppily with paper. He straightened up
To drink it, then fell to right away

Nicking and slicing neatly, heaving sods 
Over his shoulder, going down and down 
For the good turf. Digging.
The cold smell of  potato mould, the squelch and slap 
Of  soggy peat, the curt cuts of  an edge 
Through living roots awaken in my head. 
But I’ve no spade to follow men like them

Between my finger and my thumb 
The squat pen rests. 
I’ll dig with it.
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About the Poet
Seamus Heaney was born in April 1939. He grew up as a country boy and attended the local primary 
school. When he was twelve years of  age, Seamus Heaney won a scholarship to St. Columb’s College, a 
Catholic boarding school situated in the city of  Derry, forty miles away from the home farm, and this first 
departure from Mossbawn was the decisive one. It was followed by a transfer to Belfast and by another move 
to the Irish Republic where Heaney has made his home. All of  these subsequent shifts and developments were 
dependent, however, upon that original journey from Mossbawn which the poet has described as a removal from 
“the earth of  farm labour to the heaven of  education.” It is not surprising, then, that this move has turned 
out to be a recurrent theme in his work, from “Digging”, the first poem in his first book, through the much 
more orchestrated treatment of  it in “Alphabets”(The Haw Lantern, 1987), to its most recent appearance 
in “A Sofa in the Forties” which was published this year in The Spirit Level.

The first verses he wrote when he was a young teacher in Belfast in the early 1960s and many of  the best 
known poems in North, his important volume published in 1975, are linguistically tuned to the Anglo-Saxon 
note in English. Heaney’s poems first came to public attention in the mid-1960s when he was active as one 
of  a group of  poets who were subsequently recognized as constituting something of  a “Northern School” 
within Irish writing. Heaney married Marie who was to be the mother of  his three children. She has been 
central to the poet’s life, both professionally and imaginatively, appearing directly and indirectly in individual 
poems from all periods of  his oeuvre right down to the most recent, and making it possible for him to travel 
annually to Harvard.

In 1984, Heaney was named Boylston Professor of  Rhetoric and Oratory, one 
of  the university’s most prestigious offices. In 1989, he was elected for a five-year 
period to be Professor of  Poetry at Oxford University, a post which requires the 
incumbent to deliver three public lectures every year but which does not require him 
to reside in Oxford. In recent years, he has been the recipient of  several honorary 
degrees; he is a member of  Aosdana, the Irish academy of  artists and writers, and 
a Foreign Member of  The American Academy of  Arts and Letters. In 1996, 
subsequent to his winning the Nobel Prize in Literature in 1995, he was made a 
Commandeur de L’Ordre des Arts et Lettres by the French Ministry of  Culture. 
- From Les Prix Nobel 1995.
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2. We Are Seven - William Wordsworth

—A Simple Child,
That lightly draws its breath,
And feels its life in every limb,
What should it know of  death?

I met a little cottage Girl:
She was eight years old, she said;
Her hair was thick with many a curl
That clustered round her head.

She had a rustic, woodland air,
And she was wildly clad:
Her eyes were fair, and very fair;
—Her beauty made me glad.

“Sisters and brothers, little Maid,
How many may you be?”
“How many? Seven in all,” she said
And wondering looked at me.

“And where are they? I pray you tell.”
She answered, “Seven are we;
And two of  us at Conway dwell,
And two are gone to sea.

“Two of  us in the church-yard lie,
My sister and my brother;
And, in the church-yard cottage, I
Dwell near them with my mother.”

“You say that two at Conway dwell,
And two are gone to sea,
Yet ye are seven!—I pray you tell,
Sweet Maid, how this may be.”
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Then did the little Maid reply,
“Seven boys and girls are we;
Two of  us in the church-yard lie,
Beneath the church-yard tree.”

“You run about, my little Maid,
Your limbs they are alive;
If  two are in the church-yard laid,
Then ye are only five.”

“Their graves are green, they may be seen,”
The little Maid replied,
“Twelve steps or more from my mother’s door,
And they are side by side.

“My stockings there I often knit,
My kerchief  there I hem;
And there upon the ground I sit,
And sing a song to them.

“And often after sunset, Sir,
When it is light and fair,
I take my little porringer,
And eat my supper there.

“The first that died was sister Jane;
In bed she moaning lay,
Till God released her of  her pain;
And then she went away.
“So in the church-yard she was laid;
And, when the grass was dry,
Together round her grave we played,
My brother John and I.

“And when the ground was white with snow,
And I could run and slide,
My brother John was forced to go,
And he lies by her side.”
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“How many are you, then,” said I,
“If  they two are in heaven?”
Quick was the little Maid’s reply,
“O Master! we are seven.”

“But they are dead; those two are dead!
Their spirits are in heaven!”
’Twas throwing words away; for still
The little Maid would have her will,
And said, “Nay, we are seven!”

About the Author

William Wordsworth was born on April 7, 1770, in Cockermouth, Cumberland. His father, John, was 
a lawyer. Wordsworth’s mother Anne died in 1778 and father in 178.William studied at Cambridge. He 
published two poems, Descriptive Sketches, and An Evening Walk, which were not well received. 
However, friends arranged for money to allow him to concentrate on his writing. At this time Wordsworth met 
poet Samuel Taylor Coleridge, and the two became firm friends. They collaborated on a volume of  Romantic 
verse called Lyrical Ballads (1798), which was notable for its attempt to use ordinary language in a poetic 
fashion. Later, Coleridge’s drug addiction and erratic behavior put an end to their friendship.

In 1802 Wordsworth received money owed to his father, and he was financially secure enough to marry Mary 
Hutchinson, an old childhood friend. Mary, William, and his sister Dorothy lived together in the Lake District 
village of  Grasmere. William published a two-volume set of  his poetry in 1807, and once more it was met 
by public indifference and scathing reviews (by Lord Byron among others). 

Wordsworth’s happy home life turned to tragedy when two of  his four children died within a year. He published 
a travel guide to the Lake District which proved very popular. When Robert Southey, the Poet Laureate, died 
in 1843, Wordsworth was asked to take his place. He initially refused, pleading his advancing age, but was 
induced by Sir Robert Peel to take the post. He was still Poet Laureate when he died of  pleurisy in 1850.
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3. Ulysses  Alfred, Lord Tennyson

It little profits that an idle king,
By this still hearth, among these barren crags,
Match’d with an aged wife, I mete and dole
Unequal laws unto a savage race,
That hoard, and sleep, and feed, and know not me.
I cannot rest from travel; I will drink
Life to the lees. All times I have enjoy’d
Greatly, have suffer’d greatly, both with those
That loved me, and alone; on shore, and when
Thro’ scudding drifts the rainy Hyades
Vext the dim sea. I am become a name;
For always roaming with a hungry heart
Much have I seen and known,— cities of  men
And manners, climates, councils, governments,
Myself  not least, but honor’d of  them all,—
And drunk delight of  battle with my peers,
Far on the ringing plains of  windy Troy.
I am a part of  all that I have met;
Yet all experience is an arch wherethro’
Gleams that untravell’d world whose margin fades
For ever and for ever when I move.
How dull it is to pause, to make an end,
To rust unburnish’d, not to shine in use!
As tho’ to breathe were life! Life piled on life
Were all too little, and of  one to me
Little remains; but every hour is saved
From that eternal silence, something more,
A bringer of  new things; and vile it were
For some three suns to store and hoard myself,
And this gray spirit yearning in desire
To follow knowledge like a sinking star,
Beyond the utmost bound of  human thought.
This is my son, mine own Telemachus,
to whom I leave the sceptre and the isle,—
Well-loved of  me, discerning to fulfill
This labor, by slow prudence to make mild
A rugged people, and thro’ soft degrees
Subdue them to the useful and the good.
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Most blameless is he, centred in the sphere
Of  common duties, decent not to fail
In offices of  tenderness, and pay
Meet adoration to my household gods,
When I am gone. He works his work, I mine.
There lies the port; the vessel puffs her sail;
There gloom the dark, broad seas. My mariners,
Souls that have toil’d, and wrought, and thought with me,—
That ever with a frolic welcome took
The thunder and the sunshine, and opposed
Free hearts, free foreheads,— you and I are old;
Old age hath yet his honor and his toil.
Death closes all; but something ere the end,
Some work of  noble note, may yet be done,
Not unbecoming men that strove with Gods.
The lights begin to twinkle from the rocks;
The long day wanes; the slow moon climbs; the deep
Moans round with many voices. Come, my friends.
‘T is not too late to seek a newer world.
Push off, and sitting well in order smite
The sounding furrows; for my purpose holds
To sail beyond the sunset, and the baths
Of  all the western stars, until I die.
It may be that the gulfs will wash us down;
It may be we shall touch the Happy Isles,
And see the great Achilles, whom we knew.
Tho’ much is taken, much abides; and tho’
We are not now that strength which in old days
Moved earth and heaven, that which we are, we are,—
One equal temper of  heroic hearts,
Made weak by time and fate, but strong in will
To strive, to seek, to find, and not to yield.

About the Author

Alfred Tennyson was born August 6th, 1809, at Somersby, Lincolnshire, fourth of  twelve children of  George 
and Elizabeth (Fytche) Tennyson. 

In 1827 he followed his two older brothers to Trinity College, Cambridge, where his tutor was William. 
Because they had published Poems by Two Brothers in 1827 and each won university prizes for poetry (Alfred 
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winning the Chancellor’s Gold Medal in 1828 for ÒTimbuctooÓ) the Tennyson brothers became well known 
at Cambridge. In 1829 The Apostles, an undergraduate club, whose members remained Tennyson’s friends 
all his life, invited him to join. The group, which met to discuss major philosophical and other issues, included 
Arthur Henry Hallam, James Spedding, Edward Lushington (who later married Cecilia Tennyson), and 
Richard Monckton Milnes—all eventually famous men who merited entries in the Dictionary of  National 
Biography. Arthur Hallam’s was the most important of  these friendships. He and Tennyson knew each other 
only four years, but their intense friendship had major influence on the poet. Hallam’s death from illness in 
1833 (he was only 22) shocked Tennyson profoundly, and his grief  lead to most of  his best poetry, including 
“In Memoriam”, “The Passing of  Arthur”, “Ulysses”, and “Tithonus”.

Since Tennyson was always sensitive to criticism, the mixed reception of  his 1832 Poems hurt him greatly. 
Critics in those days delighted in the harshness of  their reviews: the Quarterly Review was known as the 
“Hang, draw, and quarterly.” John Wilson Croker’s harsh criticisms of  some of  the poems in our anthology 
kept Tennyson from publishing again for another nine years. The success of  his 1842 Poems made Tennyson 
a popular poet, and in 1845 he received a Civil List (government) pension of  £200 a year, which helped 
relieve his financial difficulties; the success of  “The Princess” and “In Memoriam” and his appointment in 
1850 as Poet Laureate finally established him as the most popular poet of  the Victorian era.

By now Tennyson, only 41, had written some of  his greatest poetry, but he continued to write and to gain in 
popularity. In 1853, as the Tennysons were moving into their new house on the Isle of  Wight, Prince Albert 
dropped in unannounced. His admiration for Tennyson’s poetry helped solidify his position as the national 
poet, and Tennyson returned the favor by dedicating “The Idylls of  the King” to his memory. Queen Victoria 
later summoned him to court several times, and at her insistence he accepted his title, having declined it when 
offered by both Disraeli and Gladstone.

Tennyson suffered from extreme short-sightedness—without a monocle he 
could not even see to eat—which gave him considerable difficulty writing and 
reading, and this disability in part accounts for his manner of  creating poetry: 
Tennyson composed much of  his poetry in his head, occasionally working on 
individual poems for many years. During his undergraduate days at Cambridge 
he often did not bother to write down his compositions, although the Apostles 
continually prodded him to do so. (We owe the first version of  “The Lotos-
Eaters” to Arthur Hallam, who transcribed it while Tennyson declaimed it 
at a meeting of  the Apostles.) Long-lived like most of  his family (no matter 
how unhealthy they seemed to be) Alfred, Lord Tennyson died on October 6, 
1892, at the age of  83.
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4. The King Speaks to the Scribe  Keki Daruwalla

First Kartikeya, there’s no pride involved,
nor humility; understand this, I speak
of  atonement, that is, if  blood can ever
be wiped away with words. We will engrave
this message on volcanic rock, right here
where the earth still reeks of  slaughter.
A hundred thousand courted death, mind you.
The battlefield stank so that heaven
had to hold a cloth to its nose. I trod
this plain, dark and glutinous with gore,
my chariot-wheels squelching in the bloody mire.

Nothing stands now between them and destruction,
neither moat nor bridge nor hut nor door-leaf.
No lighted tapers call them to their village.
It is to them that you will speak, or rather
I will speak through you. So don’t enunciate
the law of  piety, no aphorisms
which say that good is difficult and sin easy.
And no palaver about two peafowl
and just one antelope roasting in my kitchen
instead of  an entire hecatomb as in
my father’s days. There must be huts where
they have nothing to burn on the hearth-fires.
Spare me the shame. And no taboos, please,
forbidding the caponing of  roosters
or drinking of  spirituous liquors,
and the castration of  bulls and rams and
the branding of  horses. So listen with care,
Kartikeya, and I will tell you what to write.
First talk about the sorrows of  conquest
and other miseries attendant on
enslavement. In all lands live Brahmins,
anchorites and householders, each enmeshed
in the outer skin of  relationships,
that network of  duty and herd impulse
through which each charts his particular furrow.
And the sword falls on such people and their
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children are blighted, while the affection
of  their friends remains undiminished.
Mark that, don’t talk merely of  rapine and slaughter 
but also of  separation from loved ones.

And about my sorrow what will you say?
How will you touch that weed-ridden lake floor
of  my despair and keep from drowning?
Say simply that of  all the people killed
or captured, if  the thousandth part were to
suffer as before, the pain would overwhelm me.
Tell them I have abjured pride, the lowest
can abuse me now and I shall not answer.
Let the dust of  humility cover my head.
Even the tribals, dark and bullet-headed,
the blubber-skinned, the ones from whom our demons
and yakshas have borrowed their faces,
I invite to my fold. Let them turn from crime
and their aboriginal ways and they will not suffer.

Cut deeper than the cuts of  my sword
so that even as moss covers the letters
they are visible. Write whatever
you chance on. Don’t look for a white-quartz boulder.
Anything will do, a mass of  trap rock
or just a stone sheet. And the language simple,
something the forest folk can understand.
I am not speaking to kings, to Antiyoka
and Maga or Alikasudra. And no
high-flown language. I am not here
to appease gods. Even they must be ignored
for a while and their altar-fires cold.
Men don’t have enough fuel to burn their dead.

Mind you, Kartikeya, between me and them is blood. 
Your words will have to reach across to them 
like a tide of  black oxen crossing a ford.
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About the Author

Keki Daruwalla (1937) is a leading figure in Indian poetry in English today. He is the recipient of  the 
Sahitya Akademi Award (1984) and the Commonwealth Poetry Prize (1987) for Asia. Born in Lahore, 
Daruwalla holds a Masters degree from Punjab University, Chandigarh. He joined the Indian Police Service 
in 1958 (the recurrent theme of  violence in his poetry has frequently, and somewhat reductively, been attributed 
to his choice of  profession). He is retired and lives in Delhi. 

With the publication of  his first book, Under Orion in 1970, Daruwalla established himself  as a name 
to reckon with in Indian poetry. 

A remarkable feature of  Daruwalla’s poetry is its ability to vividly materialise its abstractions, to strike a 
creative tension between image and statement. His poetry has the narrative energy and sweep to paint, for 
instance, a vast portrait of  post-Independence India as “a landscape of  meaninglessness”: “Then why should I 
tread the Kafka beat/ or the Waste Land,/ when Mother, you are near at hand/ one vast, sprawling defeat?” 

His most recent book, Map-maker (2002), offers a compelling series of  dramatic monologues by figures as 
diverse as a disciple of  the Buddha and an old map-maker from Majorca, suggesting that the passionate 
interest in other cultural and historical milieux is alive and well. But there is also a more marked fascination 
with inner worlds, with philosophical notions of  time and space. 

In Migrations, for example, the metaphysical is integrally linked to the concrete and 
the singular, as the poem explores the theme of  migrations across space and time, from 
the violent biography of  nations to a searing moment of  personal biography: “Now my 
dreams ask me/ if  I remember my mother/ and I’m not sure how I’ll handle that. / 
Migrating across years is also difficult.”
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5. Sonnet 55 - William Shakespeare 

Not marble, nor the gilded monuments 
Of  princes, shall outlive this powerful rhyme, 
But you shall shine more bright in these contents 
Than unswept stone, besmeared with sluttish time. 1
When wasteful war shall statues overturn,
And broils root out the work of  masonry,
Nor Mars his 2 sword nor war’s quick fire shall burn:
The living record of  your memory.
‘Gainst death, and all-oblivious enmity 3
Shall you pace forth, your praise shall still find room,
Even in the eyes of  all posterity
That wear this world out to the ending doom. 4
So till the judgment that yourself  arise, 
You live in this, and dwell in lovers’ eyes.

1Than in a stone tomb or effigy which time wears away and covers with dust. 2. Mars’s 3.  The enmity of  oblivion, of  being forgotten. 
4. Judgment Day. The next line is paraphrased, “Until you rise from the dead on Judgement Day

Sonnet 60

Like as the waves make towards the pebbled shore, 
So do our minutes hasten to their end,
Each changing place with that which goes before,
In sequent toil all forwards do contend.7
Nativity once in the main 8 of  light,
Crawls to maturity, wherewith being crowned,
Crooked eclipses `gainst his glory fight,
And time that gave, doth now his gift confound.
Time doth transfix the flourish set 9 on youth,
And delves the parallels in beauty’s brow,
Feeds on the rarities of  nature’s truth,
And nothing stands but for his scythe to mow.
And yet to times in hope, 10 my verse shall stand 
Praising thy worth, despite his cruel hand.

7. Toiling and following each other, the waves struggle to press forward.8. Broad expanse.  8 Remove the embellishment. “Delves 
the parallels”; digs the parallel furrows (winkles). To “flourish is also to blossom.” 10. Future times.
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About the Author

William Shakespeare was born in Stratford-upon-Avon, allegedly on April 23, 1564. Young William was 
born of  John Shakespeare, a glover and leather merchant, and Mary Arden, a landed heiress. 

According to scholars, Shakespeare attended the free grammar school in Stratford, which at the time had a 
reputation to rival Eton.

The next documented event in Shakespeare’s life is his marriage to Anne Hathaway on November 28, 1582. 
William was 18 at the time, and Anne was 26 and pregnant. Their first daughter, Susanna, was born on 
May 26, 1583. The couple later had twins, Hamnet and Judith, born February 2, 1585 and christened at 
Holy Trinity. Hamnet died in childhood at the age of  11, on August 11, 1596.

It is estimated that Shakespeare arrived in London around 1588 and began to establish himself  as an actor 
and playwright. Evidently, Shakespeare garnered envy early on for his talent, as related by the critical attack 
of  Robert Greene, a London playwright, in 1592: “...an upstart crow, beautified with our feathers, that with 
his Tiger’s heart wrapped in a player’s hide, supposes he is as well able to bombast out a blank verse as the best 
of  you: and being an absolute Johannes fac totum, is in his own conceit the only Shake-scene in a country.”

By 1594, he was not only acting and writing for the Lord Chamberlain’s Men (called the King’s Men after 
the ascension of  James I in 1603), but was a managing partner in the operation as well. With Will Kempe, 
a master comedian, and Richard Burbage, a leading tragic actor of  the day, the Lord Chamberlain’s Men 
became a favorite London troupe, patronized by royalty and made popular by the theatre-going public. When 
the plague forced theatre closings in the mid-1590s, Shakespeare and his company made plans for the Globe 
Theatre in the Bankside district, which was across the river from London proper.

William Shakespeare wrote his will in 1611, bequeathing his properties to his daughter Susanna (married 
in 1607 to Dr. John Hall). To his surviving daughter Judith, he left £300, and to his wife Anne left “my 
second best bed.” William Shakespeare allegedly died on his birthday, April 23, 1616. This is probably more 
of  a romantic myth than reality, but Shakespeare was interred at Holy Trinity in Stratford on April 25. 
In 1623, two working companions of  Shakespeare from the Lord Chamberlain’s Men, John Heminges and 
Henry Condell, printed the First Folio edition of  the Collected Works, of  which half  the plays contained 
therein were previously unpublished. The First Folio also contained Shakespeare’s sonnets.

William Shakespeare’s legacy is a body of  work that will never again be equaled in Western civilization. His 
words have endured for 400 years, and still reach across the centuries as powerfully as ever. Even in death, he 
leaves a final piece of  verse as his epitaph:
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SUPPLEMENTARY 
POEMS
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1. Warren Pryor - Alden Nowlan

When every pencil meant a sacrifice 
his parents boarded him at school in town, 
slaving to free him from the stony fields, 
the meagre acreage that bore them down.

They blushed with pride when, at his graduation,
they watched him picking up the slender scroll,
his passport from the years of  brutal toil
and lonely patience in a barren hole.

When he went in the Bank their cups ran over.
They marvelled how he wore a milk-white shirt 
work days and jeans on Sundays. He was saved 
from their thistle-strewn farm and its red dirt.

And he said nothing. Hard and serious 
like a young bear inside his teller’s cage, 
his axe-hewn hands upon the paper bills 
aching with empty strength and throttled rage.
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2. Follower - Seamus Heaney

My father worked with a horse-plough, 
His shoulders globed like a full sail strung 
Between the shafts and the furrow. 
The horses strained at his clicking tongue.

An expert. He would set the wing 
And fit the bright steel-pointed sock. 
The sod rolled over without breaking. 
At the headrig, with a single pluck

Of  reins, the sweating team turned round 
And back into the land. His eye
Narrowed and angled at the ground, 
Mapping the furrow exactly.

I stumbled in his hob-nailed wake, 
Fell sometimes on the polished sod; 
Sometimes he rode me on his back 
Dipping and rising to his plod.

I wanted to grow up and plough,
To close one eye, stiffen my arm.
All I ever did was follow
In his broad shadow round the farm.

I was a nuisance, tripping, falling, 
Yapping always. But today 
It is my father who keeps stumbling 
Behind me, and will not go away.
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3. Lines Written in Early Spring  William Wordsworth

I heard a thousand blended notes, 
While in a grove I sate reclined, 
In that sweet mood when pleasant thoughts 
Bring sad thoughts to the mind.

To her fair works did Nature link 
The human soul that through me ran; 
And much it grieved my heart to think 
What man has made of  man.

Through primrose tufts, in that green bower,
The periwinkle3 trailed its wreaths; 
And ’tis my faith that every flower
Enjoys the air it breathes.

The birds around me hopped and played,
Their thoughts I cannot measure 
 But the least motion which they made
It seemed a thrill of  pleasure.

The budding twigs spread out their fan,
To catch the breezy air;
And I must think, do all I can,
That there was pleasure there. 

If  this belief  from heaven be sent, 
If  such be Nature’s holy plan,4
Have I not reason to lament
What man has made of  man?

3  A trailing   evergreen    plant    with small blue flowers (U.S. myrtle).
4. The version of  these lines printed in the Lyrical Ballads of  1798 mentioned neither heaven nor holiness: “If  I these thoughts 
may not prevent, / If  such be of  my creed the plan”.
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4. Thought Fox - Ted Hughes

I imagine this midnight moment’s forest:
Something else is alive 
Beside the clock’s loneliness
And this blank page where my fingers move,
Through the window I see no star: 
Something more near 
Though deeper within darkness 
Is entering the loneliness:

Cold, delicately as the dark snow,
A fox’s nose touches twig, leaf;
Two eyes serve a movement, that now
And again now, and now, and now 

Sets neat prints into the snow 
Between trees, and warily are lame 
Shadow lags by stump and hallow 
Of  a body that is bold to come

Across clearings, and eye, 
A widening deepening greenness 
Brilliantly, concentratedly, 
Coming about its own business

Till, with a sudden sharp hot stink of  fox 
It enters the dark hole of  the head.
The window is starless still; the clock ticks, 
The page is printed.
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5. Floating Lanterns XII 
- Iri Maruki and Toshi Maruki translated by Hunter and Yasuo Ishikawa

On August sixth every year
the seven rivers of  Hiroshima
    are filled with lanterns
Painted with the names of
fathers, mothers, and sisters
they float on their way to the sea

Almost there, pushed back
flame snuffed out
Darkly coming back in pieces
Tossed by ocean waves

That time, years past
these same rivers were filled
With the corpses of  those     
fathers, mothers, and sisters.

During World War II, on August 6, 1945, Allied forces dropped an atomic bomb on Hiroshima. On August 9, another bomb 
was dropped on Nagasaki, over a hundred thousand Japanese people died, and by the 1950s a further two hundred thousand died 
from their injuries or radiation.
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6. This Is a Photograph of Me - Margaret Atwood

It was taken some time ago.
At first it seems to be
a smeared
print: blurred lines and grey flecks
blended with the paper;

then, as you scan
it, you see in the left-hand corner
a thing that is like a branch: part of  a tree
(balsam or spruce) emerging
and, to the right, halfway up
what ought to be a gentle
slope, a small frame house.

In the background there is a lake, 
and beyond that, some low hills.

(The photograph was taken 
the day after I drowned.

I am in the lake, in the centre
of  the picture, just under the surface.

It is difficult to say where 
precisely, or to say 
how large or small I am: 
the effect of  water 
on light is a distortion
but if  you look long enough,
eventually 
you will be able to see me.)
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7. Hiroshima Exit - Joy Kogawa
 

In round round rooms of  our wanderings
Victims and victimizers in circular flight
Fact pursuing fact
Warning leaflets still dip down
On soil heavy with flames,
Black rain, footsteps, witnessings 

The Atomic Bomb Memorial Building:
A curiosity shop filled with
Remnants of  clothing, radiation sickness,
Fleshless faces, tourists muttering
“Well, they started it.”
Words jingle down
“They didn’t think about us in Pearl Harbor”
They? Us?
I tiptoe round the curiosity shop
Seeking my target
Precision becomes essential
Quick. Quick. Before he’s out of  range
Spell the name
America?
Hiroshima?
Air raid warnings wail bleakly
Hiroshima
Morning.
I step outside
And close softly the door
Believing, believing
That outside this store
Is another door 

In this poem, Canadian writer Joy Kogawa presents a look back at the bombing of  Hiroshima by Americans during World War 
II. She suggests her hope for a way to break the cycle of  conflict and blame. A third generation Japanese Canadian, Joy Kogawa 
and her family, along with many other Japanese Canadians in British Columbia, were interned and relocated during World War II 
Currently living in Toronto, she has published collections of  poetry, including A Choice of  Dreams 1974) with ‘Hiroshima Exit” 
and Woman in the Woods (1985). She is known best for her novel Obasan (1981).  (Born Vancouver, British Columbia 1935).
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SHORT STORIES
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1. The Elephant
-Slawomir Mrozek (Translated from the Polish by Konrad Syrop)

THE DIRECTOR AT THE ZOOLOGICAL GARDENS HAD SHOWN himself  to be 
an upstart. He regarded his animals simply as stepping stones on the road of  his own career. 
He was indifferent to the educational importance of  his establishment. In his zoo the giraffe 
had a short neck, the badger had no burrow and the whistlers, having lost all interest, whistled 
rarely and with some reluctance. These shortcomings should not have been allowed, especially 
as the zoo was often visited by parties of  school children. 

The zoo was in a provincial town, and it was short of  some of  the most important animals, 
among them the elephant. Three thousand rabbits were a poor substitute for the noble giant. 
However, as our country developed, the gaps were being filled in a well-planned manner. On 
the occasion of  the anniversary of  the liberation, on 22nd July, the zoo was notified that it 
had at long last been allocated an elephant. All the staff, who were devoted to their work, 
rejoiced at this news. All the greater was their surprise when they learned that the director had 
sent a letter to Warsaw, renouncing the allocation and putting forward a plan for obtaining an 
elephant by more economic means. 

“I, and all the staff,” he had written, “are fully aware how heavy a burden falls upon the 
shoulders of  Polish miners and foundry men because of  the elephant. Desirous of  reducing 
our costs, I suggest that the elephant mentioned in your communication should be replaced 
by one of  our own procurement. We can make an elephant out of  rubber, of  the correct size, 
fill it with air and place it behind railings. It will be carefully painted the correct color and even 
on close inspection will be indistinguishable from the real animal. It is well known that the 
elephant is a sluggish animal and it does not run and jump about. In the notice on the railings 
we can state that this particular elephant is particularly sluggish. The money saved in this way 
can be turned to the purchase of  a jet plane or the conservation of  some church monument. 

“Kindly note that both the idea and its execution are my modest contribution to the common 
task and struggle. 
“I am, etc.” 

This communication must have reached a soulless official, who regarded his duties in a 
purely bureaucratic manner and did not examine the heart of  the matter but, following only 
the directive about reduction of  expenditure, accepted the director’s plan. On hearing the 
Ministry’s approval, the director issued instructions for the making of  the rubber elephant. 

The carcass was to have been filled with air by two keepers blowing into it from opposite 
ends. To keep the operation secret the work was to be completed during the night because 
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the people of  the town, having heard that an elephant was joining the zoo, were anxious to 
see it. The director insisted on haste also because he expected a bonus, should his idea turn 
out to he a success. 

The two keepers locked themselves in a shed normally housing a workshop, and began to blow. 
After two hours of  hard blowing they discovered that the rubber skin had risen only a few 
inches above the floor and its bulge in no way resembled an elephant. The night progressed. 
Outside, human voices were stilled and only the cry of  the jackass interrupted the silence. 
Exhausted, the keepers stopped blowing and made sure that the air already inside the elephant 
should not escape. They were not young and were unaccustomed to this kind of  work. 

“If  we go on at this rate,” said one of  them, “we shan’t finish by morning. And what am I to 
tell my missus? She’ll never believe me if  I say that I spent the night blowing up an elephant.” 
“Quite right,” agreed the second keeper. “Blowing up an elephant is not an everyday job. And 
it’s all because our director is a leftist.” 

They resumed their blowing, but after another half-hour they felt too tired to continue. The 
bulge on the floor was larger but still nothing like the shape of  an elephant. 

“It’s getting harder all the time,” said the first keeper.
 “It’s an uphill job, all right,” agreed the second. “Let’s have a little rest.” 

While they were resting, one of  them noticed a gas pipe ending in a valve. Could they not fill 
the elephant with gas? He suggested it to his mate. 

They decided to try. They connected the elephant to the gas pipe, turned the valve, and to 
their joy in a few minutes there was a full sized beast standing in the shed. It looked real: the 
enormous body, legs like columns, huge ears and the inevitable trunk. Driven by ambition the 
director had made sure of  having in his zoo a very large elephant indeed. 

“First class,” declared the keeper who had the idea of  using gas. 
“Now we can go home.” 

In the morning the elephant was moved to a special run in a central position, next to the 
monkey cage. Placed in front of  a large real rock it looked fierce and magnificent. A big notice 
proclaimed: “Particularly sluggish. Hardly moves.” 

Among the first visitors that morning was a party of  children from the local school. The 
teacher in charge of  them was planning to give them an object-lesson about the elephant. He 
halted the group in front of  the animal and began: 
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“The elephant is a herbivorous mammal. By means of  its trunk it pulls out young trees and 
eats their leaves.” 

The children were looking at the elephant with enraptured admiration. They were waiting for 
it to pullout a young tree, but the beast stood still behind its railings. 

“... The elephant is a direct descendant of  the now-extinct mammoth. It’s not surprising, 
therefore, that it’s the largest living land animal.” 

The more conscientious pupils were making notes.
 “... Only the whale is heavier than the elephant, but then the whale lives in the sea. We can 
safely say that on land the elephant reigns supreme.” 

A slight breeze moved the branches of  the trees in the zoo.
 “... The weight of  a fully grown elephant is between nine and thirteen thousand pounds.” 

At that moment the elephant shuddered and rose in the air. For a few seconds it stayed just 
above the ground, but a gust of  wind blew it upward until its mighty silhouette was against the 
sky. For a short while people on the ground could see the four circles of  its feet, its bulging 
belly and the trunk, but soon, propelled by the wind, the elephant sailed above the fence and 
disappeared above the treetops. Astonished monkeys in the cage continued staring into the sky. 

They found the elephant in the neighboring botanical gardens.  It had landed on a cactus and 
punctured its rubber hide.

The schoolchildren who had witnessed the scene in the zoo started neglecting their studies 
and turned into hooligans. It is reported that they drink liquor and break windows. And they 
no longer believe in elephants.

About the author

Slawmir Mrozek was born in Borzecin, Poland, in 1930. He studied architecture, Oriental culture, and 
painting, and initially worked as a journalist. His writing established him as one of  Poland’s best known 
playwrights and satirists. In 1968, he moved to Paris because his work was banned due to its controversial 
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2. Mirror Image - Lena Coakley

If  only there were no mirrors, Alice sometimes thought, although she carried one in her 
backpack wherever she went. It was a silver-plated mirror her father had given her with the 
initials ACS on the back. Just you, Alice, she would say to herself, looking the way you’ve always 
looked. Then she’d pull out the mirror. The surprise and disbelief  at seeing the reflection was 
a joke she played on herself  over and over.

It was disquieting, however, to come upon a mirror without warning. She would say “excuse 
me” to her own reflection in shop windows. Mirrors in unexpected places would make her 
start and lose her nerve. She avoided the girls’ bathroom altogether. Alice took to wearing 
sunglasses all the time, to remind herself, to keep something constantly in front of  her eyes 
that would remind her that she looked different. Her teachers let her wear them. Maybe the 
word had come down from the top that she wasn’t to be hassled for a while, but Alice thought 
it was more than that. She thought they were all a little afraid of  her.

Of  course her mind learned to ignore the glasses. The human mind is incredibly adaptable. 
Her mother was always telling her that.

“Do you think I move differently?” she asked her twin, Jenny, once identical. “Look how my 
feet kind of  roll when I walk. And my hips, my hips feel totally different.” Alice walked across 
the bedroom like a fashion model, wearing nothing but black bikini underwear. 

“Actually, as bodies go, this one is a lot better. I mean, check it out,” Alice grabbed a chunk 
of  her thigh, “no cellulite.”
Jenny watched from inside her own body. “You looked okay - before.”

“Sorry, I didn’t mean ... You’re pretty. I can see that now. But I never used to think that I was. 
You know, my old body used to weigh much less than this body weighs but I still wouldn’t 
have been able to walk around naked in it. No one ever told me that this body is ugly. For all 
I know it’s never had zits. I haven’t had one yet. I feel like I could do anything in this body. 
Hey, did I show you, I can almost touch my foot to the back of  my head.”

Alice had to re-learn how to move in the hospital, and to speak. At first the world was nothing 
but a mush of  dark images, disconnected voices and prickly feelings all over her skin. If  
someone touched her arm she wasn’t sure from which part of  her body the sensation came. 
Colours seemed different. People’s voices were pitched a tone higher. When she tried to speak 
she bit her tongue, which seemed enormous in her mouth and tasted funny. When she finally 
learned, the tone was different, but the inflections and the slight Maritime accent were the 
same. She’d had an accident, they said. But long before the psychiatrist told her, she knew. 
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These weren’t her hands. This wasn’t her breath.

“Let me read your diary.”
Alice and Jenny lay on top of  their beds supposedly doing homework. Above each bed hung 
a charcoal portrait their father had drawn. He had finished them just before he died. Now, 
only Jenny’s was a good likeness.
“Not now,” said Jenny, closing the book and capping her ball point pen.
“You can’t read mine.”
“You can read mine.”
“I know what your diary says Ooh, I found a new mole today on my new body. Ooh,
don’t my new armpits smell divine?”
“Come on. What do you have some big secret in there? We’ve always read each other’s diaries.”
“I have to get to know you better.” Jenny slipped her diary between her mattress and box spring.
“Yeah, right,” Alice laughed. Then she realized her sister wasn’t joking. “What, fourteen years 
wasn’t enough?”
“You were in the hospital a long time, that’s all I mean.”

Alice swung her legs over the side of  her bed and looked at Jenny. At one time looking at her 
was like looking in the mirror, and Alice still found her sister’s coppery red hair and masses 
of  freckles more familiar than her own reflection. “Jenny, we’re still twins. I have the same 
memories: Camp Wasaga, moving to Toronto ... Dad. You know, when I draw I can still make 
the shadows, just the way he showed us. Isn’t that amazing? Even though I have a different 
hand. And my signature is the same too. This is me in here, Jenny. My brain is me.”

Jenny rolled over on her bed. “Whatever. You still can’t read it.” Alice was in the hospital for 
months. She saw doctors, interns, psychiatrists, physical therapists, speech therapists. Once 
a reporter, who had actually scaled the building, poked his head through the window to ask, 
‘“Hey, Alice, how do you feel?” and snapped a few photos.

All the mirrors had been removed, of  course, from her room and bathroom, but Jenny and her 
mother brought the hand mirror with her initials when the doctors thought Alice was ready.

“They couldn’t have saved your old body,” her mother said. “This was the only way to keep 
you alive.”
“No one knows what it will be like,” said Jenny. “You’re the only one who’s ever survived 
before.”
“I know all that,” Alice slurred. The doctors had taken the precaution of  giving her a mild 
sedative. It made her feel like everything was happening to someone else, far away. She held the 
silver mirror in one hand. With the other, she pulled at her face, squeezed it as if  it were clay. 
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Alice was mesmerized by the unfamiliar eyes, big and brown and dark. Whenever her father 
painted her he’d spend most of  his time on the eyes. The eyes are the mirror of  the soul, he 
used to say. Whose soul is that? Alice wondered. For a moment she considered screaming, 
but it was too much trouble. Besides, it wouldn’t be her scream.

“It’s okay, Mom,” she said. “Maybe I’ll start looking like myself  again. If  I try hard enough. If  
I concentrate hard enough. Very slowly, over the course of  years, my eyes will change colour 
... my face. It might ...”
Alice’s mother stroked her hair. “We’ll get through this,” she said, “the human mind is incredibly 
adaptable.”

“Mrs. Jarred’s on TV again,” Alice called.
“Turn it off,” her mother said, “it’s time for birthday cake,” but Alice and Jenny kept watching. 
Above the television, the faces of  the family portrait Alice’s father had painted smiled out 
into the room.
“A new development in the story of  Girl X,” said the newscaster, “first surviving recipient 
of  a brain transplant ...”

Alice’s mother stood in the doorway wiping her hands on a tea towel. She had fewer freckles 
than Jenny, and the long braid which hung down her back wasn’t quite so bright a red, but 
the family resemblance was unmistakable. “I don’t want you to worry about the Jarred’s, girls. 
My lawyer says they don’t have a legal leg to stand on.”

Mrs. Jarred, a middle-aged woman in a red checked coat, stood on a suburban lawn. She had 
dark hair just beginning to gray and Alice’s large, dark eyes. A short man with a pot belly 
smiled self-consciously beside her.
“Is that your family?” Jenny asked. “I don’t even know them.”
“Mrs. Jarred,” said a female reporter with a microphone “has science gone too far?”
“She’s our daughter,” the woman replied with emotion. “When we signed the release form 
donating her body, we didn’t know they were going to bring her back to life with some new 
brain. Our Gail is alive and living somewhere in Toronto and I’m not even allowed to see 
her.” Mrs. Jarred began to cry and the camera cut away to Alice and her mother leaving the 
hospital amid crowds of  journalists. Since she was under eighteen, Alice’s face was covered 
with a round, black dot. The girls had both seen this footage many times before. 
“Gail. Wow. That’s so weird.” 
“That’s not my name.”

The TV flashed pictures of  the Jarreds before the accident. A girl with a dog. A smiling 
teenager wearing a party dress. 
“Ooh, nice outfit, Gail.”
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“Darn those TV people,” said Alice’s mother. “They protect our privacy by not showing what 
you look like, and then they show pictures of  your body before the accident. That makes a 
lot of  sense.”
“The Jarreds probably gave permission,” said Alice. “Anyway, it doesn’t matter. Everyone at 
school knows. The whole world knows.”

Alice’s mother continued as if  she was talking to herself. “Those Jarreds ... If  we start having 
reporters all over the lawn again ...” She twisted her face in disgust, strode across the room, 
and turned off  the television with a sharp flick of  her wrist. 
“Hey.”
“Come on, cake time. I made it from scratch. Alice’s favourite, chocolate with mocha 
cream.” 
In the dining room a huge and elaborate cake was waiting on the table. Rich, white chocolate 
piping swirled over dark mocha. Ornate candy violets decorated the cake’s tall sides.

“Awesome, Mom,” said Alice. She couldn’t remember her mother ever making a home-made 
cake before. “You blow first,” she said to Jenny as she sat down. “You’re the oldest.”
“By two minutes,” said Jenny, “and anyway, maybe I’m not the oldest anymore.”
“What do you mean?”
“You might be older than me now with your new body. You might be old enough to drive 
for all we know.”

Alice’s brown eyes widened. “Mom, if  my body is sixteen, does that mean I can get my license?”
“Forget it.” her mother said as she lit the cake. “You could barely walk six months ago.” She 
switched out the lights.

In the yellow glow of  the candles Alice and Jenny followed a tradition that their father had 
started long ago. First Alice and her mother sang Happy Birthday to Jenny. Then, after Jenny 
had blown them out, the candles were lit again for Alice, and the song was sung a second time.

Alice blinked and squinted when the lights came on again. “I forgot to make a wish,” she said.

Her mother smiled and handed a slice of  the beautiful cake to each of  the girls. “I guess you 
have to share your wish with Jenny.”

Alice and Jenny laughed. One year, when they were little girls, the suggestion that they would 
have to share a wish sent them into fits of  crying which their parents could only resolve by 
fitting the cake slices back into the cake and lighting the candles for a third and fourth time. 

Alice cut the cake with the edge of  her fork, happy that the tension brought on by the newscast 
had begun to melt away. She put a large bite into her mouth. Bitter. Alice tried hard to swallow, 
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tried hard not to let her face show any reaction to the cake, but the taste of  the mocha forced 
her mouth into a grimace. Jenny didn’t miss it.

“I guess Gail doesn’t like chocolate with mocha cream.” “No, it’s good,” said Alice, forcing 
it down. Jenny pushed her own piece away. “I’m not hungry.” 
“Jeez, Jenny, why are you angry at me for not liking a piece of  cake? I can’t help it,”
“Who is angry?”
“I have different taste buds now, and they’re sending different messages to my brain. They’re 
saying, this cake tastes gross. Sorry Mom.”
“Okay” said Jenny. “You’re always saying that you are still you because you have the same 
brain, but who is to say that your whole personality is in your head’”
“Where else would it be”
“I don’t know; maybe there was some other part of  your body where part of  your self  lived. 
Maybe it was your big toe.”

Alice’s mother set down her fork. “Jenny, people have their big toes cut off  and they’re still 
themselves. People have heart transplants and they’re still themselves.”
“Right,” said Alice. She smiled at her mother, but her mother looked away.
“Maybe not,” Jenny said, “maybe they’re a little bit different but they just don’t notice. You’re 
a lot different. You’re a morning person. You never see your old friends. You hang out with 
Imogen Smith and those snobs. Now you’re going out for cheerleading, for goodness sake. 
And what is with those sunglasses? Sometimes ... I don’t know ... Sometimes I think my sister 
is dead.” Jenny pushed her chair back and ran out of  the room.

Alice sat where she was, poking at her cake with her fork, trying not to cry.

Her mother got up and began to gather the plates. “I think,” she began, her voice wavering, 
“I think cheerleading would be very good for your coordination.”

Alice stared at her mother, but again her mother avoided her eyes. Suddenly Alice thought 
she understood the elaborate cake. She made it because she felt guilty, Alice thought, guilty 
for thinking, way down deep, that I’m not really the same daughter she knew before.

The first thing Alice saw when her eyes could focus was the white hospital ceiling, but the 
white had a slightly unnatural blueness to it, the way white looks on TV. Sometimes things 
were exquisitely clear and sharp, although she wasn’t wearing her contacts, and she hadn’t 
yet learned to ignore her eyelashes that seemed longer and darker than they had been before. 
When Alice saw her mother for the first time she cried and cried. Her skin had a different 
texture. Her hair hardly seemed red at all. She even had a different smell. And Jenny. Why 
was everyone she knew so different? Why wasn’t her father there? Would he be different too?
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When Alice met Mr. Jarred, it was in the middle of  the street. A new sidewalk had just been 
poured on Bedford Avenue, so Alice had to walk in the street to go around the construction on 
the way home from school. A light rain was falling, preventing the concrete from setting. Mr. 
Jarred held an oversized umbrella, striped red and yellow, above his head. He might have walked 
right by her, but Alice was staring hard at him trying to remember something anything about 
him besides the newscast.

“Gail,” he said in a soft mumble and then, “I’m sorry ... I mean Alice ... Do you know me?”
“I saw you on TV.”
“Ah, yes.” The two stood in silence for a moment.
“You should have an umbrella,” he said. “This one’s a ridiculous thing, my wife’s. Here.”
“No, no, it’s just sprinkling, really,” but Alice took the umbrella Mr. Jarred offered her holding 
it upside down, its point in the road.
“This is very strange for me, very strange,” he said, staring at her. “We knew you were in 
Toronto, but, well, to be honest, it was my wife who wanted to contact you. I…I thought 
it would be better not to see you. It’s very strange,” he repeated, then added, “You look so 
different.”
“I do?”
“Your hair. The way you stand, even. Our Gail, she was an early bloomer, always slouched. 
Your accent is different too.” he paused. “I understand, you know. My wife, she thinks our 
daughter is still alive, but I ... I know.” A car turned onto the street and honked at them. “I’d 
better go.”

On impulse. Alice grabbed Mr. Jarred’s hand. It was warm and big and rough and Alice knew 
she had never felt it before. “I knew I wouldn’t remember you,” she said, “but I was hoping, 
when you walked by, that I’d know you somehow.”

Mr. Jarred took his hand away. “But you don’t.”
“No.” Alice slid her dark glasses to the top of  her head. “My dad  I guess you know he died 
in the accident.”
“Yes.”
“Sometimes I think if  he were alive, he would just look into my eyes and know who was in 
here.” The two stood in silence. Then Alice said, “What will you tell your wife?”
“I’ll tell her,” Mr. Jarred’s voice began to falter, but he looked at her straight on, “I’ll tell her 
I looked into your eyes and that I didn’t see my daughter.”
“I’m sorry.” said Alice. She didn’t ask the question that immediately came to her, but the words 
rang in her mind: who did you see?
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Alice gripped the umbrella as she watched Mr. Jarred hurry around the corner. She stepped 
up to the curb and pressed her waist to the wooden barrier that protected the sidewalk. Then 
she folded the umbrella and secured the strap. In a small corner of  the sidewalk she wrote 
her initials, ACS, with the tip of  the umbrella.

Alice was here, she thought. And then she walked towards home.

About the Author

Lena Coakley has published a number of  other stories. Her short story “Mouse” placed second in The Toronto 
Star’s Short Story Contest 1999 in Toronto, Ontario Canada.. She is currently working on a fantasy novel.
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3. Lamb to the Slaughter - Roald Dahl

The room was warm and clean, the curtains drawn, the two table lamps alight hers and the 
one by the empty chair opposite. On the sideboard behind her, two tall glasses, soda water, 
whisky. Fresh ice cubes in the Thermos bucket.

Mary Maloney was waiting for her husband to come home from work.

Now and again, she would glance up at the clock, but without anxiety, merely to please herself  
with the thought that each minute gone by made it nearer the time when he would come. 
There was a slow smiling air about her, and about everything she did. The drop of  the head 
as she bent over her sewing was curiously tranquil. Her skin for this was her sixth month with 
child had acquired a wonderful translucent quality, the mouth was soft, and the eyes, with their 
new placid look, seemed larger, darker than before.

When the clock said ten minutes to five, she began to listen, and a few moments later, punctually 
as always she heard the tires on the gravel outside, and the car door slamming, the footsteps 
passing the window, the key turning in the lock. She laid aside her sewing, stood up, and went 
forward to kiss him as he came in.

“Hullo, darling,” she said.
“Hullo,” he answered.

She took his coat and hung it in the closet. Then she walked over and made the drinks, a 
strongish one for him, a weak one for herself; and soon she was back again in her chair with 
the sewing, and he in the other, opposite, holding the tall glass with both his hands, rocking 
it so the ice cubes tinkled against the side.

For her, this was always a blissful time of  day. She knew he didn’t want to speak much until the 
first drink was finished, and she, on her side, was content to sit quietly, enjoying his company 
after the long hours alone in the house. She loved to luxuriate in the presence of  this man, 
and to feel - almost as a sunbather feels the sun that warm male glow that came out of  him 
to her when they were alone together. She loved him for the way he sat loosely in a chair, 
for the way he came in a door, or moved slowly across the room with long strides. She loved 
the intent, far look in his eyes when they rested on her, the funny shape of  the mouth, and 
especially, the way he remained silent about his tiredness, sitting still with himself  until the 
whisky had taken some of  it away.

“Tired, darling?”
“Yes,” he said. “I’m tired.” And as he spoke, he did an unusual thing. He lifted his glass and 
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drained it in one swallow although there was still half  of  it, at least half  of  it, left. She wasn’t 
really watching him, but she knew what he had done because she heard the ice cubes falling 
back against the bottom of  the empty glass when he lowered his arm. He paused a moment, 
leaning forward in the chair, then he got up and went slowly over to fetch himself  another.
“I’ll get it!” she cried, jumping up.
“Sit down,” he said.

When he came back, she noticed that the new drink was dark amber with the quantity of  
whisky in it.

“Darling, shall I get your slippers?”
“No.”

She watched him as he began to sip the dark yellow drink, and she could see little oily swirls 
in the liquid because it was so strong.

“I think it’s a shame,” she said, “that when a policeman gets to be as senior as you, they keep 
him walking about on his feet all day long.”

He didn’t answer, so she bent her head again and went on with her sewing; but each time he 
lifted the drink to his lips, she heard the ice cubes clicking against the side of  the glass.

“Darling,” she said. “Would you like me to get you some cheese? I haven’t made any supper 
because it’s Thursday.
“No,” he said.
“If  you’re too tired to eat out,” she went on, “it’s still not too late. There’s plenty of  meat 
and stuff  in the freezer, and you can have it right here and not even move out of  the chair.”

Her eyes waited on him for an answer, a smile, a little nod, but he made no sign.

“Anyway,” she went on, “I’ll get you some cheese and crackers first.”
“I don’t want it,” he said.

She moved uneasily in her chair, the large eyes still watching his face. “But you must have 
supper. I can easily do it here. I’d like to do it. We can have lamb chops. Or pork. Anything 
you want. Everything’s in the freezer.”
“Forget it,” he said.
“But, darling, you must eat! I’ll fix it anyway, and then you can have it or not, as you like.”

She stood up and placed her sewing on the table by the lamp.
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“Sit down,” he said. “Just for a minute, sit down.”
It wasn’t till then that she began to get frightened.
“Go on,” he said. “Sit down.”

She lowered herself  back slowly into the chair, watching him all the time with those large, 
bewildered eyes. He had finished the second drink and was staring down into the glass, frowning.

“Listen,” he said, “I’ve got something to tell you.”
“What is it, darling? What’s the matter?”

He had become absolutely motionless, and he kept his head down so that the light from the 
lamp beside him fell across the upper part of  his face, leaving the chin and mouth in shadow. 
She noticed there was a little muscle moving near the corner of  his left eye.

“This is going to be a bit of  a shock to you, I’m afraid,” he said. “But I’ve thought about it a 
good deal and I’ve decided the only thing to do is tell you right away. I hope you won’t blame 
me too much.”

And he told her. It didn’t take long, four or five minutes at most, and she sat very still through 
it all, watching him with a kind of  dazed horror as he went further and further away from 
her with each word.

“So there it is,” he added. “And I know it’s kind of  a bad time to be telling you, but there 
simply wasn’t any other way. Of  course, I’ll give you money and see you’re looked after. But 
there needn’t really be any fuss. I hope not anyway. It wouldn’t be very good for my job.”

Her first instinct was not to believe any of  it, to reject it all. It occurred to her that perhaps 
he hadn’t even spoken, that she herself  had imagined the whole thing. Maybe, if  she went 
about her business and acted as though she hadn’t been listening, then later, when she sort 
of  woke up again, she might find none of  it had ever happened.

“I’ll get the supper,” she managed to whisper, and this time he didn’t stop her.

When she walked across the room she couldn’t feel her feet touching the floor. She couldn’t 
feel anything at all except a slight nausea and a desire to vomit. Every thing was automatic 
now down the stairs to the cellar, the light switch, the deep freeze, the hand inside the cabinet 
taking hold of  the first object it met. She lifted it out, and looked at it. It was wrapped in 
paper, so she took off  the paper and looked at it again.

A leg of  lamb.
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All right then, they would have lamb for supper. She carried it upstairs, holding the thin bone-
end of  it with both hands, and as she went through the living-room, she saw him standing 
over by the window with his back to her, and she stopped.

“For God’s sake,” he said, hearing her, but not turning round. “Don’t make supper for me. 
I’m going out.”

At that point, Mary Maloney simply walked up behind him and without any pause she swung 
the big frozen leg of  lamb high in the air and brought it down as hard as she could on the 
back of  his head.

She might just as well have hit him with a steel club.
She stepped back a pace, waiting, and the funny thing was that he remained standing there 
for at least four or five seconds, gently swaying. Then he crashed to the carpet.

The violence of  the crash, the noise, the small table overturning, helped bring her out of  the 
shock. She came out slowly, feeling cold and surprised, and she stood for a while blinking at 
the body, still holding the ridiculous piece of  meat tight with both hands.

All right, she told herself. So I’ve killed him.
It was extraordinary, now, how clear her mind became all of  a sudden. She began thinking 
very fast. As the wife of  a detective, she knew quite well what the penalty would be. That was 
fine. It made no difference to her. In fact, it would be a relief. On the other hand, what about 
the child? What were the laws about murderers with unborn children? Did they kill them 
both mother and child? Or did they wait until the tenth month? What did they do?

Mary Maloney didn’t know. And she certainly wasn’t prepared to take a chance.

She carried the meat into the kitchen, placed it in a pan, turned the oven on high, and shoved 
it inside. Then she washed her hands and ran upstairs to the bedroom. She sat down before 
the mirror, tidied her face, touched up her lips and face. She tried to smile. It came out rather 
peculiar. She tried again.

“Hullo Sam,” she said brightly, aloud.
The voice sounded peculiar too.
“I want some potatoes please, Sam. Yes, and I think a can of  peas.”
That was better. Both the smile and the voice were coming out better now. She rehearsed it 
several times more. Then she ran downstairs, took her coat, went out the back door, down 
the garden, into the street.
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It wasn’t six o’clock yet, and the lights were still on in the grocery shop.

“Hullo Sam,” she said brightly, smiling at the man behind the counter.
“Why, good evening, Mrs. Maloney. How’re you?”
“I want some potatoes please, Sam. Yes, and I think a can of  peas.”
The man turned and reached up behind him on the shelf  for peas.

“Patrick’s decided he’s tired and doesn’t want to eat out tonight,” she told him. “We usually 
go out Thursdays, you know, and now he’s caught me without any vegetables in the house.”
“Then how about meat, Mrs. Maloney?”
“No, I’ve got meat, thanks. I got a nice leg of  lamb, from the freezer.”
“Oh.”
“I don’t much like cooking it frozen, Sam, but I’m taking a chance on it this time. You think 
it’ll be all right?”
“Personally,” the grocer said, “I don’t believe it makes any difference. You want these Idaho 
potatoes?”
“Oh yes, that’ll be fine. Two of  those.”
“Anything else?” The grocer cocked his head on one side, looking at her pleasantly.
“How about afterwards? What you going to give him for afterwards?”
“Well what would you suggest, Sam?”

The man glanced around his shop. “How about a nice big slice of  cheesecake? I know he 
likes that.”
“Perfect,” she said. “He loves it.”
And when it was all wrapped and she had paid, she put on her brightest smile and said, “Thank 
you, Sam. Good night.”
“Good night, Mrs. Maloney. And thank you.”

And now, she told herself  as she hurried back, all she was doing now, she was returning home 
to her husband and he was waiting for his supper; and she must cook it good, and make it 
as tasty as possible because the poor man was tired; and if, when she entered the house, she 
happened to find anything unusual, or tragic, or terrible, then naturally it would be a shock and 
she’d become frantic with grief  and horror. Mind you, she wasn’t expecting to find anything. 
She was just going home with vegetables. Mrs. Patrick Maloney going home with vegetables 
on Thursday evening to cook supper for her husband.

That’s the way, she told herself. Do everything right and natural. Keep things absolutely 

natural and there’ll be no need for any acting at all.
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Therefore, when she entered the kitchen by the back door, she was humming a little tune to 
herself  and smiling.

“Patrick!” she called. “How are you, darling?”
She put the parcel down on the table and went through into the living-room; and when she saw 
him lying there on the floor with his legs doubled up and one arm twisted back underneath 
his body, it really was rather a shock. All the old love and longing for him welled up inside 
her, and she ran over to him, knelt down beside him, and began to cry her heart out. It was 
easy. No acting was necessary.

A few minutes later she got up and went to the phone. She knew the number of  the police 
station, and when the man at the other end answered, she cried to him, “Quick! Come quick! 
Patrick’s dead!”
“Who’s speaking?”
“Mrs. Maloney. Mrs. Patrick Maloney.”
“You mean Patrick Maloney’s dead?
“I think so,” she sobbed. “He’s lying on the floor and I think he’s dead.”
“Be right over,” the man said.

The car came very quickly, and when she opened the front door, two policemen walked in. 
She knew them both she knew nearly all the men at that precinct and she fell right into Jack 
Noonan’s arms, weeping hysterically. He put her gently into a chair, then went over to join 
the other one, who was called O’Malley, kneeling by the body.

“Is he dead?” she cried.
“I’m afraid he is. What happened?”

Briefly, she told her story about going out to the grocer and coming back to find him on the 
floor. While she was talking, crying and talking, Noonan discovered a small patch of  congealed 
blood on the dead man’s head. He showed it to O’Malley who got up at once and hurried to 
the phone.

Soon, other men began to come into the house. First a doctor, then two detectives, one of  
whom she knew by name. Later, a police photographer arrived and took pictures, and a man 
who knew about fingerprints. There was a great deal of  whispering and muttering beside 
the corpse, and the detectives kept asking her a lot of  questions. But they always treated her 
kindly. She told her story again, this time right from the beginning, when Patrick had come 
in, and she was sewing, and he was tired, so tired he hadn’t wanted to go out for supper. She 
told how she’d put the meat in the oven ”it’s there now, cooking” and how she’d slipped out 
to the grocer for vegetables, and come back to find him lying on the floor.
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“Which grocer?” one of  the detectives asked.

She told him, and he turned and whispered something to the other detective who immediately 
went outside into the street.

In fifteen minutes he was back with a page of  notes and there was more whispering, and 
through her sobbing she heard a few of  the whispered phrases ”... acted quite normal... very 
cheerful…wanted to give him a good supper…peas…cheesecake. . .impossible that she...”

After a while, the photographer and the doctor departed and two other men came in and 
took the corpse away on a stretcher. Then the fingerprint man went away. The two detectives 
remained, and so did the two policemen. They were exceptionally nice to her, and Jack Noonan 
asked if  she wouldn’t rather go somewhere else, to her sister’s house perhaps, or to his own 
wife who would take care of  her and put her up for the night.

No, she said. She didn’t feel she could move even a yard at the moment. Would they mind 
awfully if  she stayed just where she was until she felt better? She didn’t feel too good at the 
moment, she really didn’t.

Then hadn’t she better lie down on the bed? Jack Noonan asked.

No, she said, she’d like to stay right where she was, in this chair. A little later perhaps, when 
she felt better, she would move.

So they left her there while they went about their business, searching the house. Occasionally 
one of  the detectives asked her another question. Sometimes Jack Noonan spoke to her gently 
as he passed by. Her husband, he told her, had been killed by a blow on the back of  the head 
administered with a heavy blunt instrument, almost certainly a large piece of  metal. They were 
looking for the weapon. The murderer may have taken it with him, but on the other hand, he 
may’ve thrown it away or hidden it somewhere on the premises.

“It’s the old story,” he said. “Get the weapon, and you’ve got the man.”
Later, one of  the detectives came up and sat beside her. Did she know, he asked, of  anything 
in the house that could’ve been used as the weapon? Would she mind having a look around 
to see if  anything was missing a very big spanner, for example, or a heavy metal vase.

They didn’t have any heavy metal vases, she said.
“Or a big spanner?”
She didn’t think they had a big spanner. But there might be some things like that in the garage.

The search went on. She knew that there were other policemen in the garden all around the 
house. She could hear their footsteps on the gravel outside, and sometimes she saw the flash 
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of  a torch through a chink in the curtains. It began to get late, nearly nine she noticed by the 
clock on the mantel. The four men searching the rooms seemed to be growing weary, a trifle 
exasperated.

“Jack,” she said, the next time Sergeant Noonan went by. “Would you mind giving me a drink?”
“Sure I’ll give you a drink. You mean this whisky?”
“Yes, please. But just a small one. It might make me feel better.”
He handed her the glass.
“Why don’t you have one yourself,” she said. “You must be awfully tired. Please do. You’ve 
been very good to me.”
“Well,” he answered. “It’s not strictly allowed, but I might take just a drop to keep me going.”

One by one the others came in and were persuaded to take a little nip of  whisky.  They stood 
around rather awkwardly with the drinks in their hands, uncomfortable in her presence, trying to 
say consoling things to her. Sergeant Noonan wandered into the kitchen, came out quickly and 
said, “Look, Mrs. Maloney. You know that oven of  yours is still on, and the meat still inside.”
“Oh dear me!” she cried. “So it is!”
“I better turn it off  for you, hadn’t I?”
“Will you do that, Jack? Thank you so much.”

When the sergeant returned the second time, she looked at him with her large, dark eyes.

“Jack Noonan,” she said
“Yes?”
“Would you do me a small favour you and these others?”
“We can try, Mrs. Maloney.”
“Well,” she said. “Here you all are, and good friends of  dear Patrick’s too, and helping to 
catch the man who killed him. You must be terribly hungry by now because it’s long past your 
supper time, and I know Patrick would never forgive me, God bless his soul, if  I allowed you 
to remain in his house without offering you decent hospitality. Why don’t you eat up that lamb 
that’s in the oven? It’ll be cooked just right by now.”
“Wouldn’t dream of  it,” Sergeant Noonan said.

“Please,” she begged. “Please eat it. Personally, I couldn’t touch a thing, certainly not what’s 
been in the house when he was here. But it’s all right for you. It’d be a favour to me if  you’d 
eat it up. Then you can go on with your work again afterwards.”

There was a good deal of  hesitating among the four policemen, but they were clearly hungry, 
and in the end they were persuaded to go into the kitchen and help themselves. The woman 
stayed where she was, listening to them through the open door, and she could hear them 
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speaking among themselves, their voices thick and sloppy because their mouths were full of  
meat.

“Have some more, Charlie?”
“No. Better not finish it.”
“She wants us to finish it. She said so. Be doing her a favour.”
“Okay then. Give me some more.”
“That’s the hell of  a big club the guy must’ve used to hit poor Patrick,” one of  them was 
saying. “The doc says his skull was smashed all to pieces just like from a sledgehammer.”
“That’s why it ought to be easy to find.”
“Exactly what I say.”
“Whoever done it, they’re not going to be carrying a thing like that around with them longer 
than they need.”
One of  them belched.
“Personally, I think it’s right here on the premises.”
“Probably right under our very noses. What you think, Jack?”
And in the other room, Mary Maloney began to giggle.
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1. A Matter of Balance - W. D. Valgardson

He was sitting on a cedar log, resting, absentmindedly plucking pieces from its thick layer of  
moss, when he first saw them. They were standing on the narrow bridge above the waterfall. 
When they realized he had noticed them, they laughed, looked at each other, then turned 
their backs. In a moment, the short, dark-haired one turned around to stare at him again. His 
companion flicked a cigarette into the creek.

Bikers, he thought with a mixture of  contempt and fear. He had seen others like them, often 
a dozen at a time, muscling their way along the road. These two had their hair chopped off  
just above the shoulders, and from where he sat, it looked greasy and hung in tangled strands. 
They both had strips of  red cloth tied around their heads. The dark-haired boy, he thought, 
then corrected himself, man, not boy, for he had to be in his middle twenties, was so short 
and stocky that he might have been formed from an old-fashioned beer keg. They both wore 
black leather vests, jeans and heavy boots.

He was sorry that they were there, but he considered their presence only a momentary 
annoyance. They had probably parked their bikes at the pull-off  below the waterfall, walked 
up for God knows what reason he could not imagine them being interested in the scenery and 
would shortly leave again. He would be happy to see them go. He was still only able to work 
part-time and had carefully arranged his schedule so that his Wednesdays were free. He didn’t 
want anything to interfere with the one day he had completely to himself.

The tall blond man turned, leaned against the railing and stared up at Harold. He jabbed his 
companion with his elbow and laughed. Then raised his right hand, pointed two fingers like 
he would a pistol and pretended to shoot.

The action, childish as it was, unsettled Harold, and he felt his stomach knot with anxiety. 
He wished that he were on the other side of  the bridge and could simply pick up his pack 
and walk back to his station wagon. The only way across the river, however, was the bridge, 
and he had no desire to try to force his way past them. They reminded him of  kids from his 
public school days who used to block the sidewalk, daring anyone to try to get by. He had 
been in grade two at the time and had not yet learned about fear. When he had attempted to 
ignore them and go around, they had shifted with him to the boulevard, then to the road and, 
finally, to the back lane. As his mother was washing off  his scrapes and bruises and trying to 
get blood off  his shirt, he had kept asking her why, why did they do it? Beyond saying that 
they were bad boys and that she would speak to the principal, she had had no answers. Only 
later, when he was much older, had he understood that their anger was not personal and so 
could not be reasoned with.
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Every Wednesday for the last six months, he had hiked to the end of  this trail and then used 
his rope to lower himself  to the riverbank. Before the winter rains began and flooded the 
gorge, he wanted to do as much sniping as possible. The previous week, he had discovered 
a crack in the bedrock that looked promising, but before he had a chance to get out all the 
gravel, the day had started to fade and he had been forced to leave. The gorge was no place to 
spend the night. Even at noon, the light was filtered to a pale grey. He dressed warmly, wearing 
a cotton shirt, then a wool shirt and, finally, a wool jack-shirt; yet within a few hours, he was 
always shaking with cold. As strenuous as the panning was, it could not keep him warm. The 
air was so damp that when he took a handful of  rotting cedar and squeezed it, red water ran 
like blood between his fingers. On the tree trunks, hundreds of  mushrooms grew. At first, 
because of  their small size and dark grey colour, he thought they were slugs, but then he pried 
one loose with his fingernail and discovered its bright yellow gills.

Although he had been nowhere near the bottom of  the crack, he had found a few flakes of  
gold, which he meticulously picked out of  his pan with tweezers. Panning in the provincial 
parks was illegal, so he always went right to the end of  the path, then worked his way along 
the river for another hundred yards. Once, he had taken a quarter-ounce of  dust and small 
nuggets out of  the river, and he wondered if  someone had found out, but he immediately 
dismissed the idea. Only his psychiatrist knew. When they met each Thursday, he always showed 
Conklin his latest find. As far as his friends and colleagues were aware, he spent his days off  
hiking, getting himself  back into shape after having been ill for over a year.

As he studied the two men below, he told himself  he was letting his imagination run away with 
him again and to get it under control. There was no good in borrowing trouble. He stood up, 
swung his pack onto his shoulders and, being careful not to look like he was running away, 
resumed his hike.

From this point on, the trail was a series of  switchbacks. If  the two on the bridge were planning 
on following him and stealing his equipment or wallet, they would probably give up after a 
short distance and wait for easier prey. Unless they were in good condition, the steep climb 
would leave them gasping for breath.

Large cedars pressed close to the path, blocking out the light. Old man’s beard hung from 
the branches. The ground was a tangle of  sword fern, salal and Oregon grape. In a bit of  
open space, an arbutus twisted towards the sun. Its bark, deep earth-red, hung in shreds. Here 
and there, the new pale green bark was visible. That was the way he felt, like a snake or an 
arbutus, shedding his old skin for a new, better one. The previous year, when nothing else had 
seemed to work, he had taken his pack and hiked from sunrise to sunset, exhausting himself  
so completely that he could not stay awake. The sniping, looking for gold in cracks, under 
rocks, among the roots of  trees, had come when he had started to feel better.
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At the next bend, he stopped and hid behind a rotting stump. In a couple; of  minutes his 
pursuers he told himself  not to be foolish, not to be paranoid appeared. They were walking 
surprisingly fast. If  the trail had been even slightly less steep, they would have been running.

He wished there was a cut off  that would allow him to circle back, he could, he realized, use 
his equipment, if  necessary, to lower himself  to the river, but to do so he would need to gain 
enough of  a lead to have time to untie and uncoil the rope, to set it around a tree, to climb 
down and then to pull his rope down after him so that it could not be taken away or cut. He 
then would be faced with the problem of  finding a route up. He had to be back by seven. It 
was the agreed-upon time. Since their mother had been killed, the children became upset if  
he was even a few minutes late.

He looked at his watch. It was ten o’clock. It was a two-hour hike to the end of  the trail, but 
he could hike out in an hour and a half. That did not leave him much time. First, he wanted 
to clean out the crack and, if  possible, begin undercutting a large rock that sat in the centre 
of  the river. Undercutting was dangerous. It would require that he move rocks and logs to 
divert the shallow water to either side of  where he was going to work. Then he would need 
more logs to prop up the rock. He didn’t want to get the work partly done and have half  a 
ton of  stone roll onto him. The nuggets that might be clustered around the base were worth 
some risk, but there was no sense in taking more chances than necessary.

Ahead, through a gap in the trees, he saw the railway trestle. The two behind him would, he 
told himself, stop there. Hardly anyone went farther.

The trestle was an inexplicable focal point. Every weekend, dozens of  people hiked to it, then 
dared each other to cross over the gorge. Many, terrified of  heights, balked after the first few 
steps and stood, rigid, unable to force themselves to go farther.

That, he reassured himself, was what those two were coming for. They would cross the trestle 
and scare each other by roughhousing like a couple of  adolescents.

He had hoped, unreasonably, that there would be hikers or a railway crew on the tracks. 
Normally, it was a relief  when there was no one there. Hikers were inclined to talk about their 
experiences, and in the past, he had been afraid that if  he was frequently seen on the same 
trail, his weekly visits might come to the attention of  the park warden. To avoid that, he had 
deliberately arranged to come when the park was empty.

He did not stop but crossed over the tracks and entered the forest on the far side. The path 
dwindled to a narrow line of  crushed ferns. The trees were shagged with windblown moss, 
and deadfall was everywhere. It was old forest, and in all the time he had come, he had never 
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seen a bird or animal. As a child he had dreamed of  living in the forest. In his dreams, his 
hunting had always been rewarded with game. The discrepancy between what he had hoped 
for and reality still astounded him.

While he was able to see the railway tracks, he stopped and waited. His legs had begun to tire 
and cramp. He stretched them, then kneaded his right calf  with his thumb and forefinger. 
Always before, he had valued the silence and isolation. Now, however, as he watched the two 
bikers look up and down the roadbed, then cross the path, Harold felt the forest close around 
him like a trap.

He hurried away. Even as he fled, he reassured himself  that they had done nothing. Anyone 
was free to hike wherever he wanted. If  he just stopped, they would catch up and pass him 
by without paying any attention to him.

He kept his eyes on the path. He had no intention of  tripping over a vine or slipping on a log. 
His fear, he chided himself, was not rational. If  a Mountie suddenly appeared and asked him 
what was the matter, what could he say? That he didn’t like the way they had looked at him 
earlier? That they had threatened him? And how was that, sir? He could hear the question. 
And the answer? The blond one pointed his finger at me. Any Mountie would think him mad.

The moss was so thick that his feet made no sound. There was only the creak of  his pack, 
the harsh sound of  his breathing. He would, he decided, abandon his plans, and when he got 
to the end of  the granite ridge that ran along on his left, he would double back through the 
narrow pass on its far side. People don’t assault other people without good reason, he told 
himself, but it did no good. His panic fluttered like dry leaves in a rising wind.

He wished that he had brought a hunting knife. It would have made him feel better to have 
a weapon. His mind scurried over the contents of  the pack as he tried to determine what he 
could use in a fight. The only possibility was his rack of  chock nuts. It wasn’t much. A dozen 
aluminum wedges, even clipped together on a nylon sling, would not be very effective.

As he came to the end of  the ridge, he turned abruptly to the left. The pass was nearly level 
and, unlike the area round it, contained only a few scattered trees. There were, he remembered, 
circles of  stones where people had made campfires. One day he had poked about and discovered 
used condoms, some plastic sandwich bags and four or five beer bottles. A broken beer bottle, 
he thought, would serve as a weapon. He was just beginning to search for one when he saw 
a movement at the far end of  the pass.

He became absolutely still. He felt so weak that he thought he was going to fall down. He 
craned his neck for a better look. If  there were two of  them, he could circle back the other 
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way. In a moment, he realized that there was only one. That meant the other was on the path 
he had just left. He spun on his heel and ran back to the fork. No more than a quarter of  a 
mile away the path ended. At that point, there was nothing to do but return the way he had 
come or descend to the river. In either case, he was trapped. His mouth, he realized, was so 
dry he could not spit.

Behind him, he heard someone ask a question that sounded like “Where did he go?” and a 
muffled reply, but he could not be sure of  the words. The ground was nearly level. He was 
running when he burst out onto an area where the rock fell from the side of  the trail like a 
frozen set of  rapids. There were few places here for trees to root. Leaves and pine needles 
were swept from the pale green lichen by the winter rains. Rather than continue to what he 
knew was a dead end, he clambered down the slope. He had not explored this area. In the 
back of  his mind was the hope that the rough rock continued all the way to the river. By the 
time they found out he was no longer on the path, he could have climbed the other cliff. All 
at once, he stopped. The rough black rock turned into sixty feet of  smooth slab.

There was no time to go back. He glanced over his shoulder, then at the slab. It was, he realized, 
deceptive. It angled down toward the river, then stopped at a ragged edge. No steeper than a 
roof  at the outset, it curved just enough that every few feet the angle increased. Patches of  
lichen and smooth texture of  the stone guaranteed that anyone who ventured out on it would 
be engaged in a test of  balance.

There was a chance, because of  his friction boots, that he could work his way onto the steepest 
part of  the slope. If  the two behind him were not pursuing him they would pass by and he 
would never see them again. If  they were, for whatever reason, meaning him some harm, they 
would have great difficulty reaching him.

Quickly, he unzippered the right-hand pocket of  his pack and pulled out a section of  three-
millimetre rope. He tied a figure-eight knot in both ends, wrapped the rope around his left 
hand, then crept down to a small evergreen. Ten feet to the right, in a completely exposed 
area, there was a gnarled bush. Here and there, stunted trees, their trunks nearly as hard as 
the rock itself, protruded from cracks.

There was little room for error. If  he began to slide, it would be difficult to stop before he 
went over the edge. At this part of  the river, the fall would not be great, but height would 
not make any difference. Even a twenty-foot fall onto the scattered boulders of  the riverbed 
would certainly be fatal. He leaned out, brushed away some dust that had collected on the 
rock, then took his first step.

Above him, someone whistled sharply. It startled him, but he kept his eyes fixed on the 
surface of  the rock. He fitted the toe of  his boot onto a small nubbin, then his other toe onto 
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a seam of  cracked quartz. The greatest danger was that, for even a split second, he would 
allow himself  to be distracted. For his next move, he chose a pebbled area no bigger than a 
silver dollar. From there, he moved to a depression that was only noticeable because of  its 
slight shadow. He had crossed more difficult areas than this but always with the security of  a 
harness and rope and a belayer he could trust. A fall in those circumstances meant no more 
than some scraped skin and injured pride.

When he was within two feet of  the bush, he felt a nearly overwhelming urge to lunge forward. 
He forced himself  to stay where he was. On the rock there could be no impetuous moves. 
Patience, above all else, was to be valued. There seemed to be no place for him to put his 
foot. He scanned the surface. Just below him there was a hairline crack. If  he pressed down 
hard on it, it would hold him long enough for him to step to the side and up and catch hold 
of  the bush.

Slowly, he pirouetted on his left foot, then brought his right foot behind it. He took a deep 
breath, forced the air out of  his lungs, then in one fluid movement, stepped down, up and 
across. Even as his hand grasped the wooden stem, he felt his feet begin to slide.

When he unwrapped the three-millimetre rope from his arm, he sat with his legs on either 
side of  the stem. He fitted a loop of  rope around an exposed root, then slipped the second 
loop around his wrist. Unless the root gave way, the farthest he was going to fall was a couple 
of  feet.

Only then did he allow himself  to look back. There was still no sign of  anyone. The area 
of  tumbled rock ran on for a fair distance and, he realized, would take a while to search. He 
cursed himself  for not taking a chance and running back the way he had come.

He hooked his pack to the bush, took out the sling with the hardware on it, then eased himself  
out onto the steepest section of  slab he could reach. Here he crouched, with his back to the 
trail, his hands splayed against the rock.

There was a sharp whistle above him. It was immediately answered from some distance back 
toward the trestle. With that, he realized that they had split up. One had blocked the trail while 
the other had done the searching.

He looked back again. Thirty feet behind him was the dark-haired biker. His blond companion 
was swinging down from the left. Both of  them, Harold could see, were tired. He had, he 
thought, with a distant kind of  pleasure, given them a good run for their money. If  they had 
been carrying packs he would have outdistanced them.
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They both stopped at the rough edge, some ten feet apart, looked at each other and smirked.
“Did you want something?” he asked. He had meant to make it a cast question, even offhand, 
as though he had no idea they had followed him, but panic sharpened his voice.

They both laughed as if  at a joke.
“What do you want?” He was no longer sure that what he had planned would work.
The blond man had a small leather purse attached to his belt. He unsnapped it and took out 
a bone-handled clasp knife. He pried out the wide blade.
“Are you crazy?” Harold cried. “What’s the matter with you? I don’t even know you.”
They both grinned foolishly and studied their boots. They looked, he thought wildly, like two 
little boys caught in the middle of  a practical joke.
Panic made him feel like he was going to throw up. “Are you nuts?” he shouted. “Are you 
crazy or something?”

Their answer was to start down the slab, one on each side of  him. Their first steps were 
confident, easy. The surface of  the rock was granular and bare at the edge and provided plenty 
of  friction. He could see that neither was experienced. They both came down sideways, leaning 
into the rock, one hand pressed to the surface. He gripped the nylon sling in his right hand 
and concentrated on keeping his balance.

The dark-haired one was closest. He was coming down between the tree and the shrub, taking 
little steps, moving his left foot down, then his right foot, then his left, dangerously pressing 
all his weight onto the edge of  his boot and, even more dangerously, leaning backward, 
throwing off  his centre of  balance. Suddenly, a piece of  lichen peeled away and his left foot 
slid out from under him. Instead of  responding by bending out from the rock and pressing 
down with his toes, he panicked. He was sliding faster and faster. His body was rigid, his face 
contorted with fear, his eyes, instead of  searching for a place he could stop his slide, were 
desperately fixed on the safe area he had just left behind. He made no sound. When he was 
finally even with Harold, he reached out his hand as though expecting it to be taken. There 
was, Harold saw, on the back of  the hand, a tattoo of  a heart pierced by a knife. A red and 
blue snake wound up his arm and disappeared beneath the sleeve. It was only by luck that his 
one foot struck a piece of  root and he stopped. He was no more than a foot from the edge.

The blond man had come at an angle, picking his way along by fitting his knife blade into 
a crack. Just before his companion lost control, the blond man had started to work his way 
across an area where there were no cracks. He seemed frozen into place.

“Why?” Harold shouted at him.
The sound seemed to wake the blond man from a stupor. He turned his head slowly to look 
at Harold. He squinted and formed his mouth into a small circle, then drew his chin down 
and ran his tongue along his lower lip. For a moment, Harold thought the biker was going 
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to turn and leave.

“Get me out of  here,” his companion cried. Fear made his voice seem as young as a child’s.
The blond man shook his head, then half-snarled, stood up and tried to walk across the 
intervening space. It was as though momentum and will held him upright; then Harold swung 
the nylon sling over his head, lunged forward and struck his opponent on the upper arm. The 
blow was not powerful and normally it would have been swept aside. But here, as they both 
teetered on the steep surface, it was enough to knock them both off  balance.

As the blond man skidded down the rock, he jabbed at it with his knife, trying to find an 
opening. Six feet from the edge, he managed to drive the blade into a crack. The knife held. 
He jammed his fingers into the crack.

Harold had slipped, fallen, then been caught by the rope around his wrist. He pulled himself  
back to the shrub and knelt with his knee against the stem.

“Help us up,” the dark-haired man begged. He looked like he was on the verge of  weeping. 
Harold loosened the rope, then untied it. Carefully, giving his entire attention to the task, 
he retraced his original route. Once at the evergreen, he knew he was safe. His sides were 
soaked with sweat and he could smell his own fear, bitter as stale tobacco. The two men never 
stopped watching him.

When Harold reached the top of  the slab, the blond man called, in a plaintive voice, “For 
God’s sake, don’t leave us here.”

Fear had softened their eyes and mouths, but he knew it was only temporary. If  he drew them 
to safety, they would return to what they had been.

“Pull us up,” the dark-haired man whined. His red headband had come off  and was tangled 
in his hair.

Around them, the forest was silent. Not a bird called, not an animal moved. The moss that 
covered the rock and soil, the moss that clung thickly to the tree trunks, the moss that hung 
in long strands from the branches, deadened everything, muted it, until there were no sharp 
lines, no certainties. The silence pressed upon them. Harold had, for a moment, a mad image 
of  all three of  them staying exactly as they were, growing slowly covered in moss and small 
ferns until they were indistinguishable from the logs and rocks except for their glittering eyes.

“Tell somebody about us,” the dark-haired man asked.
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The words tugged at him like little black hooks. He looked down. Their faces were bleached 
white with fear. He could tell someone, a park warden, perhaps, but then what would happen? 
If  he could be certain they would be; sent to prison, he might dare tell somebody, but he knew 
that would not happen. If  charges were laid, he would have to testify. They would discover 
name and address. And from then on, he would live in fear. Afraid to leave his house. Afraid 
to go to sleep at night. Afraid for his children. And what if  they denied everything, turned 
it all around? He had had the necessary equipment to rescue them and had refused. What if  
one of  them had fallen by the time someone came? He could be charged with manslaughter, 
and the children would be left without mother or father. No matter how he tried to keep his 
psychiatrist out of  it, Conklin would become involved. Harold knew how people thought. 
His short stay in hospital for depression, his weekly visits to a psychiatrist to siphon off  pain 
and, automatically, he was crazy.

“You bastard,” the blond man screamed. “You bastard. Get us out of  here.” He kept shifting 
his feet, trying to find a purchase where there was none. “If  you don’t, our friends will come. 
They’ll get us out. Then we’ll start looking for you. There’s thousands of  us. We’ll find you.”

The screaming startled him for a moment, but then he thought about how soon the little 
warmth from the sun would disappear, of  how the fog would drift down with the darkness, 
of  how the cold would creep into everything, of  how few people came this way.

He wondered if  his wife had screamed like that. Six of  her fingernails had been broken. Unto 
the third generation, Conklin had said. His children, and his grandchildren should he have any, 
would feel the effects. Alone in a dark parking lot, desperately fighting for her life, and he had 
been sitting in his study, reading. “Help never comes when it’s most needed.”
Then, with real regret for the way things are, he hefted his pack so that it settled firmly between 
his shoulders and returned the way he had come.
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2. A Day In The Year 2060 - Rae Corelli

Linda Harrison had been wrestling with the problem for a week. Now, as she placed raw 
vegetables on a plate, she found herself  more and more attracted to the idea of  applying to 
the North Vancouver Genesis Centre for permission to have a third child. She put the plate 
under the 30.5 cm-diameter sonic dome and brushed the sensor with her hand, activating the 
low-pitched melodious tone that would heat her lunch. Harrison left the kitchen and stood in 
the transparent ceramic sphere of  her living room, absently watching the rain and the swirling 
mists that obscured the upper flanks of  Grouse Mountain. As the sky darkened, detectors 
automatically turned up the light levels in the apartment. Perhaps, Harrison reflected, the 
federal law empowering the provinces to limit the size of  families was justified. After all, the 
North American economy was only now beginning to revive following its total collapse in 
2047. There had been no economic safeguards that could have protected the West against 
Japan’s overnight withdrawal of  almost $995 billion in foreign investment. But then, no one 
could have foreseen recorded history’s worst earthquake, which killed more than thirteen 
million Japanese and led Tokyo to repatriate its assets to rebuild the shattered nation.

Still, Harrison felt that it would be unfair if  the centre ruled that Rolfe, nine, and Peter, four, 
were enough children - especially for a woman only forty-six and still in her prime with a life 
expectancy of  at least I25 years - forty-five years longer than the Canadian female average 
in 1990. Perhaps, Harrison thought, she could argue that she wanted a daughter to give the 
family better balance.

Harrison realized that, for some time now, the tone from the sonic dome had been telling her 
that her vegetables were ready. While she ate and watched the rain, her preoccupation with 
having a daughter led her to think of  her own childhood in the second decade of  the twenty-
first century when she could vaguely remember her mother actually boiling water to cook 
vegetables. She guessed that genetic engineering - which had led to the development of  new 
strains of  green beans and mushrooms and dozens of  other things that heated themselves in 
response to sound was truly one of  the marvels of  the mid-twenty-first century.

But her children were marvels on a far more impressive scale. Rolfe had been conceived in the 
old-fashioned natural way in 2051 - during a relationship now long gone in a society where 
marriage was a rarity - but Peter had been nurtured in an artificial womb at the Genesis Centre, 
which had fertilized her egg with an anonymous donor’s sperm cell that had been genetically 
altered to correct minor abnormalities. So having a daughter would be a simple process - if  her 
application were approved. An obstacle might be her capacity to support a larger family. Still, 
while her $250 000-a-year salary was modest enough, it provided a good life in the five-room 
apartment in the seven-storey apartment cluster in the Upper Lonsdale district. Which was 
just as well: she would never be able to afford the $7 million for an average three-bedroom 
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house in neighboring West Vancouver.

Her reverie was interrupted by the musical murmuring of  the phone. She put her plate aside 
and pressed the receive button on the console beside her chair, hoping it was Kurt calling 
from the lunar engineering laboratory. But the holographic projector in a panel above her 
head flashed a full-size three-dimensional image of  Nancy Wong into the middle of  the living 
room. Her boss smiled tentatively; people always did while waiting for someone to answer. 
Harrison pressed a second button, and the transmitter across the room glowed pale amber.

Wong told Harrison that three senior officials of  the firm they worked for had just flown 
in from Hong Kong, Frankfurt and Singapore. Now, Wong wanted Harrison to bring her 
team to company headquarters for a conference on developments in consumer robotics. 
They disconnected. Harrison called the three members of  her group, shut down the video 
communications system in the room that had been her office for three years and rode the 
building’s centre-core elevator on a cushion of  compressed air to the basement garage. She 
punched the head-office co-ordinates into the control panel of  her electric car and pressed 
the activator. The five-centimetre screen began flashing STANDBY, and for nearly a minute 
the car did not move. Then the display changed to ACTIVATING, the garage door slid 
noiselessly sideways, and the little car - its occupant sitting with her hands folded - sped to 
the nearby Lonsdale Avenue intersection where it paused briefly until the Greater Vancouver 
segment of  TrafCon, the nationwide traffic-control computer, located an opening and fed it 
into the traffic.

Speeding down Lonsdale fifteen centimetres behind the car ahead, Harrison skimmed the 
news in The Electronic Sun on the car’s InfoScreen. Another robots-in-sports scandal: this time 
the New York Yankees had been fined $30 million for using a disguised Generation VII robot 
at third base. They would not have been caught if  the robot had not malfunctioned in his 
second at-bat and driven a ball through the centre-field Scoreboard. She flicked the screen off  
and played her usual game of  trying to guess which of  the six acrylic tunnels under Burrard 
Inlet between North Vancouver and the city TrafCon would slot her into. She whooshed 
out of  the tunnel and spiralled up the ramp to the fourth level of  the parking terminal at 
Howe and West Georgia. The nine kilometres had taken nearly eight minutes. No wonder the 
metropolitan region’s eight million residents were up in arms over traffic delays. She could 
not imagine what it must have been like decades ago when people had to leave their homes 
every day and travel long distances just to work.

On West Georgia, in the shadow of  the four-block-square indoor ski centre, she was surprised 
to discover that the Eyes Right chain had opened yet another outlet. With Asians making up 
seventy per cent of  the people who lived in Greater Vancouver, the latest fashion fad among 
Caucasian women was to have their eyes surgically altered to give them an Eastern cast. She 
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wondered how so many people could afford the procedure: only about forty per cent of  
the adult population had the skills needed to qualify for a job at a time when total human 
knowledge was doubling every nine months.

The meeting at FuturEngineering lasted about ninety minutes. Most of  it revolved around 
the success of  the Singapore team in extracting a crude but unmistakable emotional response 
from an FE3000 series domestic robot. The experiment had involved programming the 
FE3000’s artificial intelligence with an index of  activities, which had been rated on a scale 
from “most desirable” to “least desirable.” When the robot had been promised and then 
denied the opportunity to engage in the “most desirable,” it had knocked the team leader 
unconscious. That was interpreted as disappointment. Harrison was asked to explore the 
market for emotionally reactive robots.

To Harrison, the project made no sense. She headed for her car, remarking to a friend, “Science 
spends more than seventy years developing artificially intelligent robots that unquestioningly 
perform tasks ranging from guarding prisons to housework, and now we want to make them 
disagreeable.” She recalled the Pleistocene-age mastodon she and the children had seen 
bellowing in its enclosure at the Los Angeles SuperZoo. The huge creature had been cloned 
from a single cell in 30000-year-old tissue unearthed from the frozen Siberian wasteland. If  
the world wanted a new class of  serfs, why not clone them from the centuries-old remains 
of  people who actually had been serfs? She concluded that she was likely just jealous of  the 
billionaires whose lives beneath the vast climate-controlling ceramic dome covering West 
Vancouver were made immeasurably easier by household robots.

After work, when TrafCon brought Harrison’s car out of  the parking garage, she discovered 
that the rain had given way to a blizzard. The temperature had dropped sharply. Such drastic 
weather changes were becoming increasingly common and unpredictable. Year by year, the 
tree line across the North American continent was receding and cold polar air was pushing 
farther and farther south. That cold air eventually encountered warm air generated by the 
global greenhouse effect, and the result was constant atmospheric turmoil, especially over the 
northern British Columbia desert. Tomorrow, Harrison mused as the little car sped into the 
Burrard tunnel leading to North Vancouver, it would probably be hot and sunny. TrafCon 
shunted her off  onto a northbound Lonsdale exit ramp, and she looked up from her car’s 
infoScreen in time to see the apartment clusters -perched on carbon and concrete stems 
and resembling gigantic bunches of  grapes - come into view. The snow had eased off, but 
accelerating forty-eight-kilometre-an-hour winds were driving what remained of  it.

Harrison’s body heat failed to open the apartment entranceway; perhaps the infrared detector 
was acting up again. Last week, the delicate mechanism had malfunctioned and the panel had 
opened every time the neighbor’s dog walked by. She pressed her palm against the autolock 
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and the panel opened, closing silently behind her. Harrison checked the message centre in 
the communications room: Rolfe and Peter were spending the night with a friend under the 
dome in West Vancouver.

Feeling lonely suddenly, Harrison wandered aimlessly around the apartment, missing Kurt 
and wondering whether she should try to get on a moon shuttle the next day and pay him an 
unexpected visit. But Harrison decided that was not a good plan; Kurt hated surprises. She 
toyed with the notion of  exploring the 500 worldwide channels of  holographic television 
where the night before she had been both fascinated and appalled by a historical documentary 
from Madrid describing a bloody twentieth-century ritual called bullfighting. She turned 
away and decided instead on an early night. She heated and ate two of  the large mushrooms 
that tasted like hamburger and climbed into bed. The snow had turned to rain that coursed 
down the outer translucent shell of  her bedroom sphere, forming patterns on the interior 
wall opposite the bed. She dimmed the lights, turned on the old-fashioned two-dimensional 
monitor and called up the classic novel that Nancy Wong had recommended. It was entitled 
Nineteen Eighty-Four and had been written by somebody called Orwell. Harrison thought the 
plot was pretty farfetched. 
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3. Supermarket Soliloquy - Moira Crosbie Lovell

There’s a queue of  empty trolleys lined up outside. Like wire prams. The one you choose has 
a gammy wheel, which seriously affects your gait and reminds you that you are not a spry 
young mother with a comatose cutie out for a walk, but a middle-aged woman with a bare 
cupboard and intimations of  mortality.

Entrance is free. ‘Welcome to a walk in the supermarket park. Where the sun never sets 
(fluorescent lighting); the air’s fresh and bracing (air-conditioned); and the band’s always 
playing (on tape). No dogs allowed.’

But there is a catch. It’s just like life. Entrance is free. But you accumulate debts on the way. 
And you have to pay before you exit.

Just like life.
On the right, as you enter, eggs, bulging in their trays, lie like wards of  pregnant women waiting 
to deliver the contents of  their stomachs. You take down a tray. One egg’s already broken in 
its bed. Stickily. Prematurely. And the porcelain womb, cracked, can’t be repaired with glue. 
It’s finished. Like yours.

A little further on there’s a refrigerator shelf  stacked with great plastic breasts of  milk. You 
hold one in each hand, feeling the weight, pressing them gently. They are as full as yours 
used to be. A brimming cup of  C. And nippleless. As yours are now, awaiting reconstruction. 
For a moment, weighing the smooth packets in the scale of  your palms, you think you won’t 
bother, after all, with that final artifice. You have no need now of  nipples. Either for feeding 
or for flirting.

You drop the two bags into the trolley. They sag against the wire. As you move towards the 
cheese trough, you catch a glimpse of  yourself  in an unexpected mirror. You have an urge to 
charge it with gross misrepresentation. A distortion of  yourself  leers up at you as you lean 
over. Your face is a creased feta cheese white.

Other cheeses present a range of  past complexions; chubby, baby-smooth Mozzarella; freckle-
faced Pepato; bride-white Camembert; tanned Red Cheshire; jaundiced Cheddar. You cast a 
furtive eye on the blue-veined Gorgonzola up ahead and settle, after all, for the feta.

There’s a trolley obstructing your way. A child sits in it, sucking at the wire. Spittle slides down 
the bars. You imagine her gnawing a hole big enough to escape through. For a moment you 
remember a broken cage. It’s in the back garden of  your childhood home. Your pet rabbit 
has gone. ‘Mummy! Mummy!’
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‘Mum-mee!’ the child is wailing, suddenly. You try to manoeuvre past the cage with your 
club-footed trolley. You find yourself  pinned against the meat container. Rows of  maroon 
fillets, shrouded in transparent cling wrap, lie like skinned rabbits. ‘Mummy! My rabbit’s gone! 
Matilda’s gone ...!’ And you see, as you are running wildly to the kitchen door, the gardener 
patting the ground under the mango tree with the shovel.

‘It’s all right, darling.’
‘Matilda’s gone!’

The dog slinks into the kitchen with red teeth.
You avert your eyes. But they are professionals and have already photographed the meat 
container. As you move away, about as fast as a geriatric with a walker, slides flash on the 
screen of  your mind. Limbs and flesh.

There is a landmine. Buried in the bush. A relic of  the guerrilla war. Your father is out walking 
with some of  his labourers. Blwadoom! That piece over there. That’s a bit of  him.
Limbs and flesh.

You don’t eat meat.
Someone in a wheelchair whizzes past.

You manage to twist the trolley into an aisle. For some reason, as you straighten it out, it takes 
to a brief  stretch of  gliding. And you think, ‘Here comes the bride!’ In the pews on either 
side, cans rise in their designer wrappers like a congregation of  wedding guests. Some are, 
inevitably, over the top. There’s a bunch of  maiden aunts with pot-scourer perms on the right. 
Old Uncle James is a leonine mop. Aunt Martha is as plumed as a feather duster.

In the distance, where the bread has been put out, is the altar. You can see the priest there, 
in his white surplice. And your young husband waiting, tall and slim as a broom. Bridegroom 
groomed, smiling like peppermints.

At the top, you stretch for two loaves of  whole wheat. ‘This is my body which is broken for you.’

You turn around, Aislewards. Rows of  bottles catch the light like stained glass windows. Oils 
glow rich in gold and ochre and green. Vinegars are deep burgundy and brawn. Or transparent 
like a sudden pane of  clear glass. Tomato relish is a saucy red.

The chutneys are bronze brocade.
Suddenly your trolley wheels lock. A bag of  rice has burst across the floor. You remember 
your bronze brocaded bridesmaids throwing handfuls of  rice as you reached the church door. 
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Man and wife. And rice falling out of  the sky like light pellets of  rain.

A shop attendant has already arrived to sweep up the rain. ‘Excuse me, Madam,’ he says, 
because you are standing in it. He tries to push your trolley. Of  course it won’t push. He tries 
a bronco-busting tactic. It bucks away round the corner.

And you are in collision with ranks of  dishwashing liquid. Green for go. And stretching to 
infinity. Boxes of  washing powder across the aisle rise foaming into a massive cloud filthy 
with the threat of  floods. Ahead, there’s a gauntlet of  polishes to slip you up.

As you make it to the far end, you catch sight of  boxes of  tea, serene as books on their shelves. 
You run your fingers along the familiar titles and take a favourite volume down.

Quite suddenly you are back in the university library, reading. The young lecturer, who’s mildly 
in love with you, takes the chair next to yours.

‘What are you imbibing?’ he asks, pressing his spectacles at the bridge of  his nose.
‘A Cup of  Tea, by ...’
‘Ah, yes,’ he interrupts. ‘Very stimulating.’

He wants to tell you he thinks you’re beautiful, but he has neither the valour nor the vocabulary. 
He mooches off, mute as a cabbage, folding knowledge page by page into his head. You marry 
someone else. So does he.

Funny to think about the ones you might have married. There was the youth your father 
called Kreepy-Krawly. He crept round your folk and crawled over you, giving you those long 
slow love-bites that a dysfunctional kreepy-krawly doles out to the walls of  a swimming pool. 
Sch-loop; sch-loop.

You mustn’t forget the swimming pool chemical. It’s about all that goes into the pool these 
days. Besides hadedas, which leave downy underneath feathers like dirty-grey underwear in the 
water. Your husband’s a hydrophobe and you don’t swim much anymore. Probably because 
the world’s grown colder.

You think of  Superglue. The fellow who made you feel like a Siamese twin. Everyone knows 
the type. It’s all right initially, but in time you start getting desperate for separation surgery. 
The best technique is probably a spongeful of  turpentine words. You have a memory of  him 
trailing tissues as he departed for a distant continent to convalesce.

Suddenly you discover your trolley has sidled up to a demo table. You’re stuck. Forehead to 
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forehead with a woman promoting a new brand of  canned mushrooms. She has a tray of  
them - like little bronze medals. She plunges a cocktail stick into one and pins it to your lips. 
You can hardly refuse it.

It’s salty and you want more. A whole shelf  of  them shines strategically from behind her 
left shoulder. You reach for a can. The woman’s dentures momentarily blind you. Like the 
flashlight of  a photographer. Like love.

Talking of  love, there was the other boy. Schwarzenegger. Who ate mushrooms to make his 
muscles like mountains.

‘They’re called the Schwarzenegger of  vegetables,’ he said. Which was how he got his name. 
Later, he slipped over a rock ledge and fell to his death when he couldn’t hold on long enough 
for his friend to heave him up.

A sign is swinging above you. ‘Fruit and veg.’ Presumably the signwriter can’t spell ‘vegetables’. 
Or the board’s too small. The potatoes look like a gang of  garden service employees. Their 
brown faces dotted with moles of  earth.

‘Okay, dahl says a man into his cell phone. He’s almost kissing it with his lips. You catch the 
carrots stalking by on long man-hunting legs.

‘Y’okay, dahl...?’
It’s you he’s talking to.
No wonder. Your trolley turned Pamplona bull, is butting him in the back.
‘Sorry’

‘No problem.’ He sounds the ‘p’ as a ‘b’. Turning on the beast, he swings it through the air. A 
gold chain flies round his throat. You have the idea he might be a ballroom dancer. The trolley 
glistens in her silver net and sequins. Or a discus thrower. The trolley turns disc and spins off.

‘Thank you!’ you yell, scurrying after it.
‘No problem!’ He turns, ‘Hey, dahl... .’ into the machine.

The trolley is nuzzling the breadspreads. Beef  extract has taken over. Masses of  jars, like tight 
little black buttocks, toyi-toyi across the shelf, holding colourful banners.

You think of  the garbage workers’ strike, just last week. How suburban avenues were littered 
for days with bulbous black dustbin bags lying like giant turds at the tops of  driveways. The 
crap of  fat-cat consumerism.
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The bags made you feel branded. Someone with enough to throw away. Someone with too 
much. Someone...

Someone with neon lipstick greets you. ‘Hi!’
‘Hello!’
‘You always look miles away. So distracted. Busy writing something, I suppose. Mind elsewhere,’
‘Urn. Yes, I suppose that’s it.’
‘What is it?’
‘What?’
“That you’re writing.’
‘Oh. It’s a ... a short story’
‘I see.’
‘And you? What are you doing?’
‘We’re off  to Australia ...’

You’re standing next to a fridge of  frozen fish. The ice thaws into a sea. Over a wave comes 
an army of  prawns. Medieval knights in tarnished armour waving their lances like antennae. 
A giant crab has pincers of  frozen crab-stick wrapped in cellophane bandages...

‘Excuse me,’ It’s another demo woman. She has a full plastic apron that makes her look like 
a crustacean. Her fingers are crab-sticks. She chops them into bite-sized pieces. ‘Would you 
like to try some?’ she asks. ‘Dip it in the mayonnaise.’

It tastes like a piece of  finger. You feel like a cannibal. ‘I don’t eat meat’ you say.
‘It’s seafood’ she says. As if  you’re a half-wit.
You swim off, the trolley with a bad screw kick.

Soap. Shampoo. Toothpaste. The expense of  keeping clean. A rope of  dental floss, coiled, 
is your grandmother’s white curl in the heirloom locket that a burglar trophied off  through 
the bedroom window a little time ago. Along with other antique irreplaceable. Classy thief. 
He broke the window with a stake that was supporting the standard iceberg rose outside 
the bedroom. When you came home, the rose was bending over, touching its toes. Balletic. 
Anna Pavlova with her back broken. The shattered window was lying in glinting jewels on 
the bedroom carpet; and the jewels were gone.

The house has had a lot of  orthodontistry since then. All the mouths wired up. And razor-gut 
spiralled across the garden wall. It looks as if  a giant spider from an extra-terrestrial locality 
has spun its metallic web across the wall. ‘Come into my parlour,’ says the spider to the fly. 
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You picture black-balaclava-ed burglars buzzing their last on the barbs.

Don’t forget the fly-spray.
You ought to make lists.

Most of  the loo rolls are stacked in packs of  a dozen. They look like mattress springs. But a 
solitary one, quite impulsively it seems, falls from the shelf. Phlock! You pick it up. You imagine 
it unravelling itself. Like a Christmas streamer. You see the whole place festooned with loo 
paper decorations. And smile. You are Father Christmas in a lopsided sleigh carrying sackloads 
of  surprises home to your husband. “Ho, ho, ho. Another flimsy supermarket packet bursts 
on the kitchen floor.

A solitary roll of  loo paper falls to the floor. Phlock! You pick it up. It unravels itself  and winds 
around you. Like bandages. Like a shroud.

Intimations of  mortality.
‘Just a moment’ you think. ‘I’m not quite finished. I haven’t done everything I was intending 
to do.’

I have the bread. ‘This is my body.’ But not the wine.
The wine cellar runs blood. You limp in, anaemic, hoping for a transfusion. Someone says, 
‘Cheers’ You turn around. It’s not a toast. It’s a farewell.

You take some wine by the throat. ‘This is my blood.’
You look at your watch. Time is at a premium. There are deadlines to be met. Post offices. 
Publishers.

A priest overtakes you. His robe is licking up a wind.
You think fast. The last items. ‘Cleaning agents. Stain removers. Scourers.”
Absolution. Last rites.

Miraculously, there isn’t a queue. The trolley apoplectic collapses at the till. You pay the bill. 
And waft out. Trolley less. Trailing loo paper like Lazarus.
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4. Sunday in the Park - Bel Kaufman

IT WAS STILL WARM in the late-afternoon sun, and the city noises came muffled through 
the trees in the park. She put her book down on the bench, removed her sunglasses, and 
sighed contentedly. Morton was reading the Times magazine section, one arm flung around 
her shoulder; their three-year-old son, Larry, was playing in the sandbox; a faint breeze fanned 
her hair softly against her cheek. It was five-thirty of  a Sunday afternoon, and the small play-
ground tucked away in a corner of  the park, was all but deserted. The swings and seesaws 
stood motionless and abandoned, the slides were empty, and only in the sandbox two little boys 
squatted diligently side by side. How good this is, she thought, and almost smiled at her sense of  
well-being. They must go out in the sun more often; Morton was so city-pale, cooped up all 
week inside the gray factory like university. She squeezed his arm affectionately and glanced 
at Larry, delighting in the pointed little face frowning in concentration over the tunnel he was 
digging. The other boy suddenly stood up and with a quick, deliberate swing of  his chubby 
arm threw a spadeful of  sand at Larry. It just missed his head. Larry continued digging; the 
boy remained standing, shovel raised, stolid and impassive.

“No, no, little boy.” She shook her finger at him, her eyes searching for the child’s mother or 
nurse. “We mustn’t throw sand. It may get in someone’s eyes and hurt. We must play nicely 
in the nice sandbox.” The boy looked at her in unblinking expectancy.

He was about Larry’s age but perhaps ten pounds heavier, a husky little boy with none of  
Larry’s quickness and sensitivity in his face. Where was his mother? The only other people left 
in the playground were two women and a little girl on roller skates leaving now through the 
gate, and a man on a bench a few feet away. He was a big man, and he seemed to be taking 
up the whole bench as he held the Sunday comics close to his face. She supposed he was the 
child’s father. He did not look up from his comics, but spat once deftly out of  the corner of  
his mouth. She turned her eyes away.

At that moment, as swiftly as before, the fat little boy threw another spadeful of  sand at 
Larry. This time some of  it landed on his hair and forehead. Larry looked up at his mother, 
his mouth tentative; her expression would tell him whether to cry or not.

Her first instinct was to rush to her son, brush the sand out of  his hair, and punish the other 
child, but she controlled it. She always said that she wanted Larry to learn to fight his own 
battles.

“Don’t do that, little boy, she said sharply, leaning forward on the bench. “You mustn’t throw 
sand!”
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The man on the bench moved his mouth as if  to spit again, but instead he spoke. He did not 
look at her, but at the boy only.

“You go right ahead, Joe,” he said loudly. “Throw all you want. This here is a public sandbox.”

She felt a sudden weakness in her knees as she glanced at Morton. He had become aware of  
what was happening. He put his Times down carefully on his lap and turned his fine, lean face 
toward the man, smiling the shy, apologetic smile he might have offered a student in pointing 
out an error in his thinking. When he spoke to the man, it was with his usual reasonableness.

“You’re quite right,” he said pleasantly, “but just because this is a public place..,”
The man lowered his funnies and looked at Morton. He looked at him from head to foot, 
slowly and deliberately. “Yeah?” His insolent voice was edged with menace. “My kid’s got just 
as good right here as yours, and if  he feels like throwing sand, he’ll throw it, and if  you don’t 
like it, you can take your kid the hell out of  here.”

The children were listening, their eyes and mouths wide open, their spades forgotten in small 
fists. She noticed the muscle in Morton’s jaw tighten. He was rarely angry; he seldom lost his 
temper. She was suffused with tenderness for her husband and an impotent rage against the 
man for involving him in a situation so alien and so distasteful to him.

“Now, just a minute,” Morton said courteously, “you must realize...”
“Aw, shut up,” said the man.

Her heart began to pound. Morton half  rose; the Times slid to the ground. Slowly the other 
man stood up. He took a couple of  steps toward Morton, then stopped. He flexed his great 
arms, waiting. She pressed her trembling knees together. Would there be violence, fighting? 
How dreadful, how incredible….. She must do something, stop them, call for help. She wanted 
to put her hand on her husband’s sleeve, to pull him down, but for some reason she didn’t.

Morton adjusted his glasses. He was very pale. “This is ridiculous,” he said unevenly. “I must 
ask you...”

“Oh, yeah?” said the man. He stood with his legs spread apart, rocking a little, looking at 
Morton with utter scorn. “You and who else?”
For a moment the two men looked at each other nakedly. Then Morton turned his back on the 
man and said quietly, “Come on, let’s get out of  here.” He walked awkwardly, almost limping 
with self-consciousness, to the sandbox. He stooped and lifted Larry and his shovel out.

At once Larry came to life; his face lost its rapt expression and he began to kick and cry. “I 
don’t want to go home, I want to play better, I don’t want any supper, I don’t like supper....” 
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It became a chant as they walked, pulling their child between them, his feet dragging on the 
ground. In order to get to the exit gate, they had to pass the bench where the man sat sprawling 
again. She was careful not to look at him. With all the dignity she could summon, she pulled 
Larry’s sandy, perspiring little hand, while Morton pulled the other. Slowly and with head high, 
she walked with her husband and child out of  the playground.

Her first feeling was one of  relief  that a fight had been avoided, that no one was hurt. Yet, 
beneath it, there was a layer of  something else, something heavy and inescapable. She sensed 
that it was more than just an unpleasant incident, more than defeat of  reason by force. She 
felt dimly it had something to do with her and Morton, something acutely personal, familiar 
and important.

Suddenly Morton spoke. “It wouldn’t have proved anything.”
“What?” she asked.
“A fight. It wouldn’t have proved anything beyond the fact that he’s bigger than I am.”
“Of  course,” she said.
“The only possible outcome,” he continued reasonably, “would have been what? My glasses 
broken, perhaps a tooth or two replaced, a couple of  days’ work missed  and for what? For 
justice? For truth?”
“Of  course,” she repeated. She quickened her step. She wanted only to get home and to busy 
herself  with her familiar tasks; perhaps then the feeling, glued like heavy plaster on her heart, 
would be gone. Of  all the stupid, despicable bullies, she thought, pulling harder on Larry’s hand. 
The child was still crying. Always before she had felt a tender pity for his defenseless little 
body, the frail arms, the narrow shoulders with sharp, winglike shoulder blades, the thin and 
unsure legs, but now her mouth tightened in resentment.
“Stop crying,” she said sharply. “I’m ashamed of  you!” She felt as if  all three of  them were 
tracking mud along the street. The child cried louder.

If  there had been an issue involved, she thought, if  there had been something to fight for...But what else 
could he possibly have done? Allow himself  to be beaten? Attempt to educate the man? Call a policeman? 
“Officer, there’s a man in the park who won’t stop his child from throwing sand on mine” The whole thing 
was as silly as that, and not worth thinking about.

“Can’t you keep him quiet, for Pete’s sake?” Morton asked irritably.
“What do you suppose I’ve been trying to do?” she said.
Larry pulled back, dragging his feet.
“If  you can’t discipline this child, I will,” Morton snapped, making a move toward the boy.

But her voice stopped him. She was shocked to hear it, thin and cold and penetrating with 
contempt. “Indeed?” she heard herself  say. “You and who else?”
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Annual Timetable for classes XI & XII.

This document assumes a school year with 150 teaching days exclusive of  holidays and 
examination time. For classes XI and XII, it assumes the school year divided into two 
terms of  fifteen weeks each, and that each week will have 6 periods of  40 minutes for 
teaching English. Therefore, classes XI and XII will have 180 periods in a year.

Time Allocation:

Reading & Literature  81 periods
Writing    45 periods
Language   36 periods
Listening & Speaking  18 periods
Total     180 periods.

Suggestive Plan: 

Term 1
Week Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

1 Reading & 
Literature

Reading & 
Literature

Reading & 
Literature Writing Language Listening & 

Speaking
2 ,, ,, Writing ,, ,, ,,

3 ,, ,, Reading & 
Literature ,, ,, ,,

4 ,, ,, Writing ,, ,, ,,
5 ,, ,, ,, ,, ,, ,,

6 ,, ,, Reading & 
Literature ,, ,, Language

7 ,, ,, ,, ,, ,, Listening & 
Speaking

8 ,, ,, Reading & 
Literature ,, ,, Language

9 ,, ,, Writing ,, ,, Listening & 
Speaking

10 ,, ,, Reading & 
Literature ,, ,, Writing

11 ,, ,, ,, ,, ,, Listening & 
Speaking

12 ,, ,, ,, ,, ,, Writing

13 ,, ,, ,, ,, ,, Listening & 
Speaking

14 ,, ,, Writing ,, ,, Language

15 ,, ,, Reading & 
Literature ,, ,, Writing
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Term 2.

Week Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday
1 Reading & 

Literature
Reading & 
Literature

Reading & 
Literature

Writing Language Listening & 
Speaking

2 ,, ,, Writing ,, ,, ,,
3 ,, ,, Reading & 

Literature
,, ,, ,,

4 ,, ,, Writing ,, ,, ,,
5 ,, ,, ,, ,, ,, ,,
6 ,, ,, Reading & 

Literature
,, ,, Language

7 ,, ,, ,, ,, ,, Listening & 
Speaking

8 ,, ,, Reading & 
Literature

,, ,, Language

9 ,, ,, Writing ,, ,, Listening & 
Speaking

10 ,, ,, Reading & 
Literature

,, ,, Writing

11 ,, ,, ,, ,, ,, Listening & 
Speaking

12 ,, ,, ,, ,, ,, Writing
13 ,, ,, ,, ,, ,, Listening & 

Speaking
14 ,, ,, Writing ,, ,, Language
15 ,, ,, Reading & 

Literature
,, ,, Writing

Note: Library Period, which is ONE period per week, is NOT included in the plan.
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Modes of Assessment for Class XII

STANDARDS
The Standards are statements of  what the public can expect students to know and be able 
to do in English when they graduate from the school system (The Silken Knot: Standards for 
English for schools in Bhutan). The Standards for Writing and Language are listed in the English 
Curriculum Framework Document  Pre-primary to Class XII. 

LEARNING OBJECTIVES
The Learning Objectives will serve as indicators of  achievement at each class level in reference 
to the Standards. The assessment is guided by the Learning Objectives. 

ASSESSMEN T O BJECTIVES
The objectives are listed under the Learning Objectives for Class XI under Language and 
Writing in the English Curriculum Framework document. These objectives are inter-related 
and it will not normally be possible or desirable to test them in isolation.

SCHEME OF ASSESSMENT
The overall assessment during the year will consist of  the following:
• Continuous Formative Assessment 
• Continuous Summative Assessment (CSA), 
• Examinations

o Mid-term examinations
o Annual Examinations

CONTINUOUS FORMATIVE ASSESSMENT
The Continuous Formative Assessment (CFA) is an assessment of  student’s learning that is 
carried out throughout the academic year involving a variety of  organised, both formal and 
informal learning activities to facilitate quality teaching and learning in schools.

The main aims of  Continuous Formative Assessment (CFA) are to:
• provide opportunities to both the teacher and the learner to reflect on the learning 

process and on the level of  achievement
• help teachers to find out what teaching methods and materials work best
• help teachers pay attention to individual differences and learning styles of  the learners
• make learners realize how well they can do certain types of  work and what they need 

to improve
• enable learners to see the connection between efforts and results
• allow the learners to evaluate themselves and also in peer group
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• enable learners to take on multiple roles  as learners, helpers, evaluators and reviewers 
of  the learning processes

• enable learners to appreciate each other’s talents and accept the weaknesses
• develop and tap the higher level thinking and problem solving skills of  learners

The following are some of  the Learning Continuous Formative Assessment activities: 
• Ask series of  questions to the class verbally as the teaching is going on
• In pair provide opportunities for peer assessment among students
• Provide individual students with the opportunities for self  assessment
• In group/pair work, observe students and keep notes
• In writing activities, keep ample time for corrections and giving feedback to students
• Rubrics can be used for assessing students’ writing, class participation, listening speaking 

and reading skills
• Keep literacy Portfolios for both reading and writing activities
• Teachers could keep anecdotal records, observation notes and conference diaries for 

students as part of  CFA, and follow the FA activities that are Learning in the teachers’ 
manuals under various genres.

CONTINUOUS SUMMATIVE ASSESSMENT:
The Continuous Summative Assessment consists of  the internal school-based assessment on 
the Listening and Speaking Strand and the two written examinations. 

1. Internal Assessment
The following are Learning modes of  assessment for awarding internal assessment (CSA) 
marks for Class XII: 

Listening and Speaking - 20 marks: 
• Learning Listening and Speaking activities for assessment purposes:

o Extempore speeches
o Panel discussions
o Listening exercises
o Debates
o Presentations and reports, etc.,

Detailed Listening and Speaking Activities are Learning in the Teachers’ Guides Classes XI 
and XII.

2.  WRITTEN EXAMINATIONS
There are two written examinations for Class XII: The Mid-term Examination conducted in 
the first term will be marked out of  30%. The Annual Examination conducted at the end of  
the year will be marked out of  80%
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CLASS XII
PAPER I: LANGUAGE AND WRITING
In Paper I the Assessment will consist of  writing portfolio and the written examination. 
The Writing Portfolio includes-Journal writing for books read and the best written pieces selected by the 
students on teacher’s guidance, based on the good writing criteria. The portfolio is to be maintained for each 
student and must be assessed and awarded 20% marks as the part of  CA 
Teacher needs to consider the number and types of  genre
There will be two papers for the Examination. Paper I will consist of  Language and Writing strands. The time 
allotted for the written examination is as given below:

Writing Portfolio: 20%”
• Best pieces of writing selected by the students
• Best pieces selected by the teacher
• Journal writing for books read
• Consider process while assessing the quality of work

Time: 3 hours for writing and 15 minutes for reading the questions

Weighting: 100marks (60 marks for writing and 40 marks for Language)

Question Format:
The Paper I will have two sections-Section A and Section B

SECTION A
Section A is for Writing and it will be marked out of  60%. This section will test students’ writing skills 
through extended response questions. This section will have two questions.

Question 1: 
Students are required to choose and write an argumentative essay from the three choices provided. It will be 
worth 25 marks.

Question 2:
Students are required to write any original work and demonstrate their understanding of  how to create 
character, establish setting, develop a plot and show that they can handle the elements of  short stories. It will 
be worth 30 marks.

SECTION B
The questions under section B will test students’ language skills through short answer questions. It will be 
worth 40marks.

Question 1:10marks
The students will be examined on their understanding of  origin of  words (etymology) and common theories 
of  language acquisition.
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Question 2: 30 marks
There will be questions on grammar which will require students to correct, rewrite, edit, and complete 
entences. It will be worth 30 marks.

Examination weighting for:
Writing
Essay       30%
Story Writing      30%

Language
Origin of  words, purposes of  language and its features  10%
Grammar Structure     30%

Total       100%

Suggested break up of CA and Examination weightings
Term One Term Two

Class XII Continuous
Assessment Examination Continuous

Assessment
Trail

Examination Total

10% Writing 
Portfolio 30% 10% Writing 

Portfolio 50% 100%

Note: The schools should conduct term one examination out of  100% and convert it to 30%, similarly the 
term two examination should be conducted out of  100% and convert it to 50%. By adding 20% CA for 
Writing Portfolio, the overall weighting will be 100%.

PAPER II: READING & WRITING 
In Paper II the Assessment will consist of  Reading Portfolio, Listening & Speaking and the Written 
Examinations. 

The Reading Portfolio includes - Reading Record for books read, critical responses, text talk or book talk, and 
book reviews by the students on teacher’s guidance based on the criteria.
The portfolio is to be maintained for each student and must be assessed and awarded marks as the part of  
CA.

The Listening & Speaking includes- Listening skills exercises, Reports, Debates, Extempore speeches, 
Presentations, and Book talk.

The Reading Portfolio carries 10%, Listening & Speaking 10% and the written examinations (Term 1 and 
Term 2) are of  80%.

(Under the Research Paper students will learn simple steps or procedures in conducting a small action 
research. With teacher’s guidance students will select their own topics and will write a research paper.  The 
paper will be submitted after they complete grade XII. Assessment will be based on the students’ content 
knowledge on action research, interviewing skills and questionnaire development skills.)
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Reading Portfolio : 10% Listening & Speaking 10%
• Record Reading
• Critical response to books read
• Text talk or book talk

• Listening skills excercises
• Reports
• Debates
• Exyrmpore speeches
• Presentation of their written pieces
• Book talk

The second part is the written examination on the Reading & Literature strand.
The time allotted for the written examination is as given below:

Time: 3hours for writing and 15 minutes for reading

Weightings:
Short Stories: 25 marks
Essay: 25 marks
Poetry: 25 marks
Drama: 25 marks

Question Format:
In Paper II there will be four sections as shown below:
Section A: Short Stories
Section B: Essay
Section C: Poetry
Section D: Drama

In each Section there will be two sets of  questions of  which either set I or set II to be attempted. However 
students must attempt at least one set II (Extended Response) questions from any of  the four sections.

Assessment Scheme and Question Pattern:

Section A: Short Stories
Set I: 25 marks
Multiple Choice Questions - 5 marks
Short Answer Questions – 20 marks

Set II: 25 marks
Extended Response Questions – Two questions: 10+15=25marks
Note: In section A questions will be set on seen texts.

Section B: Essay
Set I: 25 marks
Multiple Choice Questions - 5 marks
Short Answer Questions – 20 marks
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Set II: 25 marks
Extended Response Questions – Two questions: 10+15=25marks
Note: In section B questions will be set on unseen texts.

Section C: Poetry
Set I: 25 marks
Multiple Choice Questions - 5 marks
Short Answer Questions – 20 marks

Set II: 25 marks
Extended Response Questions – Two questions: 10+15=25marks
Note: In section C questions will be set on unseen texts.

Section C: Novel
Set I: 25 marks
Multiple Choice Questions - 5 marks
Short Answer Questions – 20 marks

Set II: 25 marks
Extended Response Questions – Two questions: 10+15=25marks
Note: In section D questions will be set on seen text.

In each genre, the questions will test the students’ ability to:
•	 Understand the text
•	 Give relevant interpretations of  the contents in their own words
•	 Identify elements, points of  view, themes, ideas, and analyse, synthesize, evaluate the texts and apply the 

ideas.

Suggested break up of CA and Examination weightings
Term One Term Two

Class XII Continuous
Assessment Examination Continuous

Assessment
Trail

Examination Total

5% Reading 
Portfolio

30%

5% Reading 
Portfolio 

50% 100%
5% Listening & 

Speaking
5% Listening 
& Speaking

Note: The schools should conduct term one examination out of  100% and convert it to 30%, similarly the 
term two examination should be conducted out of  100% and convert it to 50%. By adding 20% CA for 
Reading Portfolio and Listening & Speaking strand to Paper II, the overall weighting will be 100%.
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Reading & Literature Texts (Essays) for Classes XII

In the Beginning by Katie Hickman from Dreams of the Peaceful Dragon (Pg.13-19) ©  
by  A PHOENIX PAPERBACK 

Overcoming Arrogance by Chogyam Trungpa from Shambala - The Sacred Path of the 
Warrior, (Pg.141-143) © Shambala (Random House), 1984 ISBN 1-57062-128-4

Looking at the Media by Cam MacPherson from Imprints Vol. II (Pg.131-133) © 2001 
Gage Educational Publishing Co. Canada ISBN  0-7715-0942-1

What I have Lived For by Bertrand Russell from Elements of English 11(Pg. 21) © 
Harcourt, Canada Year ISBN 0-7747-1492-1

Arming the Spirit by George Faludy from Imprints Vol. II (Pg.71-75) © 2001 Gage 
Educational Publishing Co. Canada ISBN 0-7715-0942-1

The Shack by Margaret Laurence from Imprints Vol. II (Pg.61-65) © 2001 Gage Educational 
Publishing Co. Canada, ISBN 0-7715-0942-1

Why Canada has to Beat its Literacy Problem by June Callwood from Passages Literature 
and Language (12) (Pg.94-97) © Gage Learning Corporation, Toronto, Ontario 2002, ISBN 
0-7715-0958-8

Gross National Happiness: A Tribute by Thakur S. Powdyel from Gross National 
Happiness, (Pg.61-65) ©  Centre for Bhutan Studies, 1999 
Classroom Without Walls by Marshall MacLuhan from Imprints Vol. II (Pg. 135-137) © 
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2001 published by  Gage Educational Publishing Co. Canada ISBN 0-7715-0942-1

Drukyel’s Destiny by Dechen Dolkar from Drukyel’s Destiny (Pg.107-112) © Tarayana 
Foundation, 2004 

Informing Ourselves to Death by Neil Postman from the Internet 

I am a Native of North America by Chief  Dan George from Canadian Students’ Guide 
to Language, Literature, and Media (Pg.120-122) © Oxford University Press, Canada 201 
Stereotypes are for “Others” by Maria Coletta Maclean from Elements of English (11) 
(Pg.164-166) © Harcourt, Canada Year ISBN 0-7747-1492-1

The Attentive Heart: Conversations with Trees by Stephanie Kaza from The Attentive 
Heart, (P.157-165) © Shambhala, Boston & London 1996 

Poems for Classes XII:

Sonnets 55 & 60 by William Shakespeare from The Norton Anthology of English 
Literature (Pg. 393-394) ©  W. W. Norton ISBN 393-09815X

We Are Seven by William Wordsworth from The Norton Anthology of English Literature 
(Pg.1258) © 1968, 1962 by  W.W. Norton ISBN 
392-09815X

Ulysses by Lord Alfred Tennyson from Creative Muse (Pg.28) © Heinemann ISBN 81-
259-1222-3

The King Speaks to the Scribe by Keki N. Daruwalla from Creative Muse (Pg.84) ©  
Heinemann ISBN 81-259-1222-3

Mirror by Sylvia Plath from Understanding Literature (Pg.21) © Nelson Canada ISBN 
81-250-0692-3

Digging by Seamus Heanery from Touched with Fire (Pg.183) © Cambridge ISBN 0521-
31537-9

As It Is by Doriane Laux from Passages: Literature & Language 12 (Pg.212) © Gage 
Learning ISBN 0-7715-0958-8
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From The Lyrical Ballad Of Pemi Tshewang Tashi: Why must I Go To War? Translated 
by Karma Ura from The Ballad of Pemi Tshewang Tashi: A Wind Borne Feather (Pg.17)  
© Allied Printers, Bangkok. @1996 ISBN 81-7525-000-3

Short Stories for Class XII:

Woman Unknown by Rabindranath Tagore from Selected Short Stories by Rabindranath 
Tagore (Pg.219-230) © OUP Fourth Impressions 2004, ISBN  0-19-565829-9

Mirror Image by Lena Coakley from Imprints Volume 1 (Pg.12-18) © 2001 Gage Educational 
Publishing Company,  A Division of  Canada Publishing Corporation ISBN 0-7715-0941-3

The Elephant by Slawomir Mrozek from Imprints Volume 1 (Pg. 103) © 2001 Gage 
Educational Publishing Company, A Division of  Canada Publishing Corporation ISBN 
0-7715-0941-3

The Secret Life of Walter Mitty by James Thurber from Imprints Volume 1(Pg. 33) © 
2001 Gage Educational Publishing Company, A Division of  Canada Publishing Corporation 
ISBN 0-7715-0941-3

Bluffing by G. Helgason Imprints Volume 1(Pg. 71) © 2001  Gage Educational Publishing 
Company, A Division of  Canada Publishing Corporation ISBN 
0-7715-0941-3

Lamb To The Slaughter by R. Dahl from Relating (Pg.114-120) © 1990  Gage Educational 
Publishing Company, A Division of  Canada Publishing Corporation ISBN 0-7715-1106-X

Test by Theodore Thomas from Imprints Volume 1 (Pg.130) © 2001 Gage Educational 
Publishing Company, A Division of  Canada Publishing Corporation ISBN 0-7715-0941-3

A Matter of Balance by W.D. Valgardson from Passages 12 (Pg. 177) © Gage Learning 
Corporation, 2002 ISBN 0-7715-0958-8

A Day in the Year 2060 by R. Corelli from In Flight (Pg.27-31) © Prentice Hall Canada 
Inc.1991 ISBN 0-13-456153-8

Supermarket Soliloquy by M.C. Lovell from No Place Like (Pg.220-227) © Sterling 
Publishers (P) Ltd. ISBN 81-207-2209-4
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Sunday in the Park by B. Kaufman from Relating (Pg.19-21) © 1990 Gage Educational 
Publishing Company, 1990 ISBN 0-7715-1106-X

Books
The Silken Knot: Standards for English for Schools in Bhutan Copyright © Centre for 
Educational Research and Development, December 2002 
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